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Introduction 
Museums are special platforms that allow visitors to acquire knowledge from 
their collections, exhibitions, programmes and other resources. They are responsible 
for fulfilling the educational function by meeting the demands of different 
audiences. 1 Children, teenagers, and adults are the three major target segments 
comprising those aged under 5 years old, 5 to 20 years old, and 20 to 50 years old.2
Higher education students, especially undergraduate students aged 18 to 22 years old, 
are split between the segments of teenagers and adults. At the turn of the twenty-first 
century, the educational function of museums became more important. As Peter 
Vergo states, museums are longer limited to display exhibits or disseminate 
knowledge, but also focus on mass education.3 However, I have discovered that the 
needs of higher education students can easily be overlooked because there is a lack 
of clear definitions of this audience group among Hong Kong museums. To enhance 
higher education students' creativity and critical thinking through museum learning, 
it is important to strengthen the collaboration between art museums and tertiary 
institutions by making use of museum resources and expertise in Hong Kong and 
abroad. 
Audience research plays an important role in identifying the needs and 
expectations of museum visitors. Graham Black classified audiences into different 
educational levels including primary/elementary (aged 11 to 12), secondary/high_ 
1 Catherine Speight, "Museums and Higher Education: A New Specialist Service?" in Museums and Design
Education: Looking to Learn, Learning to See, eds. Beth Cook, Rebecca Reynolds and Catherine Speight 
(Surrey: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2010), 11. 
2 Nina Jensen, "Children, Teenagers and Adults in Museums: A Developmental Perspective," in The
Educational Role of the Museum, ed. Eilean Hooper-Greenhill (New York: Routledge, 1999), 111. 
3 Peter Vergo, ed. The New Museology (London: Reaktion Books Ltd, 1989), 1-2.
( aged 11 to 16 or 18) and college/university student ( aged above 18). 4 With 
reference to Black's approach to audience segmentation, this dissertation focuses on 
higher education students' learning in art museums in Hong Kong in order to 
explore methods for strengthening their engagement with museum resources, experts 
and activities. A review of the development of museum education in Hong Kong 
will help explore new learning opportunities for higher education students in the 
twenty-first century. 
The Development of Museum Education in Hong Kong 
The early history of museums in Hong Kong can be traced back to the colonial 
period in 1842. In the second half of the mid-nineteenth century, the major task of 
the British government was to establish trade relationship with Mainland China 
rather than developing cultural activities. 5 In 1869, the City Hall established in 
Central contributed to the development of Hong Kong culture. The City Hall 
comprised a library, museum, hall, ballroom and a theatre. Most of the services were 
provided for Western people residing in Hong Kong. Chinese and Western visitors 
were strictly divided, granting different times for accessing the City Hall.6 In 1933, 
the City Hall was demolished for commercial reasons,7 the new City Hall was 
established in 1962 under the control of the Urban Council through its Culture and 
Entertainment Select Committee. With wider collections of Chinese antiquities, 
historical pictures and local artworks, this new museum was opened for people from 
every walk of life. 8
4 Graham Black, The Engaging Museum: Developing Museums for Visitor Involvement (London and New York: 
Routledge, 2005), 11. 
5 Yeung Lai-chung Stoney, "Museum Development in Hong Kong," Newsletter of Hong Kong Curators 
Association, vol. l (2000): 8. 
6 Ibid, 8. 
7 Lin Xue-hong ;ft�U. Wenbo Xinchao: Yishu Bowuguan Jiaoyu :X:1\!i/Yi)I\IJ: �j,ljji,!j'fo/.Jffi'l'J(,ey {Art Museum
Education) (Hong Kong: The University Museum and Art Gallery, 2007), 54. 
8 Yeung, "Museum Development in Hong Kong," 8. 
2 
It was not until the 1960s that non-government cultural institutions, such as the 
University Museum and Art Gallery of the University of Hong Kong (UMAG) and 
the Art Museum of the Chinese University of Hong Kong (Art Museum ofCUHK), 
started to provide museum services for the general public. The Hong Kong Museum 
of Art (HKMA), which formerly opened as the City Hall gallery in Central in 1962, 
was relocated to Tsim Sha Tsui in 1991.9 In the 1990s, the types of museums in 
Hong Kong became diverse, especially after the Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region (HKSAR) Government established the Leisure and Cultural Services 
Department (LCSD) in 2000. The LCSD manages all activities related to significant 
changes in the art and cultural development of Hong Kong. It also manages fourteen 
public museums and five other cultural venues, including HKMA, the Hong Kong 
Museum of History (HKMH), and the Hong Kong Science Museum (HKSM), to 
create inspiring experiences in art, history, and science. 10
In 1997, the sovereignty of Hong Kong was returned to China and a year later 
Tung Chee-hwa 'IJt::!i!, the first Chief Executive of the HKSAR Government, 
proposed an implementation plan for the West Kowloon Cultural District (WKCD) 
in the section of"Tourism, Building on our Strengths" of the Policy Address 1998.ll 
The plan states that: 
The Government is committed to providing more support in this area, and as a 
catalyst for upgrading our image as Asia's entertainment capital we are 
planning for a new, state-of-the-art performance venue on the West Kowloon 
reclamation. We will further develop proposals for other major facilities which 
will be both unique attractions in themselves as well as venues for cultural, 
9 Lin, Wenbo Xinchao: Yishu Bowuguan Jiaoyu, 54M56. 
10 See Hong Kong Public Museums. "Home." accessed 10 February 2016, http://www.museums.gov.hk/en_US/ 
web/portal/home.html. 
11 Tung Chee-hwa, The Chief Executive's Policy Address 1998, October 1998, accessed 15 September 2015,
http://www.policyaddress.gov.hklpa98/english/index.htrn. 
3 
entertainment or sporting events, including a new sports stadium, a new centre 
for water-sports and a multi-media theme park. 12 
In 2007, the Recommendation Report of the Consultative Committee on the 
Core Arts and Cultural Facilities of the West Kowloon Cultural District shows that 
there were only twenty-six museums in Hong Kong which was relatively low when 
comparing to the number of museums in overseas cities at that time: 203 museums 
in London, fifty-two in Los Angeles, 107 in New York, 211 in Paris and 121 in 
Tokyo. 13 This report lists the key elements of policies on art and culture in Hong 
Kong: 
1. Respect freedom of creation and expression;
2. Provide opportunities for participation;
3. Encourage diversified and balanced development;
4. Support the environment and conditions (venues, funding, education and
d · · · ) 14a numstrat10n . 
To engage citizens with more opportunities to participate in cultural and 
artistic activities, it is necessary to promote cultural tourism and museum visits 
through developing cultural infrastructure in twenty-first-century Hong Kong. 
In 2008, the West Kowloon Cultural District Authority (WKCDA) was 
officially established, opening a new chapter for the development of Hong Kong art 
and culture. It presents a special and creative model for cultural tourism. M+, a 
12 Tung, The Chief Executive ·s Policy Address 1998, paragraph 46. 
13 West Kowloon Cultural District Authority, Recommendation Report: Consultative Committee on the Core
Arts and Cultural Facilities of the West Kowloon Cultural District (Hong Kong: West Kowloon Cultural District 
Authority, 2007), accessed 18 February 2016, http://www.westkowloon.hk/en/the-district/reports-and-papers, 19.
14 Ibid, 16.
4 
museum for the twentieth- and twenty-first-century visual culture, is one of the new 
infrastructures to be built in the WKCD. Although the museum architecture will not 
be completed until 2019, M+ has already organised a series of nomadic exhibitions 
and educational activities in different temporary sites from 2012 to the present, and 
has attracted a lot of public attention. 
Nowadays, there are more than fifty museums and galleries in Hong Kong, 
including LCSD-run museums, independent museums, 15 university museums, 
public galleries, and art centres. This dissertation examines four museums of 
different types including: 
A. University museums:
1. Art Museum, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
2. University Museum and Art Gallery, The University of Hong Kong
B. LCSD-run museum: 
1. Hong Kong Museum of Art
C. Independent museum:
1. M+
The four art museums concerned provide different types of educational 
programmes and services provided by, including exhibitions, guided tours, 
intemships, workshops, and lectures. However, these activities normally target at the 
general public and do not require proactive participation of higher education 
15 According to the Museum Association in the United Kingdom, independent museums "are owned by 
registered charities and other independent bodies or trusts. They are not usually funded directly by the state but 
may receive support through government programmes. Some may have funding agreements with local 
authorities." In Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Maritime Museum and M+ are two examples of independent 
museum. See the Museums Association, accessed 28 May 2016, https://www.museumsassociation.org/about/-fre 
quently-asked-questions. Also see the Hong Kong Maritime Museum, accessed 28 May 2016, http://www.hkmar 
itimemuseum.org/eng/; see M+, accessed 28 May 2016, http://www.westkowloon.hk/en/mplus. 
5 
students. I find that Hong Kong art museums pay more attention to primary and 
secondary schools by providing various activities and reference materials in support 
of teaching and learning in school. Collaboration between museums and universities 
in Hong Kong is relatively weak. One reason may be due to the underdevelopment 
of art education in early twentieth-century Hong Kong. Since the 1990s, the HKSAR 
Government has started to set policies to promote art education and conducted 
programmes to implement the Government's plans. 16 However, most of the 
programmes focused on providing learning resources for primary and secondary 
schools, such as the project of "Visual Arts Education m Primary 
Schools-Stimulating Creative and Aesthetic Capability through Art Appreciation 
and Criticism" launched in 2003 and 2004.17 Hence, it is necessary to allocate more 
learning resources for higher education students. 
Another reason is the different employment structures between Hong Kong 
and overseas museums. The civil service system in Hong Kong determines that 
public museums are mainly managed by civil servants instead of museum 
professionals such as curators and museum educators. In 1998, Hong Kong Arts 
Development Council (HKADC) pointed out in its report titled Arts Policy: Its 
Implementation and Sustainable Arts Funding that there were inadequate museum 
professionals to devise cultural policies, while professional advisors did not have 
authority to participate in policy making in Hong Kong.18 It is not compulsory for 
Hong Kong curators and museum educators to work in their specialised areas, but 
they work under a rotational system, being appointed to work in other divisions in 
one of the LCSD-run museums for a certain period of time. On the contrary, 
16 Phoebe Chan and Jack Shu, "The Arts Education Development under Education Refonn," A Decade of Arts
Development-in Hong Kong (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Arts Development Council, 2006), 79. 
17 Ibid, 76.
18 Anthony Everit� Arts Policy: Its Implementation and Sustainable Arts Funding 'iil'i!li�f,j(ji:l(jf,'ft,JjJ'/n!i!/if5.fj:/j
tllU!,li/,fq,11:ji' (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Arts Department Council, 1998). 23-24. 
6 
well-established overseas museums have engaged museum professionals with 
doctoral degrees to direct their museums. For instance, Robert Anderson, -the 
Director of British Museum from 1992 to 2002, who is a well-experienced and 
knowledgeable museum curator and historian of Chemistry. 19 Glenn David Lowry, 
the current Director of the Museum of Modem Art in New York, is an American art 
historian who received a PhD in the History of Art from Harvard University in 
1982.20 Highly educated museum professionals who have acquired rich knowledge 
and work experience in their specialised areas of study will help to provide high 
quality of education services to the general public. They are also capable of 
co-supervising research students and collaborating with scholars in the academia. 
Art Programmes Provided by the UGC-Funded Institutions 
Art education in Hong Kong was not well developed until 1962 when the 
newly opened Hong Kong City Hall provided an array of cultural activities, mainly 
on performing arts, and the City Hall Public Library organised lectures on art and 
culture and painting workshops for the public. In 1982, the Council of Performing 
Arts was established to promote an appreciation of performing arts to the wider 
audience. Two years later, the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts (HKAPA) 
was established under the control of a Government Ordinance. At the time, the 
British colonial government was more enthusiastic about promoting performing arts 
instead of visual arts. More efforts were required to enhance the education of Hong 
Kong' s visual culture in the second half of the twentieth century, but a new policy 
was not introduced until the beginning of the twenty-first century. 
19 See the British Museum, "Principal Librarians and Directors of the British Museum," accessed 28 October 
2016, http://www.britishmuseum.org/about us/management/directors.aspx. 
20 See the Museum of Modem Art, "Senio;-Staff," accessed 25 November 2016, https://www.moma.org/about/s 
enior _ staff/glenn _lo wry. 
7 
In 2000, the Education Commission published a comprehensive and systematic 
reform proposal for the education system in Hong Kong, Blueprint for the 2 F'
Century, which advocates "Lifelong Learning and All-round Development".21 The
Education Commission re-grouped all subjects into eight key learning areas in the 
curriculum of the Nine-year Basic Education, including: 
1. Chinese language education
2. English language education
3. Mathematics education
4. Science education
5. Technology education
6. Personal, social and humanities education
7. Arts education
8. Physical education
Art education was considered indispensable in Hong Kong's basic education 
and became increasingly important for the higher education curriculum in the 
twenty-first century. 
In 2002, HKADC published a report entitled A Feasibility Study on Setting Up 
a Visual Arts Academy in Hong Kong, based on a detailed analysis. This report 
mentions that. art-related subjects, including Art History, Art Theory and 
Contemporary Philosophical Theories, should be "introduced in depth through small 
seminar situations to provide additional variety and dimension for inter-disciplinary 
studies and thinking".22 At the time, there were no comprehensive and systematic
21 Education Commission, Blueprint for the 2r' Century: Learning for Life, Learning through Life, September
2000, accessed 18 February 2016, http://www.e-c.edu.hk/eng/refonn/annex/Edu-refonn-eng, 3. 
22 Hong Kong Arts Department Council, A Feasibility Study on Setting Up a Visual Arts Academy in Hong 
Kong, August 2002, accessed I February 2016, http://www.hkadc.org.hk/rs/File/info_centre/reports/200209 _va 
a _report, 35. 
8 
programmes on visual arts in Hong Kong's higher education institutions, especially 
for the eight institutions funded by University Grants Committee (UGC) including: 
I) University of Hong Kong (HKU)
2) Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK)
3) Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU)
4) Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST)
5) Hong Kong Baptist University (HKBU)
6) City University of Hong Kong (CityU)
7) Hong Kong Institute of Education (HKIEd) (now Education University of
Hong Kong (EdUHK))
8) Lingnan University (LU)
Each of these UGC-funded institutions has its own concentration on art 
education. For instance, in 1957, CUHK established the Department of Fine Arts, 
focusing on Chinese and Western Studio Art and Art History; in 1967, PolyU 
established the School of Design, offering design education on art and science; in 
1978, HKU established the Department of Fine Arts, emphasising the history and 
theory of Asian and Western art; and in 1998, CityU established the School of 
Creative Media, specialising in developing creative industries in Hong Kong, 
Mainland China and the overseas. HKADC's report A Feasibility Study on Setting 
Up a Visual Arts Academy in Hong Kong (2002) surges the setting up of an 
independent academy to offer vigorous progranunes on different aspects of the visual 
arts. 
9 
In November 2004, HKBU established the Academy of Visual Arts (AV A) in 
response to HKADC's report. AVA offers a wide range of undergraduate and 
postgraduate programmes. It also provides opportunities for university students to 
learn about visual arts of different kinds, such as drawing, painting, ceramics, 
sculpture, installation art, printmaking, glass art, photography and jewellery design.23
In 2005, LU launched Visual Studies as a new Bachelor programme pertaining to the 
Department of Philosophy and it has been run as an independent department since 
2009.24 The Visual Studies programme at LU focuses on the study of Art History, 
Cognitive Film Studies and Philosophical Aesthetics. It aims to enhance students' 
transferable skills and employability. Students can acquire the artistic practice from 
the Art-in-Residence programme and obtain internship and service-learning 
opportunities. In 2010, HKIEd, re-titled EdUHK in 2016, established the Department 
of Cultural and Creative Arts, offering pedagogical art education. It seeks to make a 
strong connection between its campus and the wider community through organising 
various projects on art education such as the "Art@School" programme. 25 The 
art-related programmes launched by local universities show a growing interest in 
cultivating arts professionals in higher education. 
However, after reviewing the art programmes offered by the eight 
UGC-funded institutions in Hong Kong from 2010 to 2014 (See Appendix 1 and 
Appendix 2),26 I find that collaboration between art museums and universities was 
23 See the Academy of Visual Arts, Hong Kong Baptist University, accessed 10 February 2016, http://ava.hkbu.
edu.hk/about/. 
24 See the Department of Visual Studies, Lingnan University, accessed 10 February 2016, http://www.ln.edu.hk/ 
visual/about.php. 
25 See the Department of Cultural and Creative Arts, Education University of Hong Kong, accessed 12 February 
2016, https://www.ied.edu.hk/cca/. 
26 Hong Kong Institute of Education established the Department of Cultural and Creative Arts in 2010. Since 
then it started to offer more art-related courses. Hence, the data comparison of the eight UGC-funded institutions 
covers the period of 2010 to 2014. The data of art-related courses offered by the eight UGC-funded institutions is 
mainly collected from their websites. See the Department of Fine Arts of University of Hong Kong, 
"Undergraduate Studies," accessed 27 December 2015, http://finearts.hku.hk/finearts/undergraduate/courses/; the 
Department of Fine Arts of Chinese University of Hong Kong, "Bachelor of Art," accessed 27 December 2015, 
10 
inadequate. The common form of university-museum collaboration is guided tour, 
which. is not tailor-made for specific universities and requires little participation and 
responsibility from students. 
The Bachelor programme in Fine Arts at CUHK is divided into three main 
streams: 1) Art History, with a special emphasis on China; 2) Modem Art Studio; 
and 3) Art History and Art Studio.27 When reviewing the course descriptions, 
objectives, intended learning outcomes, teaching and learning activities, and the 
assessments of art programmes offered by the eight UGC-funded institutions, they 
can be classified into four streams: 1) Art History, 2) Studio Practice, 3) Art History 
and Studio Practice,28 and 4) Museum Studies. Each institution offers Art History 
courses, while seven of them only offer one or two courses on Museum Studies, 
taking up the smallest proportion of art-related programmes (Appendix 1 ). 
The eight UGC-funded institutions in Hong Kong offered more than 600 
courses on art-related subjects from 2010 to 2014 (Appendix 2). Several universities 
have offered undergraduate courses on art and museums in different programmes. 
American education expert Elliot Eisner proposes that the study of art should 
http://www.arts.cuhk.edu.hk/-fadept/?page_id-27; Hong Kong Polytechnic University. "Course Readings," 
accessed 27 December 2015, https://www.lib.polyu.edu.hk/course-readings/browse-department/?depFSD; Hong 
Kong University of Science and Technology, "Common Core Course List for 4-year Programs," accessed 28 
December 2015, http://uce.ust.hk/cgi-bin/web/courses/course_search.php?pid-l; the Academy of Visual Arts of 
Hong Kong Baptist University, "Programmes_Bachelor of Arts (BA)," accessed 28 December 2015, http://ava.h 
kbu.edu.hk/programmes/a-visual-arts-4-years/bachelor-of-arts-ba-rnajor-course-list/; School of Creative Media 
of City University of Hong Kong, "Course & Curricula," accessed 29 December 2015, http://www.scm.cityu.ed 
u.hk/courses_curricula; the Department of Visual Studies of LU, accessed 29 December 2015, http://www.ln.ed
u.hk/visual/programme.php. Some course infonnation are collected from university departments, including the
Departments of Fine Arts of University of Hong Kong, the Division of Humanities of Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology, and the Department of Cultural and Creative Arts of Education University of Hong
Kong.
27 See the Department of Fine Arts, Chinese University of Hong Kong, "Curriculum," accessed 12 February 
2016, http://www.arts.cuhk.edu.hk/-fadept/?page_id-27. 
28 With reference to course structure of the Department of Fine Arts of Chinese University of Hong Kong, this 
dissertation suggests that the Art History course studies the historical development of art; the Studio Practice 
course trains students in the practice of artistic creation; the Art History and Studio Practice course applies equal 
emphasis on both components. 
11 
include creation, criticism and culture. 29 Creation refers to practices of art, while
criticism and culture focus on the theories of art. Hence, art-related courses should 
include both practices and theories. Most of the Hong Kong institutions focus on Art 
History instead of Studio Practice. HKBU pays more attention to Studio Practice 
courses because AV A aims to offer both practical and theoretical training in visual 
arts.30 Similarly, Studio Practice courses play an important role at LU. However, 
courses related to Museum Studies account for a very small proportion of the eight 
UGC-funded institutions' current curricula. 
Three art-related courses at HKU can give us clues to develop 
museum-university collaboration through art curricula. These courses included in 
both three-year and four-year curricula are: 
1. FINE2056. Museum Studies Workshop
This course aims to give students an introduction to the principles and 
practices of working in an art museum. The course is conducted by curatorial 
staff of the University Museum and Art Gallery. Students majoring in Fine 
Arts are given first preference, but other students fulfilling the prerequisite 
may apply. Any students wishing to apply for admission to FINE4005 
(Museum studies intemship) should take this course in their second or third 
year. 
2. FINE3004. Museum studies intemship
The intemship progranime gives a limited number of qualified students 
professional and practical working experience in a museum setting. This 
enables them to apply academic skills learned in the classroom to concrete 
problems in the workplace and helps them prepare for museum careers. 
29 Liu Feng-rong l;ltl'!!!'.�, Aisina Yishu Jiaoyu Slxiang Zhi Yanjiu 31:Wi�i!lif,llj�Ja'f,\!H:l:tzliff'i\: (The Research
on the Education Thoughts of Eisner) (Taipei: Buffalo Book Co.,1997), 149. 
30 See the Academy of Visual Arts of Hong Kong Baptist University, "Mission," accessed 28 December 2015,
http://ava.hkbu.edu.hk/about/mission/. 
12 
Selected interns work with senior staff of the University Museum and Art 
Gallery or other art institutions in Hong Kong on a project relating to 
professional museological or curatorial practice. 
3. FINE4005 Museum Studies Internship
The internship programme gives a limited number of qualified students 
professional and practical working experience in a museum setting. This 
enables them to apply academic skills learned in the classroom to concrete 
problems in the workplace and helps them prepare for museum or other 
arts-related careers. Selected interns work with senior staff of the University 
Museum and Art Gallery or other art institutions in Hong Kong on a project 
relating to professional museological or curatorial practice. 31 
All of these courses are taught by the director and curators ofUMAG. A group 
of fifteen to thirty students can attend the "FINE2056 Museum Studies Workshop", 
while only two students are able to enrol in "FINE3004/FINE4005 Museum Studies 
Internship" at UMAG. What about the universities which have not got their own 
museums? In that case, will students find it more difficult to gain work experience in 
museums? What will be the alternative learning opportunity for them? How can we 
create more opportunities for university students in a museum society? I propose 
that collaboration between museums and universities through art curricula is one 
effective method and has increasingly been recognised in Hong Kong in the 201 0s. 
For example, the new media art exhibition of Rebuilding the Tong-an Ships 
New Media Art Exhibition (2014) was co-organised by CityU and the National 
Palace Museum in Taipei.32 This exhibition was held at Academic 3, CityU from 15 
31 Both "FINE2056. Museum Studies Workshop" and "FINE4005 Museum Studies Intemship" are available in
the Bachelor Regulations Syllabuses of 3-year and 4-year programme from 2010 to 2014, accessed 2 February 
20 16, http ://finearts.hku.hk/finearts/undergraduate/courses/. 
32 See the City University of Hong Kong, "Rebuilding the Tong-an Ships New Media Art Exhibition," accessed
30 November 2015, http://www.cityu.edu.hk/tonganship/index.html. 
13 
August to 30 September 2014, showing the seafaring culture and the Qing Navy's 
development in the nineteenth century. The School of Creative Media of CityU 
created three new media installations for this exhibition. Students were able to assist 
m museum exhibition through voluntary work. This project-based 
museum-university collaboration has provided a valuable learning opportunity for a 
limited number of students. Yet, I think more students should benefit from 
curriculum-based collaboration between art museums and universities, which can 
offer continuous learning experiences for a bigger group of students to apply their 
subject knowledge to real-life projects. Such collaboration is particularly useful for 
those universities without their own museums and curators. Hence, this dissertation 
will examine the benefits and difficulties of developing museum-university 
collaboration. The feasible methods for implementing such collaboration in the 
Hong Kong context will also be proposed. 
Important Literatures on Museum Education 
When consulting the exisyng research conducted by other scholars, I realise 
that the HKSAR Government has made efforts to conduct research on museum 
services when evaluating the development of local museums. Two main research 
reports proposed strategies and plans for Hong Kong's museum facilities and 
services include The Five-year Plan of the Provisional Urban Council's Museums 
Select Committee: Consultation Paper (1997)33 and the Hong Kong Public Art
Museum and Visual Art Research Report (1999).34 The Five-year Plan reviews the 
Provisional Urban Council's museum services and policies and proposes ten goals, 
two underlying principles, and three deliberations in setting up a comprehensive 
33 Museum Select Committee, The Five-year Plan of the Provisional Urban Council's Museums Select 
Committee: Consultation Paper (Hong Kong: Provisional Urban Council, 1997). 
34 Hong Kong Development Strategy Research Centre 'lfllli�/lUl!ltrliJl:il:JiJi, Hong Kong Public Art Museum 
and Visual Art Research Report'li'itli0ii¾ii#J!w'lmtilYi,t,l�;i({tiiWiliJl:it*� (Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
Development Strategy Research Centre, 1999). 
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museum policy. 
The Hong Kong Public Art Museum and Visual Art Research Report published 
by the Hong Kong Development Strategy Research Centre (HKDSRC) examines 
how public art museums support the development of visual arts in Hong Kong, 
including university museums, community art museums and government museums. 
The notable finding shows that: 
Due to limited resources, the art museums of the universities fail to take the 
advantage in leading cultural researchers. Taking an example, there is still no 
degree course in museology despite a growing number in public museums in 
Hong Kong.35 
It suggests that university museums should improve their cultural research and 
their educational role in Museum Studies. It also indicates the need for offering 
academic training on Museology. HKDSRC recommended reviewing both the art 
education policy and art curriculum in primary and secondary schools, so that more 
training on Studio Practice and Art History can be provided for junior students.36 In 
fact, enhanced art curricula are also necessary for university programmes in order to 
sustain the growth of interest and knowledge. 
HKU offered courses on Museum Studies in the academic year of 1998 to 
1999 in response to HKDSRC's report. As mentioned above, more art programmes 
were launched in the 2000s, following Tung Chee-hwa's plan in the Policy Address 
1998. These changes show that the HKSAR Government's support of museum 
research and their reform of cultural policies are catalysts for enhancing Hong 
35 Ibid. 65. 
36 Ibid. 61. 
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Kong's art education at both school and university levels. To facilitate the teaching 
and learning of art and museums, students cannot just rely on textbooks, but should 
also be guided to make use of museum resources. 
Although there are some publications on art museums and education services 
m Hong Kong, little research on university-museum collaboration has been 
conducted by contemporary scholars. 37 In her book Wenbo Xinchao: Yishu
Bowuguan Jiaoyu (2007), Lin Xue-hong 1*�iI38 explores the use of museum 
resources for teaching and reviews tangible object learning, and the �esign of 
teaching plans and public activities in art museums in Hong Kong from 2000 to 
2006.39 Her research shows that art museums in Hong Kong have allocated seventy 
percent of their resources to public activities. Lin conducted in-depth surveys to 
examine how HKMA and HKHM provide public activities for their target audiences. 
In October 2000, 331 visitors attended six public activities at the two museums, 
including guided tours, workshops, video tours, lectures, shows and film 
programmes. About eighty percent of the audiences were secondary school students, 
while less than twenty percent were university students.40 It is clear that junior 
students are local museums' major target audience. 
Lin remarks that although art education has already been part of the local 
curriculum, art teachers simply teach drawing or painting skills without cultivating 
students' creativity and critical thinking. They failed to encourage art appreciation 
37 In 2004, Tam Cheung-on �tf-:tt" published his book From Galleries to the Classroom: Museum and Art 
Education �/&ffi¥U'!!!i:'.1le: : ffl:!f!/Jffi!M!liifitq'!!!(¼ which also discusses the education services tailor-made for 
primary and secondary school students; in 2007, Legislative Council Panel on Home Affairs published 
Committee on Museums: Recommendation Report highlights the significance of establishing the mode of 
governance of Hong Kong public museums' services. 
38 Lin Xue-hong #�!RI worked as Assistant Curator in the Hong Kong Museum of Art, Hong Kong Heritage 
Museum, Art Promotion Office and the Flagstaff House Museum of Tea Ware from 1992 to 2014. Her research 
focuses on Educational Psychology, Art Education, Museology and Arts Administration. 
39 Lin, WenboXinchao: Yishu Bowuguan J;aoyu, 99"126. 
40 Ibid, I 11. 
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and the study of aesthetics. I think that art museums in Hong Kong can offer various 
types of educational activities for schools in order to address the problems raised by 
Lin. 
Overseas scholars have recognised the importance of satisfying the needs of 
higher education students by making use of museum resources. In his A Common 
Wealth: Museums in the Learning Age: A Report to the Department for Culture, 
Media and Sport (1999),41 David Anderson argues that museums should offer more 
effective learning services to visitors from early childhood to old age. He stresses 
that higher education should be one of their target segments. Anderson's report was 
the first comprehensive review of museum education in the United Kingdom, in 
which the idea of enhancing the educational function of museums and galleries is 
discussed in detail. 
In 2005, the Department for Culture, Media and Sport of the British 
Government published a consultation paper entitled Understanding the Future: 
Museums and the 21 st Century, which articulates the need to develop collaboration 
between museums and higher and further education sectors for research purposes in 
the twenty-first century.42 It provides several suggestions for making stronger links 
between the higher and further education sectors and museums in England. For 
instance, the establishment of the Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) in 
2005 helps support museum research projects. This policy suggests that AHRC 
should promote research collaboration for academic use by providing special 
41 David Anderson's A Common Wealth first published in 1997 and was revised in 1999. This dissertation will 
mainly make reference to Anderson's revised report published in 1999. See David Anderson, A Common Wealth: 
Museums in the Learning Age (London: Department for Culture, Media and Sport, 1999). 
42 Department for Culture, Media and Sport, Understanding the Future: Museums and the 21st Century-A 
Summary ofRespanses (London: Department for Culture, Media and Sport, 2005), accessed 13 Feb 2016, http:// 
webarchive.nationalarchives.gov .uk/+/http:/www.culture.gov .uk/images/publications/understanding_ the_ future_ 
responses.pdf. 
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funding.43 There is also a need to gain financial support from the local government 
or third parties in this collaboration. This consultation paper also points out that 
networking is very important to such collaboration for sharing best practices among 
cultural and educational institutions.44 
In recent years, British scholars have revealed the problems of developing 
collaboration between museums and higher education institutions. In their recent 
research, museum researchers Beth Cook, Rebecca Reynolds and Catherine Speight 
show that higher education tends to be neglected in the United Kingdom, but it is 
necessary to explore approaches to learning in museums and universities for higher 
education audiences.45 In their book on Museums and Design Education: Looking 
to Learn, Learning to See (2010), they provide some useful examples for 
strengthening the collaboration between museums and universities. For instance, in 
2005, the Victoria and Albert Museum (V &A), the Royal College of Art (RCA), the 
University of Brighton and the Royal Institute of British Architects established a 
unique partnership entitled "Centre for Excellence in Teaching and Leaming 
through Design" for enhancing the use of museum resources by higher education 
visitors. This was a five-year partnership consisting of forty-four projects. The 
collaborators aimed to explore methods for supporting tutors and students to make 
use of museum resources for design studies. The initiative has encouraged students 
to acquire new knowledge, gain inspiration, conduct research and develop creative 
• 46 proJects at museums. 
43 Ibid, 13-14.
44 Ibid.14.
45 Beth Cook, Rebecca Reynolds and Catherine Speight, eds., Museums and Design Education: Looking to
Learn, Learning to See (Surrey: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2010). 
46 Speight, "Museums and Higher Education: A New Specialist Service?" 19. 
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Learning in Museums and Universities 
With reference to useful ideas on museum education in Hong Kong and abroad 
as well as the learning methods in a museum context, the existing scholarship of 
experienced curators and Museum Studies scholars has facilitated my further 
research on the effectiveness of education services at art museums in Hong Kong. 
Museums should pay more attention to higher education students and identify their 
demands in museum learning. The development of students' transferable skills and 
employability has been a common concern in twenty-first-century higher 
education. 47 Three pedagogical methods, including object-based learning, 
experiential learning and problem-based learning, should be considered when 
conducting teaching for higher education students in museums. 
Objects are widely used for teaching and learning because museum learning is 
object-oriented and collections can provoke audiences to think laterally.48 Lateral 
thinking helps learners tap into their creativity. Museums provide a unique 
experience for visitors to engage with objects that cannot be experienced by simply 
reading textbooks. Overseas institutions, especially those in the United Kingdom, 
have made use of museum collections and highlighted the importance of 
object-based learning in higher education institutions. For instance, the University 
College London (UCL) houses a wealth of collections, including chemistry, earth 
sciences, zoology and archaeology.49 In recent years, UCL Museums & Collections 
has undertaken object-based learning research in order to explore the value of 
47 Kate Arnold-Forster and Catherine Speight, "Museums and Higher Education: A Context for Collaboration," 
in Museums and Design Education: Looking to Learn, Learning to See, eds. Beth Cook, Rebecca Reynolds, and 
Catherine Speight (Surrey: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2010), 1; Jenny Marie, "The Role of Object-based 
Learning in Transferable Skills Development," The University Museums and Collections Journal, vol. 3 (2010): 
187. 
48 See American Association of Museums, Museums for a New Century (Washington, D. C.: The American 
Association of Museums, 1984), 64; Eilean Hooper-Greenhill, Museums and Education: Purpose, Pedagogy, 
Performance (Oxon: Routledge, 2007), 41; Helen Chatterjee, "Object-based Leaming in Higher Education: The 
Pedagogical Power of Museums," The University Museums and Collections Journal, vol. 3 (2010): 179. 
49 Chatterjee, "Object-based Leaming in Higher Education: The Pedagogical Power of Museums," 179. 
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applying object-based learning approaches to higher education teaching at the 
university. It adopts pedagogical methods, especially experiential learning, to 
encourage students to learn in different activities.50
Experiential learning is the process of learning through experience. Eilean 
Hooper-Greenhill stresses the importance of experiential learning in the museum 
context: "Experiential or tacit learning is very powerful. When we have an 
experience our feelings become engaged and we respond directly, apprehending the 
experience and the related knowledge in an immediate and sensory way." 51
Learners will consolidate what they have learnt and acquire new knowledge in an 
effective and efficient way. 
David Kolb, the authoritative educator in America, states that the process of 
experiential learning is a four-stage cycle referring to four learning modes, including 
concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualisation and active 
experimentation. 52 Concrete experience suggests that learning should rely on 
specific or immediate experience. Reflective observation means that learners should 
be reflective during the learning process. Abstract conceptualisation refers to 
learners' logical analysis of ideas and they should grasp experience from symbolic 
representation. Active experimentation suggests learners to apply their experience 
and knowledge to solve problems. Learners' problem-solving skills will also be 
enhanced through different experiences. 
Problem-based learning was originally developed in the study of Medical 
50 See UCL Museums & Collections, University College London, "Object-based Learning Research," accessed 
28 May 2016, http://www.ucl.ac.uk/museums/research/object-based-leaming-research. 
51 Hooper-Greenhill, Museums and Education: Purpose, Pedagogy, Performance, 36. 
52 David Kolb, Experiential Learning: Experience as the Source of Learning and Development (New Jersey: 
Prentice Hall, 1984), 40. 
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Science in the 1960s. However, in recent years this method has been adopted in 
other disciplines. 53 It is a means to educate students to learn within a complex
context and has increasingly been used in higher education. Course instructors can 
pose some questions to assess students' problem-solving ability. However, Maggi 
Savin-Baden, Professor of Higher Education from Coventry University, argues that 
most of the university staff and lecturers fail to understand the in-depth meaning of 
problem-based learning and are confused by the differences between problem-based 
learning and other similar pedagogical approaches, such as work-based learning and 
project-based learning.54
Work-based learning allows students to apply their academic knowledge and 
technical skills in a real-life working environment in order to develop their 
employability skills. 55 The formation of a partnership plays a central role in this 
learning strategy and operates in different ways. For example, a partnership can be 
formed between sponsors and universities, or between universities and learners. The 
funding bodies of work-based learning can collaborate with higher education 
institutions such as universities, and they mostly hold the right of curriculum design 
and implementation during the collaboration period.56 It is more difficult to promote
work-based learning only by higher education institutions themselves because they 
train students as learners rather than employees. The outcome of work-based 
learning can satisfy the needs of the workplace and concentrates more on individual 
training.57 
53 Maggi Savin-Baden, Facilitating Problem-Based Learning: Illuminating Perspectives (Berkshire: SRHE and 
Open University Press, 2003), 20. 
54 Ibid, 1-20.
55 See Career and Technical Education on "Work-Based Learning," accessed 4 March 2016, http://www.dpi.stat 
e.nc. us/ cte/ curriculum/work-based/.
56 Savin-Baden, Facilitating Problem-Based Learning: Illuminating Perspectives, 17. 
57 Ibid. 17. 
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When comparing the nature of the two learning methods, problem-based 
learning offers more opportunities to train learners' teamwork skills than 
work-based learning. Assigned tasks will constrain learners' creativity and learning 
interest in the workplace. More importantly, they discontinue learning anything once 
the tasks are completed. In light of this, a museum should encourage students to 
think rather than providing a workplace with heavy workload. It is reasonable to 
reward museum goers with incentives, rather than forcing students to visit museums. 
Those students who are eager to visit museums prove that they have gained 
inspiration and prefer to continue studying in this environment. 
However, it is difficult to distinguish project-based learning and 
problem-based learning, and some scholars even argue that they have no differences. 
However, Maggi Savin-Baden points out obvious differences between these 
approaches. Project-based learning programmes are mainly managed by tutors. 
Students are required to find a problem-solving solution. An input from tutors such 
as lectures is necessary in order to direct the learning process in the project. Students 
need to present their learning outcome in a report. The working team only gets 
involved together during the project period. On the contrary, problem-based learning 
also focuses on the process of how students tackle the problem instead of producing 
a clear solution. There is no requirement to present the outcome in the form of a 
report. The working team will work together for a long-term goal rather than a 
certain period.58 The biggest difference is that project-based learning usually occurs 
at the end of the degree progranune after students have acquired a wide range of 
knowledge, whereas problem-based learning creates opportunities to acquire new 
knowledge from interdisciplinary boundaries. Savin-Baden holds that "Project-based 
58 Ibid. 18. 
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learning, therefore, is more often seen as a teaching technique in a given area of the 
curriculum rather than an overall educational strategy such as problem-based 
learning".59 Hence, in comparison with other learning approaches, problem-based 
learning creates a more comprehensive learning experience. The students not only 
can practise the knowledge they gained from lectures and textbooks, but are also 
able to acquire new skills. 
Aside from the possible learning methods for supporting museum-university 
collaboration, it is useful to discover the factors that affect learning in museums. 
John Falk and Lynn Dierking spell out specific criteria from the perspectives of 
learner, educator, and the learning environment that would lead to successful 
learning in museums. 60 They found eight key factors contributing to enhance 
· 61museum experience:
1. Personal Context
1. Motivation and expectations
ii. Prior knowledge, interests and beliefs
m. Choice and control
2. Sociocultural Context
1v. Within-group sociocultural mediation
v. Facilitated mediation by others
3. Physical Context
vi. Advance organisers and orientation
vii. Design
viii. Reinforcing events and experiences outside the museum
59 Ibid 19
60 Joh� F�lk and Lynn Dierking, Learning from Museums: Visitors Experiences and the Making of Meaning
\Plymouth: Altamira Press, 2000), 136-140.1 Ibid, 137.
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Falk and Dierking named this learning model "The Contextual Model of 
Leaming". Personal context is learner-orientated and refers to personal experience 
which will influence what people do and learn in museums. Sociocultural context 
refers to the strong link between people and things, while physical context refers to 
the concerns about facilities and resources. It is important to consider the museum, 
the university and learners, when developing collaboration. The readiness oflearners 
will also determine the outcome and effectiveness oflearning in museums. 
George Hein shares similar ideas with Falk and Dierking in his discussion of 
"Constructivist Learning Theory" in museum experience. Hein specifically 
discusses nine principles including: 
1. Learning is an active process in which the learner uses sensory input and
constructs meaning out of it; 
2. People learn to learn as they learn: learning consists both of constructing
meaning and constructing systems of meaning; 
3. The crucial action of constructing meaning is mental: it happens in the
mind; 
4. Learning involves language: the language we use influences learning;
5. Learning is a social activity: our learning is intimately associated with our
connection with other human beings; 
6. Learning is contextual;
7. One needs knowledge to learn;
8. It takes time to learn: learning is not instantaneous; and
9. Motivation is a key component in learning.62
I classify these principles into four major ideas of museum learning, including 
active learning, reflective learning, learning as a social activity, and contextual 
62 George Hein, "Constructivist Leaming Theory: The Museum and the Needs of People" on CECA 
(International Committee of Museum Educators) Conference, Jerusalem Israel, 15-22 October 1991, 1-9. 
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learning. Active learning suggests that learners need to be proactive, while museums 
need to engage their learners with exhibitions and public programmes. Reflective 
learning suggests that "the crucial action of constructing meaning is mental",63 thus 
and museums need to create inspiring activities to engage learners' minds. Leaming 
is a social activity associated with other human beings. It is contextual, thus we 
cannot separate our learning from daily life. Both the Contextual Model of Learning 
and Constructivist Leaming Theory emphasise the attitude of learners, learning 
environment, and the relationship between individuals and society. Museums should 
provide various kinds of educational activities for learners, yet learners in return 
should contribute to society with enhanced knowledge, skills, and experience. 
These useful ideas of learning models and methods guided the research behind 
this dissertation in evaluating the education services and strategies for higher 
education learning in a museum context. There are different requirements for 
applying these ideas to real-life projects. Object-based learning regards object as a 
key teaching material that can easily be practised in museums. Experiential learning 
is a more in-depth and continuous learning process which requires resources, 
negotiation, and collaborations with different parties. Thus, the requirement of 
experiential learning is more demanding than object-based learning. The application 
of problem-based learning approaches will help learners to solve problems arising 
from their learning process. Both Contextual Model of Leaming and Constructivist 
Leaming Theory give more comprehensive ideas for learning in museums and focus 
on the relationship between learners and society. They help to fulfill museums' 
functions in multiple dimensions. I think that art museums in Hong Kong should 
make reference to the Contextual Model of Learning and the Constructivist Leaming 
63 Ibid, 4. 
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Theory when reviewing and improving their education services for higher education 
visitors. 
Structure of the Dissertation 
This research project has adopted a cross-cultural and cross-institutional 
approach to examine issues of museum and art education in Hong Kong. Museum 
directors, curators and university professors were invited to interviews. Two sets of 
questionnaires were designed for museum practitioners and academics. The 
questionnaires comprised basic questions on education services and specific 
questions on different programmes organised by each respective museum 
(Appendices 3 to 8). 64 The first four basic questions centred on the types of 
educational programmes and evaluation methods provided by different institutions, 
while other basic questions enquired as to the benefits and difficulties of 
museum-university collaboration. Specific questions were tailor-made for individual 
institutions, asking for detailed information about specific programmes. The 
face-to-face interviews were based on the basic and specific questions set out in the 
questionnaires. The first-hand experience and advice of both museum practitioners 
and scholars will be presented in the following chapters. 
With reference to pnmary and secondary sources, this dissertation also 
presents both qualitative and quantitative analyses of education services provided by 
selected art museums in Hong Kong and abroad. The research follows intellectual 
inquiry through the following questions: 
1. How was the art curriculum developed in Hong Kong? Is it related to museum
64 The questionnaires show the original topic of this thesis entitled "Collaboration between Museums and 
Universities through Art Curricula in Hong Kong". However, it has later been expanded to explore different 
forms of collaboration. 
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education? 
2. How do art museums in Hong Kong and abroad provide education services for
higher education students? 
3. What are the benefits and difficulties of developing collaboration between art
museums and universities in Hong Kong? 
4. How can museum-university collaboration be carried out in a more effective
way in Hong Kong? 
In Chapter One, I will examine the education services provided by art 
museums in Hong Kong from 2000 to the present. I draw on case studies of four 
museums in relation to their collaboration with higher education institutions. The 
museums include: 
1) University Museum and Art Gallery, The University of Hong Kong
2) Art Museum, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
3) Hong Kong Museum of Art
4) M+
I will explore their target audience by reviewing educational programmes, 
and then ascertain their relationship with higher education institutions. Some 
important collaborations will be discussed in this chapter, such as courses on 
Museum Studies offered by UMAG, and the course "FAA1600 Artistic 
Traditions in China" offered by the Art Museum of CUHK. 
In Chapter Two, I will look at some successful examples and the good practice 
of museum-university collaboration in overseas institutions, including the V &A in 
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London and the Metropolitan Museum of Art (Met) in New York. For instance, the 
collaborative project of "History of Design Postgraduate Programme" co-organised 
by the V &A and RCA in 1982 enabled students to work with curators at the V &A 
galleries and in other exhibition projects. The Met has also organised various types 
of activities and internship programmes that enable participants to gain professional 
skills and learn about museum practice. The project details and their outcomes will 
be discussed in this dissertation in order to explore useful ideas for developing 
museum-university collaboration in Hong Kong. 
In Chapter Three, I will discuss the difficulties entailed in developing 
collaboration between museums and universities from the perspective of museum 
practitioners and scholars in Hong Kong. I will also propose effective methods for 
solving the problems and suggest feasible plans for implementing 
museum-university collaboration. It is hoped that this research will provide a 
comprehensive reference for museum education for Hong Kong museums and 
recommend effective methods for enhancing students' learning in art and museums 
at the tertiary level. The experience and ideas drawn from different scholars across 
museums and universities will also inspire new visitors and initiatives to enhance the 
capacity of the overlooked segment of higher education visitors in Hong Kong. 
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Chapter One 
Education Services of Art Museums in Hong Kong from 2000 to the Present 
After reviewing the art programmes offered by eight UGC-funded institutions 
in Hong Kong, I find that learning opportunities for higher education students who 
are majoring in art-related disciplines are relatively inadequate. To improve the 
quality of teaching and learning in art education at tertiary level in Hong Kong, it is 
useful to make use of museum resources including their collections, educational 
programmes, archives and libraries. To gain a better understanding of 
museum-university collaboration in Hong Kong, this chapter examines education 
services provided by four selected museums from 2000 to the present and discusses 
their programmes for higher education visitors. 
Educational Programmes Organised by UMAG 
In 1953, the University Museum and Art Gallery of the University of Hong 
Kong (UMAG) was established. It houses over one thousand items of collections 
from the Neolithic period (c. 7000-c. 2100 BC) to the Qing dynasty (1644-1911) 
including Chinese painting, calligraphy, seal carving, antiquities, and paintings. It 
also holds temporary exhibitions focusing on contemporary and ancient art. 65
University museums have a unique feature of engaging students in the direct 
experience of museum practice and critical thinking.66 As a university museum, 
UMAG is responsible for supporting teaching and learning at HKU. It aspires to: 
65 See University Museum and Art Gallery of the University of Hong Kong, "Collection," accessed 7 March
2016, http://www.hkumag.hku.hk/collections.html. 
66 Lyndel King and Janet Marstine, "The University Museum and Gallery: A Site for Institutional Critique and a
Focus of the Curriculum," New Museum Theory and Practice: An Introduction (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing. 
2006), 267. 
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1. Maintain a high standard in its exhibitions and education activities;
2. Provide access to its collections and services for the teaching, study, and
research of Chinese art and culture; 
3. Develop its collections and services to meet the needs of the University and
the community; 
4. Expand links with artists, collectors, museum professionals, and interested
organizations to enhance its collections, exhibitions, and education activities; 
and 
5. Achieve a position of leadership in the promotion of art education in Hong
Kong.67
To fulfill this educational function, UMAG has organised several exhibitions 
and public programmes over the past six decades. Nevertheless, · there is no 
systematic and comprehensive documentation on museum activities at UMAG. Fu 
Ling: The University of Hong Kong Museum Journal Vols.1-3 �ff: 'W�*�ffl!fo/J 
ffiffifU-�-M (2002, 2008, and 2011)68 and The Newsletter of the University of 
Hong Kong Museum Society69 can provide some clues. Fu Ling: The University of 
Hong Kong Museum Journal presents a full list of exhibitions held at UMAG from 
1976 to 2011. There was an increasing number of exhibitions held in the late 
twentieth century. No more than five exhibitions were organised annually before 
1985. Then, eight to ten exhibitions were held annually at UMAG from 1985 to 
2011. 
The Hong Kong Visual Arts Yearbook published by the Department of Fine 
Arts at CUHK shows more detailed information about the exhibitions held at the 
67 See University Museum and Art Gallery of the University of Hong Kong, "About," accessed 26 November 
2015, http://www.hkumag.hku.hk/about_us.html. 
68 The first two volumes were edited by Pang Yee-wan j}!$J�. While the editor of the third issue was Wong 
Yin-fong j';'il,i5§'. 
69 See The Newsletter of the University of Hong Kong Museum Society, accessed 27 December 2015, http://www. 
hkums.com/newsletter/past/. 
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UMAG (Appendix 9). 70 The exhibitions encompass thirteen different media 
including painting, sculpture and photography.71 Obviously, antiquities, Chinese 
painting, calligraphy and seal carving, and Western painting have occupied a larger 
proportion of the exhibitions, and an average of thirty-nine exhibitions were held 
from 1999 to 2015 focusing on these three media, that fulfill UMAG's mission to 
promote an appreciation of Chinese art and culture to the general public. The 
exhibition themes of contemporary art such as design, electronic media/art, mixed 
media and installation have played relatively less important roles in exhibitions 
organised by UMAG over the past sixteen years. 
In addition, UMAG has developed other kinds of educational activities 
including guided tours, talks, lectures, symposiums, conferences, programmes, 
workshops, intemships, concerts, and film shows, while concerts and film shows are 
not regularly held.72 It often co-organises different activities to the general public 
with its friendship group-the University of Hong Kong Museum Society. 
Established in 1988, the University of Hong Kong Museum Society is a non-profit 
organisation providing support to UMAG's activities such as lectures, seminars and 
guided tours. It supported various UMAG activities from 2009 to 2015 (Appendix 
10).73 Among the public programmes at UMAG, lectures, talks, and seminars have 
been the most popular activities for the general public over the past seven years, 
70 The Hong Kong Visual Arts Yearbook is published by Department of Fine Arts, the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong from 1999 to 2006. No Yearbooks were published in 2001 and 2002. Prof. Harold Mok �lj:( il!c is the 
chief editor, while other faculty members and researchers also take part in the editorial work. Since 2006, the 
Hong Kong Visual Arts Yearbook is published as an online version instead of a print version. See the Hong Kong 
Visual Arts Yearbook, accessed 3 March 2016, http://www.hkvisualartsyearbook.org/exhibitions.php. 
71 The Hong Kong Visual Arts Yearbook has classified exhibitions into different media including: 1) Antiquities; 
2) Architecture; 3) Ceramics; 4) Chinese Painting, Calligraphy and Seal Carving; 5) Design; 6) Electronic
Media/Art; 7) Mixed Art-Forms; 8) Mixed Media and Installation; 9) Painting: 10) Photography; 11) Prints; 12)
Sculpture; and 13) Others.
72 Interview with Florian Knothe, 21 December 2015.
73 See the University of Hong Kong Museum Society at University Museum and Art Gallery of the University 
of Hong Kong, accessed 27 December 2015, http://www.hkurns.com/. The information of programmes organised 
from 1988 to 2008 are unavailable on its website. 
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while only one conference was organised by the Museum Society in 2012. 
What is more, UMAG organised a conference on The Future of Museum and 
Gallery Design in 20 I 5. It was a three-day conference co-organised by ten 
organisers including the University of Leicester, UK Trade & Investment, and the 
Kl I Art Foundation.74 UMAG was one of the partners supporting and assisting in 
the arrangement of this conference. Prof. Florian Knothe, Director of UMAG, states 
that this conference was the largest one with a focus on the field of museums in 
which UMAG has been involved so far.75 There were fifteen papers delivered by 
presenters from different places to share their outcomes of related research in the 
museum context. Five workshops and three panel discussions were held during these 
three days. 76 This conference aimed to broaden participants' horizons in regard to 
Museum Studies and they were able to develop connections with international 
scholars and research students. For presenters, they could also receive different 
comments from museum professionals and experienced scholars. 
In addition to the activities mentioned above, UMAG co-organised the 
workshop "Best Practice for the Safe Handling, Soft Packing and Transport of Art 
and Artifacts" with the University of Hong Kong Libraries, AXA ART and M+ in 
2015.77 This workshop was designed for museum professionals, especially those 
who are eager to work at museums and galleries. The course instructor Brent Powell, 
who is very experienced in the field, primarily took this two-day handling 
74 Ten organisers of this conference include the University of Nottingham, the University of Leicester, Research 
Centre for Museums and Galleries of the University of Leicester, University of the Arts London, National 
Museums Liverpool, UK Trade & Investment. the University of Hong Kong, the University Museum and Art 
Gallery of the University of Hong Kong, Leisure and Services Cultural Department, and the Kl 1 Art Foundation. 
Accessed 6 June 2016, https://thefutureofmuseumandgallerydesign.wordpress.com/. 
75 Interview with Florian Knothe, 21 December 2015. 
76 See the conference "The Future of Museum and Gallery Design", accessed 5 June 2016, https://thefutureofmu 
seumandgallerydesign.wordpress.com/prograrnme/. 
77 See the University of Hong Kong Libraries, "Preservation and Conservation," accessed 5 June 2016, https://li 
b.hku.hk/preservation/workshops.html.
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workshop.78 It accepted a maximum of twenty participants and was held at UMAG. 
Participants attended a lecture to learn techniques for handling and packing artifacts 
within museums and related environments through visual presentations on the first 
day. In the first half of the second day, the workshop delivered demonstrations on 
handling and packing objects; in the final session of the second day, it offered 
hands-on experience for participants to practice their techniques with designated 
objects.79
This workshop was tailor-made for museum and gallery staff in order to 
reinforce their knowledge of proper handling techniques and practices at different 
career levels. Most participants were aged from 30 to 50 years old and were already 
in the workforce. 80 They had relatively clear learning objectives to grasp related 
knowledge in this workshop. Hence, participants' motivation, prior knowledge and 
interests played important roles in this learning process. Geogre Hein remarks that, 
Most museum educators have accepted the idea that learners need to be active, 
that in order to participate in learning we need to engage the learner in doing 
something, in hands-on involvement, in participatory exhibits and programs. 
But the more important point, I believe, is the idea that the actions which we 
develop for our audience engage the minds as well as the hand [ ... ]. Physical 
involvement is a necessary condition for learning for children, and highly 
desirable for adults in many situations, but it is not sufficient. All hands-on 
activities must also pass the text of being minds-on-they must provide 
something to think about as well as something to touch.81
78 Brent Powell's previous experiences includes the Chair of PACCIN (Preparation, Art handling, Collections 
Care Network) in Oakland, American from 1991 to 1998; Manager of Art Services for the National Gallery of
Victoria in Melbourne, Australia from 2002 to 2007; Director of Museum Services for International Art Services 
in Sydney, Australia from 2000 to 2002; Director of Special Projects for Fortress FAE in Baltimore, MD from 
1999 to 2000; and the Chief Preparator, Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art in Kansas City, Mo. 
79 See the University of Hong Kong Libraries, "Preservation and Conservation," accessed 5 June 2016, https://li 
b.hku.hk/preservation/workshops.html.
so Interview with Florian Knothe, 21 December 2015.
81 Hein, "Constructivist Leaming Theory: The Museum and the Needs of People," 5�6. 
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Hein also highlights the importance of being active in museum learning for 
learners, and that museum educators should engage learners' hands as well as their 
minds in different programmes. Active learning is often transformed into physical 
activities such as hands-on learning activities. 82 The "Best Practice for the Safe 
Handling, Soft Packing and Transport of Art and Artifacts" workshop not only 
offered participants textual knowledge of handling, packing and transport of artifacts, 
but also enabled them to practice skills with tangible objects at UMAG. 
Moreover, UMAG also takes part in another progrannne "Postgraduate 
Diploma in Museum Studies" which is jointly organised by the University of 
Leicester, and the HKU School of Professional and Continuing Education (HKU 
SPACE). 83 It is a part-time programme for museum enthusiasts to work at museums 
for five working days and attend classes during weekends. Florian Knothe 
supervises students in their studies and gives them some lectures. Two students can 
gain the placement opportunity at UMAG during the surnmer.84 
According to the information provided by relevant publications and the 
museum website, UMAG devotes itself to promoting art education by organising 
various kinds of exhibitions for the general public with a focus on the appreciation 
of Chinese antiquities. It also runs different progrannnes such as lectures, talks, 
seminars and guided tours in order to empower its audience to learn from different 
experiences. Knothe expresses that their school tours mostly target secondary school 
students. They also provide school tours for kindergartens, primary schools and 
82 George Hein, Learning in the Museum (London: Routledge, 1998), 30-31.
83 See HKU School of Professional and Continuing Education, "Postgraduate Diploma in Museum Studies," 
accessed 4 March 2016, http://hkuspace.hku.hk/prog/postgrad-dip-in-museum-studies. 
84 
Interview with Florian Knothe, 21 December 2015. 
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universities, such as HKU, CityU, HKBU and LU. 85 UMAG tends to expand
learning opportunities for museum people by developing programmes with different 
institutions such as the aforementioned programmes, "Best Practice for the Safe 
Handling, Soft Packing and Transport of Art and Artifacts" workshop and the 
"Postgraduate Diploma in Museum Studies". With the mission of supporting 
university teaching, UMAG allocates part of its resources to higher education 
students majoring in Chinese Art and Museum Studies in HKU.86 
As discussed in the "Introduction", HKU has developed a curriculum-based 
collaboration with UMAG through Museum Studies courses including "FINE2056 
Museum Studies Workshop" (3-year and 4-year curricula), "FINE3004 Museum 
Studies Internship" (3-year curriculum) and "FINE4005 Museum Studies Internship" 
( 4-year curriculum). These courses were first offered in the academic year of 
1998-1999 and 1999-2000 respectively with different course codes. The "FINE3004 
Museum Studies Internship" was ended in 2014 as the curriculum changed at HKU, 
then becoming "FINE4005 Museum Studies Internship". Both of them share the 
same course structure and setting. 87
The director and curator from UMAG offer the course "FINE2056 Museum 
Studies Workshop" for undergraduate students from the Department of Fine Arts at 
HKU. Students have opportunities to learn about museums, receive training on 
object handling, and participate in museum visits and internship programmes. Object 
handling sessions and internship programmes are held at UMAG and are conducted 
by museum staff. Students also can pay visits to other museums such as the 
85 Interview with Florian Knothe, 21 December 2015. 
86 See University Museum and Art Gallery of the University of Hong Kong, "Collection," accessed 7 March 
2016, http://www.hkumag.hku.hk/collections.html. 
87 Interview with Florian Knothe, 21 December 2015. 
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Conservation Laboratories at the Hong Kong Heritage Museum (HKHM).88 
Florian Knothe states that for the course "FINE2056", the most important thing 
is to give young Art History students an idea about the museum field and to deliver 
them more insights of related knowledge of museums. They invited Caroline Lang, 
Head of Education and Public Programmes of Hong Kong Maritime Museum 
(HKMM), to deliver guest lectures for HKU students. Students can learn about 
museum ethics, conservation, education, curating and other techniques like taking 
care of objects in relation to Museum Studies. They can also acquire knowledge 
about the development of museums in different places, such as explains how 
government museums differ from private museums in Mainland China. They are 
required to submit a mid-term paper and end-of-term paper to show their learning 
outcomes. 89
The course "FINE2056" gives students an introduction to Museum Studies 
through lectures, guest lectures, in-class discussions, museum visits and technique 
workshops (Figure 1 ). This course begins with a series of lectures in order to 
construct students' knowledge of the history of museums in Hong Kong and the 
principles of international museum practice. 90 As one of the most common teaching 
methods in higher education, lectures play an important role in imparting knowledge 
on related subjects. Ruth Ayres suggests that: "the best lectures engage, inspire and 
challenge students, promoting active learning to ensure a thorough, deep 
understanding and good retention of the topics covered."91 Hence, it is necessary to 
88 Florian Knothe and Sarah Ng, "Museum Studies Workshop," Course outline of"FINE 2056 Museum Studies 
Workshop", Spring 2016. Courtesy of Sarah Ng. 
89 Interview with Florian Knothe, 21 December 2015. 
90 Knothe and Ng, "Museum Studies Workshop," 3-4. 
91 Ruth Ayres, "Lecturing, Working with Groups and Providing Individual Support," in A Handbook for 
Teaching and Learning in Higher Education: Enhancing Academic Practice, eds. Heather Fry, Steve Ketteridge 
and Stephanie Marshall (Fourth edition) (Oxon and New York: Routledge, 2015), 95. 
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provide an enriched content to inspire and motivate higher education students. 
Students enrolled in the course "FINE2056" will gain a comprehensive 
understanding of museums. However, it is a challenge to maintain students' interest 
and attention only through lectures.92 To address this concern, museum visits and 
object-handling sessions can maintain students' interest after they closely observe 
and touch the objects. The course "FINE2056" is well structured overall by adopting 
methods of active learning and object-based learning. 
The course "FINE4005" is very different from "FINE2056". It is a 
credit-bearing internship, in which students gain six credits after they work at 
UMAG one day a week through one semester. Students are involved in a real project, 
such as curating an exhibition where they can work with museum staff. They can 
also engage with outreach programmes including giving gallery talks or highlight 
tours to the general public. Hence, the internship is more practice-oriented because 
students engaged with different works including curation, cataloguing and research. 
Their assignments are also different from the course "FINE2056". For example, 
students can write exhibition entries or captions for objects to engage in public 
communication with exhibitors for their mid-term paper. The end-of-term paper has 
to be a longer text such as an essay on group work regarding one object provided by 
the museum, which is like an article written by a curator.93 An experiential learning 
approach is widely applied in the course "FINE4005 Museum Studies Internship" 
because students are involved in a real-life project with museum staff. Curatorial 
project help students to gain a deeper experience of museum practice and enable 
them to conduct a closer study of objects. They can also write exhibition entries and 
92 Ibid. 97.
93 Knothe and Ng, "Museum Studies Workshop," 3-4. 
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captions from the perspective of curators. These unique experiences will guide them 
into the professional field of museums and are beneficial to their career development. 
However, after perusing the course syllabus of "FINE2056 Museum Studies 
Workshop" in the academic year of 2015-16, I find that only one object handling 
session at UMAG and two visits to other museums are provided for students. What 
is more, only two students can enroll in the course on "FINE4005 Museum Studies 
lntemship" because it lacks museum staff and funding in support of this kind of 
programme. Knothe also explains that the size of UMAG restrains them from 
creating more learning opportunities for their students and this could be the same 
problem faced by other small-scale museums, especially university museums.94
Educational Programmes Organised by the Art Museum of CUHK 
In 1971, the Art Museum of the Chinese University of Hong Kong (Art 
Museum of CUHK) was founded with the mission of collecting, preserving, 
researching, and exhibiting its rich collections of ancient and pre-modern China to 
the public. It hosts a large number of collections including calligraphy, painting, 
ceramics, bronze, jade, and epigraphy, and its major acquisition is Chinese 
antiquities. 95
The Art Museum of CUHK has conducted different research projects in order 
to explore and study its permanent collections and other related objects. It also 
conducts joint research projects with local and overseas scholars. For instance, the 
94 Interview with Florian Knothe, 21 December 2015. 
95 See the Art Museum of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, "Home," accessed 7 April 2016, http://www.c 
uhk.edu.hk/ics/amm/. 
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research project "A Study on the Devolution and Impact of the Chunhuagetie"96 
focuses on the issues of Chunhuagetie which was submitted for a Research Grants 
Council Earmarked Grant in 2004-05.97
Archival research on education services at the Art Museum of CUHK is even 
more challenging due to limited documentation. The Hong Kong Visual Arts 
Yearbook highlights some exhibitions held at the Art Museum of CUHK from 1999 
to 2015 (Appendix 11). The exhibitions organised by the Art Museum mainly 
consist of 1) antiquities, 2) Chinese painting, calligraphy and seal carving, 3) 
ceramics, 4) electronic media, 5) mixed art-forms, 6) painting, 7) thematic, 8) 
sculpture, and 9) others. Sixty-nine exhibitions of antiquities were held from 1999 to 
2015 and accounted for the largest proportion of exhibitions. The Art Museum pays 
relatively more attention to organising exhibitions of Chinese painting, calligraphy 
and seal carving, and mixed art-forms. Ceramics, electronic media, thematic and 
sculpture play a less important role in its exhibitions. 
Talks and symposiums are often organised in association with special 
exhibitions. For example, the talk on "Our Experience of Collecting Chinese Glass" 
by Andrew King-fun Lee and Humphrey Kin-fun Hui was organised in association 
with the exhibition of Chinese Glass of the Qing Dynasty (2004).98 Thus, most 
activities organised by the Art Museum of CUHK are in line with the themes of 
temporary exhibitions. In addition to the above activities, the Art Museum has 
96 Chunhuagetie if{tl¥J� is the oldest imperial anthology of calligraphy rubbings made in 992 during the 
Emperor Taizong's reign of the Northern Song Dynasty (960-1127AD). 
97 The Earmarked Research Grant (ERG) administered by the Research Grants Council (RGC) of the University 
Grants Committee (UGC). See the Art Museum of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, "Home," accessed 8 
April 2016, http://www.cuhk.edu.hk/ics/amm/; Research Administration Office of the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, "Research Profile," accessed 8 April 2016, http://www.cuhk.edu.hk/rao/research_profile/rpp0304/pr 
ojectlats_bm.pdf, 6.9 Harold Mok, ed., Hong Kong Visual Arts Yearbook 2004 (2) (Hong Kong: Department of Fine Arts, The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong), 2004, 571. 
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organised a number of other educational activities including guided tours, 
internships, conferences, lectures, workshops, and family programmes, and most of 
these activities are well-received by general audiences.99 
The Art Museum of CUHK co-organised the "Museum Professional Training 
Workshop" with the Department of Fine Arts ofCUHK in 2013, 2015 and 2016. It 
offers a series of training for participants within one month. 100 With the topic of 
"Exhibition Planning and Collection Managements" in 2016, it invited local and 
overseas museum educators and scholars to deliver lectures for participants. 
Participants also had the unique opportunity to visit museums in Taipei for 
investigation and academic exchange. 
The Art Museum of CUHK boasts a fine collection of painting and calligraphy 
which consists of over one thousand artworks and antiques from Guangdong dating 
from the Ming dynasty (1368-1644) to the modem period. Its collections of Chinese 
epigraphy and rubbings, ceramics, bronzes, jades, lacquer ware, and ivories also 
support the teaching and research projects at CUHK. 101 The Art Museum of CUHK 
is a great place for students to explore and learn about the history of Chinese art. 
The course "FAAl 600 Artistic Traditions in China" offers a great opportunity for 
CUHK students to learn about Chinese artifacts. Unlike UMAG, the Art Museum of 
CUHK contributes to some courses designed by the Department of Fine Arts, such 
as the course F AAl 600, rather than offering museum courses for their students. It is 
an undergraduate programme intended for students not majoring in Fine Arts. About 
99 Interviewed with Josh Yiu, 5 May 2016.
100 The duration of this workshop is different in 2013, 2015 and 2016. The duration of2013 was nineteen days, 
thirteen days in 2015 and 2016; see the "Museum Professional Training Workshop," accessed 8 May 2016, 
http://www.cuhk.edu.hk/ics/amm/museumworkshop.html#D. 
101 See the Art Museum of Chinese University of Hong Kong, accessed 1 June 2016, http://www.cuhk.edu.hk/ic 
s/amm/. 
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three to four professors from the Department of Fine Arts teach this course. Students 
attend lectures lasting one hour and 45 minutes, with a 45-minute whole-class 
tutorial every week. 102 
Tutorials are conducted at the Art Museum of CUHK every week that enable 
students to engage with museum resources. Two to three object handling sessions 
are held during tutorials. Instructors show students some relevant objects from 
museum collections, so students can touch them and closely study artworks and 
artifacts. 103 MPhil student Lam Ka-ki, who has attended this Art History course at
CUHK, expresses that this course encourages students to conduct close examination 
of selected objects. They can even take photographs of the objects as references for 
their study and research. However, general visitors are not allowed to do so during 
their museum visits. 104 Students have to take a closed-book written mid-term exam,
and each of them must write a take-home paper at the end of term such as reflections 
on an exhibition that they have visited. 105 
In comparison with the course "FINE2056 Museum Studies Workshop" 
offered by UMAG, the Art Museum of CUHK offers more opportunities for 
students to learn from museum resources, especially objects, in the course 
"FAA1600 Artistic Traditions in China". The value of using objects in museum 
learning is always being raised. The museum educator John Hennigar Shuh lists four 
102 Course information were obtain from Lam Ka-ki #�:FJ:t by email. Lam is a postgraduate student from the 
Department of Anthropology of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. She enrolled in the course "FAAI600 
Artistic Traditions in China" when she was an undergraduate student at Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
10
3 Interview and email correspondence with Lam Ka-ki, 5 May 2016.
104 Lam Ka-ki, "A Comparative Study of University Museums: The Nicholson Museum of the University of 
Sydney and the Art Museum of the Chinese University of Hong Kong" (;k"la1\'1¥/JffiB'J�tilS(if'i'i'.�-)!j!iffi�� 
:k"laFti3'1:fil;ffl:¥/Jffi!PH'ril!)cp:X::k"la:X:¥/Jffi), Museology Quarterly ffl:¥/Jffi*fll, vol 30, no. I (January 2016):
107-108. 
10
5 Interview and email correspondence with Lam Ka-ki, 5 May 2016.
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advantages of teaching with objects in the museum context. 106 Firstly, Shuh 
expresses that objects can fascinate students and raise their interest in learning. Lots 
of museum educators have discovered the benefits of how interest, motivation, and 
expectations help students to actively learn in museums such as the ideas of active 
learning discussed by George Hein, and the Contextual Model of Learning pointed 
out by John Falk and Lynn Dierking. Objects do have this attractive power to draw 
attention from audiences. Secondly, Shuh states that there are no requirements to 
target specific age groups or educational levels in object learning: 
In other words, students do not have to have attained a specific reading level or 
stage of conceptual development in order for them to be able to see an object 
and engage in an educationally worthwhile discussion about it. This is not to say 
that every object will hold equal interest for students at all levels. But many 
objects-for example, a stone tool or a queen grab-could be used with equal 
success in a primary class and with a group of university students. I am, of 
course, not maintaining that students at various levels will see these objects in 
the same way .107 
Shuh approves the significant value of objects to people of different 
educational levels. He also indicates that there should be different ways to teach 
with objects for people of different ages in a museum setting. For higher education 
students majoring in art-related subjects, they can continuously seek out creative 
ideas from museum objects. The third advantage from Shuh's suggestions refers to 
students' understanding of history being strengthened by using objects in teaching. 
Fourthly, it is beneficial to improve students' intellectual skills such as critical 
106 John Hennigar Shuh, "Teaching Yourself to Teach with Objects," in The Educational Role of the Museum, 
ed. Eilean Hooper-Greenhill (New York: Routledge, 1999), 81-86. 
107 Ibid, 82. 
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observation by using objects. 108 Students will get different ideas of objects visually
that are different from the knowledge provided by printed materials. 
However, UMAG offers more opportunities to visit other museums in the 
course "FINE2056", compared with the course "FAA1600" at CUHK. HKU 
students who enrolled in the course "FINE2056" in the spring term of 2016 visited 
the Conservation Laboratory at HKHM, which can help them to know how to 
preserve cultural heritage and promote conservation awareness to the general public. 
This experience enables students to understand how museums work behind the 
scenes from the perspective of conservators. CUHK students enrolled in the course 
"FAA1600" in the academic year of 2014-15 had no fieldtrips to other museums. 
This is probably because the course "FAA1600" teaches the history of Chinese 
artifacts, while "FINE2056" at HKU focuses on Museum Studies which offers 
different experiences in museum learning. 
Curators from the Art Museum of CUHK also deliver lectures for other 
departments. For instance, the Department of Cultural and Religious Studies invited 
Prof. Josh Yiu, Director of the Art Museum of CUHK, to be the part-time lecturer 
for the course "CULS5309 Museum and Archives Studies" of the programme 
Master of Arts in Cultural Management.109 While providing support to the teaching
on Art History and Museum Studies, the Art Museum of CUHK also offers 
curatorial opportunities for postgraduate students from the Department of Fine Arts. 
Such experience is useful for postgraduate students' career development. Meanwhile, 
108 Ibid, 84-85. 
109 Interviewed with Josh Yiu, 5 May 2016; see the programme Master of Arts in Cultural Management, 
accessed 8 May 2016, http://www.crs.cuhk.edu.hk/macum/teaching-staff. 
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it helps to cultivate young talents for museums and creative industriesY0 In recent 
years, the Art Museum has started to develop collaboration with other departments. 
Josh Yiu expresses that they have invited students from the Department of Music to 
produce theme songs for exhibitions.111
In addition, the Art Museum has established the Archive Library to support 
research and the planning of exhibitions. The Archive Library keeps a massive 
collection of data about the Art Museum's collections and exhibitions. However, it 
is difficult to find specific information about the past record of the Art Museum, 
especially its public prograrmnes. There is a lack of clear instructions on how to use 
the resources provided by the Archive Library that causes difficulties to conduct 
research at the library. The Archive Library has not set up a systematic cataloging 
system. More training should also be provided for the librarian in order to 
familiarise himself or herself with the library resources. 
The above discussion shows that both UMAG and the Art Museum of CUHK 
emphasise on engaging their students with object-based learning activities. Object 
handling sessions are included in the curriculum and usually held at museums. 
UMAG and the Art Museum of CUHK also provide intcmships for students. 
UMAG offers internships mainly for undergraduate students, while the Art Museum 
of CUHK encourages postgraduate students to participate in curatorial projects. 
Both of them have organised workshops targeted at museum professionals in order 
to cultivate specialised talents and enhance their skills in Museum Studies. 
110 Lam, "A Comparative Study of University Museums: The Nicholson Museum of the University of Sydney 
and the Art Museum of the Chinese University of Hong Kong," 109. 
1IJ Interview with Josh Yiu, 5 May 2016. 
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Educational Activities Organised by HKMA 
The uew City Hall was established in 1962 under the control of the Urban 
Council through its Culture and Entertainment Select Committee. With wider 
collections of Chinese antiquities, historical pictures and local artworks, this new 
museum was opened for the people from every walk of life. 112 In 1969, the new 
City Hall changed its title to "Hong Kong Art Gallery and Museum"; and in 1975 it 
was split into the Hong Kong Museum of Art (HKMA) and the Hong Kong Museum 
of History (HKMH). In 1995, HKMA moved to 10 Salisbury Road, Tsim Sha Tsui 
with a demand for new premises, and the construction work was completed in 
1998. llJ
As a government museum led by the LCSD, HKMA devotes itself to 
promoting civil education and lifelong education by providing various kinds of 
activities on art and culture to its wider audience. It is the responsibility and mission 
of HKMA to engage everyone with art and foster their creativity within an artistic 
environment. As with the two university museums discussed in this thesis, HKMA 
has a world renowned collection of traditional Chinese art including Chinese 
antiquities, Chinese fine art, historical pictures, Hong Kong art, the K.S. Lo 
collection of tea ware and seals, as well as the Xubaizhai collection of Chinese 
painting and calligraphy_ n4 It aspires to promote art education to the general public 
through different activities based on its rich collections. 
112 Yeung Lai-Chung Stoney, "Museum Development in Hong Kong," Newsletter 2000, vol. 1 (Hong Kong: 
Association of Curators, 2000), 8. 
113 See Hong Kong Museum of History, "A Review of the Development of the Hong Kong Museum of History 
in the Past 30 Years(!)," accessed 10 January 2016, http://www.lcsd.gov.hk/CE/Muse 
um/History/en_ US/web/mh/publications/spa _pspecial_ 07 _ 0 I .html. 
114 The affiliation of the Hong Kong Museum of Art, the Flagstaff House Museum of Tea Ware, was established 
in 1984. Dr K.S. Lo (1910-1995) donated to the Flagstaff House Museum of Tea Ware about 600 tea ware items 
and other related vessels dating from the Western Zhou (llth century BC-771 BC) to the twentieth century, 
which forms the core of the museum's collection. See Hong Kong Museum of Art, "Museum Collections," 
accessed 12 January 2016, http://hk.art.museurn/en _ US/web/ma/collection.html#0 I. 
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Although the documentation on museum activities at HKMA is incomplete, the 
newsletters from 1989 to 2014 kept in Hong Kong public libraries can reveal its 
development of public services. By 1990, HKMA mainly provided four types of 
education services including exhibitions, lectures, educational publications and 
outreach programmes. 115 From 1990, HKMA's educational activities were still
closely related to their collections and exhibitions, while their target audiences were 
mainly schools and families. From 1998, it started to conduct a series of visitor 
surveys and visitor-centred activities. 116 
When analysing forty-three copies of Newsletter, HKMA keeps revising their 
activities periodically (see Appendix 12). The number of educational activities 
organised by HKMA has increased every year. In 1989, there were only five types 
of activities listed on the table of contents including: 1) Exhibition; 2) Special 
Feature; 3) Art Sale Service; 4) Travelling Exhibitions; and 5) Art Lectures. The 
activities were expanded to ten different types from 1992 to 2001. New public 
programmes, including Artist-in-Residence Programme, Art Project, and Art 
Competitions, were introduced in 1992, 1993, and 1994, respectively. In the 1990s, 
HKMA also organised some lectures on museum learning, such as "How Can 
Teachers Make Use of Museum Facilities" on 16 April 1993 and "How to Make Use 
of Museum Facilities for Education Purposes" on 13 April 1995. Education and 
relevant facilities are major concerns for both museums and schools, while teachers 
play an important role in developing collaboration between both institutions. 
Through these lectures, HKMA aims to strengthen teachers' awareness of using 
museum resources in teaching. In the 2000s, the type and number of educational 
activities continued to grow. For instance, twelve types of activities wer_e organised 
llS Lin, WenboXinchao: YishuBowuguanJiaoyu, 57.
116 Ibid, 54-72. 
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from July to September 2002. In 2010, eighteen types of educational activities were 
organised from April to June, yet there was a sudden drop to only seven types of 
activities from October to December in 2014 (see Appendices 13-16). 
Apart from the diversity of museum activities, there were significant changes 
made to the content of HKMA's Newsletter in 2001 and 2008 (Appendix 17). In 
2001, the table of contents included six main categories, and there were six 
sub-categories under category 4 "Education and Extension Programmes" and 
category 5 "Education and Extension Services". In 2008, the former category 5 
"Education and Extension Services" was replaced by two separate categories 
"Public Services" and "Group Visits". Some other sub-categories were revised as 
well. Between 2001 and 2008, HKMA mainly offered four types of activities, 
including lectures, video programmes, art demonstrations and art workshops. Yet, in 
2008, the renaming of "Education and Extension Services" to "Public Services" and 
"Group Visits" gave a clearer picture of the target audience for specific programmes. 
In 2008, the Resources Centre at HKMA was opened mainly for researchers. Ms 
Eve Tam, Chief Curator of HKMA, points out that university researchers have 
visited the Resource Centre in order to consult reference materials for their research 
on the impact of exhibitions in society . 117
It is noticeable that HKMA is aware of anticipating visitors' needs and 
demands, as reflected in the revised content of their newsletters. As David Dean 
suggests, awareness of community attitudes and expectations is important to a 
museum, which should always identify and attract new audiences. It is also 
important to evaluate museums' visitorship periodicallyY 8 The change indicates 
117 Interview with Eve Tam, 2 September 2015. 
118 David Dean, Museum Exhibition: Theory and Practice (London: Routledge, 2002), 20. 
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that education played a more important role for HK.MA in the late 2000s. HK.MA is 
dedicated to delivering emotive, inspiring, and enjoyable experiences in art 
appreciation and lifelong learning.' 19
Apart from the aforementioned lectures targeted at school teachers, in 2009, 
HK.MA organised teacher workshops to provide guidance and loan-in exhibitions 
little known to school teachers and students in Hong Kong. The workshops aimed to 
deepen teachers' understanding of art-related subjects and help them plan school 
visits and follow-up activities. Colette Dufresne-Tasse and Andre Lefebvre assert 
that classroom education cannot fit the museum setting; thus, researchers need to 
reconsider the usage of museums. 120 Training for teachers is necessary for realising 
the effectiveness of using museum facilities and services for teaching. However, 
Denise Stone points out the fragility of the partnership because school teachers and 
museum educators generally lack communication. 121 School teachers are unfamiliar 
with museum collections and lack clear instructions to connect related objects and 
their course content. Museum educators barely understand the requirements of 
supporting teaching by making use of museum collections if they do not 
communicate with teachers. Meanwhile, museums can also provide intemships and 
training programmes that can enhance the teaching and learning in higher 
education. 122 Evidently, the relationship between school teachers and museum 
educators affects the development of collaboration between these two kinds of 
institutions. The success of collaboration provides win-win outcomes for museums 
119 See Hong Kong Museum of Art, "Home," accessed 10 February 2016, http://hk.art.museum/zh_TW/web/ma/ 
home.html. 
12° Colette Dufresne-Tasse and Andre Lefebvre, "The Museum in Adult Education: A Psychological Study of 
Visitor Reactions," International Review of Education, vol. 40, no. 6 (1994): 469-484. 
121 Denise L. Stone, "Elementary Art Specialists' Utilization of the Art Museum: A Suivey," Visual Arts
Research, 1992, 73. 
122 Jeffrey P. Bonner. "Museums in the Classroom and Classrooms in the Museum," Anthropology & Education 
Quarterly, vol. 16, no. 4 (1985): 288. 
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and universities, especially creating a unique learning environment for higher 
education students. 
HKMA realises that promoting the use of learning facilities is part of its duties. 
Teachers are welcomed to use museum resources for education purposes. 
Exhibitions, guided tours, lectures, video programmes, education comers, loan 
services and online resources are provided for teachers, although some materials 
may require advance booking. 
Further to the teachers' workshop training, providing teaching kits for primary 
and secondary school students is another kind of collaboration between HKMA and 
schools. The programme "In Touch with Hong Kong Artists-A School-based Art 
Leaming Pilot Programme" is now in the pipeline. This programme targets at 
primary and secondary school students instead of university students. Since HKMA 
has been closed for renovation from 2015 to 2018, students are unable to visit the 
museum for at least three years. However, HKMA will produce new teaching kits to 
support art education in primary and secondary schools. Eve Tam states that it is 
necessary to reach younger visitors for audience building. The finding of their 
audience research shows that if a student has never been to a museum before seven 
years old, he or she might never go to museums for the rest of his or her life. 
Visiting museums will become an unusual habit for him or her. 123 Moreover, 
teachers can guide junior students to enhance their knowledge outside the classroom. 
Hence, museum education through visits and teaching materials can help nurture an 
interest in art prior to students' visits to collections and exhibitions. 
123 Interview with Eve Tam, 2 September 2015. 
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• 
During the period of temporary closure, it is difficult for HKMA to organise 
large-scale progranunes on art education. In the past, HKMA often held workshops 
and lectures in association with large-scale exhibitions and prepared Jots of guiding 
materials for visitors. However, these materials cannot be reused after such 
exhibitions have been closed, thus causing resource wastage. Hence, providing 
learning materials, such as teaching kits, can resolve this problem effectively. 
HKMA has collaborated with institutions in relation to different exhibitions in 
recent years. In 2012, the free e-book project "Imperishable Affection: The Art of 
Feng Zikai" was developed in collaboration with the Hong Kong Design Institute 
(HKDI). Students and staff from the Department of Communication Design and 
Digital Media of HKDI were invited to produce animation and a free e-book for the 
temporary exhibition of Imperishable Affection: The Art of Feng Zikai (2012) 
(Figure 2). The nature of this project matched the course requirements, while 
students' performance in the project was considered part of the course assessment. 
In 2013, HKMA and HKDI collaborated on another e-book project for the 
exhibition of A Journey into Chinese Painting: A Selection of Works from the 
Xubaizhai Collection. HKDI students from the Printing and Publishing Progranune 
and Digital Music Media Progranune participated in visual production such as art 
design, animation and publishing, and aural dimensions including the accompanying 
music.124
In 2015, HKMA invited students from the Department of Chinese and History 
of the City University of Hong Kong (CityU) to develop a website for its permanent 
exhibition of The Wonders of Bamboo: Chinese Bamboo Carving Donated by Dr Ip 
124 See the Hong Kong Design Institute, "HKDI in the Spotlight," accessed 12 April 2016, http://www.hkdi.edu.
hk/?1-en&s-l&p-456. 
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Yee (2015) through their Bachelor programme in Culture and Heritage 
Management. 125 A group of undergraduate students participated in thematic projects
as part of the course requirements. The student team wrote entries for eight selected 
bamboo carvings after undertaking in-depth historical research into their cultural 
significance and aesthetic value. Younger generations are the specific target group. 
CityU students can apply what they have learned from the programme to the 
curatorial work in a museum context. Such experience helps them get a better 
understanding of museum work. However, only three students participated in this 
project under the supervision of Prof. Pedith Chan from the Department of Chinese, 
Translation and Linguistics. 126
Apparently, most existing collaborations between HKMA and higher education 
institutions are exhibition-oriented and project-based. HKMA prefers to invite 
undergraduate students to design online resources in order to improve participation 
and involvement of its audience. This project-based collaboration offers 
undergraduate students great opportunities to practise their professional skills as 
well as acquire new knowledge from real-life experience. It also beefs up students' 
resume and learning of new skills, so that they can land a higher income for career 
success. Although this kind of collaboration embraces students with project-based 
learning and experiential learning, it requires higher levels of creativity and greater 
skills. It would be a high risk for HKMA to invite unskillful young people without 
any working experience and lack of competent knowledge in related fields. Thus, it 
is a challenge to engage first-year university students in real-life projects. As Maggi 
Savin-Baden observes, 
125 See the BA in Culture and Heritage Management programme on "An Exhibition Staged at the 'Good Old 
Days Collection Box'-A Collaborative Project with the Lai Yuen Amusement Park," accessed 30 December 
20 15, http://bacuhm-dec.cah.cityu.edu.hk/ collaborative _project. php. 
126 Ibid. 
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Project-based learning often occurs towards the end of a degree programme 
after a given body of knowledge has been covered that will equip the students to 
undertake the project. Problem-based learning is not usually used on the basis 
that students have already covered required propositional knowledge; rather, 
students themselves are expected to decide what it is they need to learn.127
Therefore, it is necessary to create more learning opportunities for unskillful 
students to broaden their knowledge by adopting problem-based learning methods 
for museums and universities. Also, there is a need for HKMA to create more 
educational programmes for postgraduate students. It can also enable postgraduate 
students to participate in research projects such as the "Hong Kong Art Research 
Portal". 
In 2013, HKMA collaborated with other institutions on a long-term project 
entitled "Hong Kong Art Research Portal". It published a trial version of the project 
outcome on its website to share archival information with the global audience, 
including six main areas: exhibitions, artists, art education, publications, research 
projects and collections. 128 This pilot project proves that HKMA realises the need 
for publicly available resources and is committed to improving the access of its 
collections to a wider audience. The new online resources can support the \earning 
by higher education students and researchers. As discussed above, postgraduate 
students can become involved in this research project through doing basic data 
collection and their research ability will be improved by learning from different 
experts. 
127 Maggi Savin�Baden, Facilitating Problem�Based Learning: Illuminating Perspectives, 18. 
128 See Hong Kong Museum of Art, "Hong Kong Art Research Portal (Pilot Phase)," accessed 23 April 2016, htt 
p: //hk. art. museum/en_ U S/web/ma/porta I.html. 
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introduce the history of the museum and its collections and to teach them curatorial 
skills. Curators can only decide who is capable of being a docent after undergoing a 
series of training and evaluation. The heavy workload can be a burden for museum 
staff. 
Tam agrees that museums should help university students to learn about art 
before they acquire more knowledge from textbooks. Once university students have 
learnt about the operation and organisation of museums, they may be able to help 
develop some educational activities in return. However, the problem is that 
museums' exhibition plans may not be relevant to the syllabi of university 
programmes. Similarly, the academic calendar may not match HKMA's work 
schedule. The curatorial, managerial and design works require a certain level of 
special knowledge in respective fields. Students will not be able to handle the task 
without the close guidance of museum staff. 
Tam states that there should be different ways of developing 
museum-university collaboration through art curricula in Hong Kong. The most 
beneficial way is to develop collaboration between universities and their own 
museums. Trained students can assist in the work of university museums, which will 
establish win-win collaboration. Alternatively, universities can collaborate with 
public museums on a project-based basis. Lastly, museum curators can act as guest 
lecturers in university programmes on a regular basis. Tam stresses that it is 
necessary to consider each university's requirements before developing a 
partnership. HKMA tends to invite students to participate in a project rather than to 
complete a project on their own because students are not skillful and experienced 
enough to finish challenging tasks without any supervision by museum 
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professionals. 
Tam points out that it is easier for public museums in Hong Kong to develop 
project-based rather than curriculum-based collaboration. The biggest difficulty is to 
match the work schedules of both parties. It is also difficult to find a dedicated 
professor and museum staff to manage all the challenging tasks derived from such 
collaboration. Similar to UMAG, the lack of funding is also a concern for the 
HKMA. To resolve all these problems, feasible solutions can be sought and will be 
discussed in Chapter Three. 
Educational Activities Organised by M+ 
In April 2006, the HKSAR Government established the Museums Advisory 
Group under the Consultative Committee on Core Arts and Cultural Facilities of the 
West Kowloon Cultural District Authority (WKCDA). 131 The Recommendation
Report of Consultative Committee on the Core Arts and Cultural Facilities of the 
West Kowloon Cultural District (2007) states that creating a diversified cultural 
ecology is the ultimate goal of M+, a new museum focusing on twentieth- and 
twenty-first-century visual culture, including ink art, moving images, architecture, 
and design. 132 In this report, the Museums Advisory Group highly recommends "the
promotion of arts education at all levels to foster the awareness, understanding and 
appreciation of arts and culture by the general public". 133 
As an independent museum of the ambitious WKCDA project, it has already 
m Home Affairs Bureau of the HKSAR Government, Legislative Council Subcommittee on West Kowloon 
Cultural District (WKCD) Development :M+ in West Kowloon Cultural District (2008), accessed 9 March 2016, 
http://www.legco.gov.hk/yr04-05/english/hc/sub_corn/hs02/papers/hs020524wkcd-546-e.pdf, 1. 
132 West Kowloon Cultural District Authority, Recommendation Report of Consultative Committee on the Core 
Arts and Cultural Facilities of the West Kowloon Cultural District, 2007, 50. 
133 Ibid, 52. 
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organised a number of activities to improve community engagement. From 2012, 
M+ started to organise various activities, including exhibitions, forums, talks and 
programmes. Talk is the most frequently organised activity at M+, with eighteen 
talks organised from 2012 to 2015 (Appendix 18). It is remarkable that M+ has 
created six activities to group different types of educational activities into six series, 
including "Public Forum", "Mobile M+", "M+ Matter", "Venice Biennale Talk 
Series", "Building M+", and "M+ Summer Camp" (Appendix 19). 
Stella Fong, Lead Curator of Learning and Interpretation ofM+, states that it is 
important to let the public know clearly the organiser of these M+ activities. Such 
publicity helps arouse people's interest in this new museum. M+ is now in the 
process of building audiences, thus it is necessary to meet the demands of the 
existing audiences. Survey, discussion and interaction with participants are effective 
ways of collecting visitors' feedback and of evaluating the museum's exhibitions 
and activities. M+ staff also attend the events and hold dialogue with the participants 
as a form of evaluation. Fong stresses that evaluation is always important for activity 
planning and programme design. 134 Gary Edson and David Dean also point out that
the three basic steps in programme design are plarming, presentation, and evaluation, 
and there is a triple circulation among them. 135 Thus, evaluation is equally 
important at the beginning and completion of public prograrmnes. 
To provide more interactive activities, M+ is organising the first large-scale 
outreach prograrmne "M+ Rover: Travelling Creative Studio" for schools to be 
launched annually from 2016 onwards. M+ has invited Hong Kong artists to 
transform a cargo container into a movable creative studio which will tour secondary 
1
34 Interview with Stella Fong. 27 November 2015.
135 Edson and Dean, "Museum Education," 198.
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schools and community spaces every academic year from March to July. This pilot 
programme targets secondary schools and will be expanded to reach the wider 
audience in the future. M+ will invite one local artist to engage with communities 
and schools in each annual tour in order to nurture artistic interaction.136
On the other hand, M+ provides more museum services for school teachers. It 
recognises the pivotal role of teachers between museums and schools. To support 
school teaching, M+ provides exclusive exhibition previews and free learning 
resources for teachers. Several events are offered for teachers in order to encourage 
the use of museum resources. Some online resources, such as the material entitled 
M+ Learning (Figure 3), target at schools and teachers to help them explore more 
information about the ongoing activities of M+. Timothy Ambrose and Crispin 
Paine remark that teaching and learning materials designed by museums should 
deliver more information and subject knowledge that are easy to use.137 However, 
M+ Learning is more a booklet informing different types of educational 
programmes without delivering subject knowledge of twentieth- and 
twenty-first-century visual culture. M+ should define their resources including 
collections, archives and libraries for educational purposes, thus teachers will have a 
clearer understanding of museum resources and make more effective use of them for 
students. More importantly, it is necessary to design teaching materials for higher 
education visitors to instruct them to use museum facilities and services in a 
professional way. 
While informing the public of their educational programmes through online 
resources and publicity channels, M+ also provides internship opportunities for the 
136 See M+, "M+ Rover," accessed 16 April 2016, http://www.westkowloon.hk/en/mplusrover. 
137 Timothy Ambrose and Crispin Paine, Museum Basks (New York: Routledge, 2012), 65. 
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public. For instance, in 2012, M+ launched a ten-week internship programme which 
enabled museum enthusiasts to gain working experience in a real museum setting. 
This programme offered training on curation and collection management. Various 
areas of museum practice, such as conservation and editing, were also provided in 
this programme. It guided the interns to explore diverse experiences in museum 
practice. Moreover, in 2013 and 2015, M+ recruited interns to work on the world's 
oldest international art exhibition, Venice Biennale. As a museum of visual culture, 
M+ seeks to enhance the knowledge of visual art and culture through various kinds 
of programmes in Hong Kong and abroad. 
Although M+ has only been operating for five years since 2011, it has 
organised some programmes for university students. For example, M+ Summer 
Camp newly launched in 2015 was a four-day-three-night camp taking place at the 
Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups Jockey Club Sai Kung Outdoor Training 
Camp from 21 to 24 July 2015. It targeted non-professional art-related students aged 
15 to 18, but with an interest in painting, photography, installation, design, 
architecture, illustration, film, writing and performing arts. It encouraged teenagers 
to discover creative ways of thinking in art. It enhanced the idea that art is not only 
accessible for artists, but everybody is capable of making art. Stella Fong explains 
that M+ plans to build long-term collaboration with youth groups in Hong Kong. In 
2015, 100 teenagers joined this Sunnner Camp and were divided into ten groups. 
Each group was led by one artist and one assistant. M+ invited fifteen university 
students to participate in the voluntary work. Ten of them acted as assistants and 
five were supporting staff. These university students played a very important role in 
mediating between artists and teenagers. It helped resolve the understaffed problem, 
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while M+ could receive feedback from youngsters. 138
Moreover, M+ has collaborated with university students and schools in the 
production of exhibition materials. In 2013, Prof. Vivian Ting, former Assistant 
Professor at the AVA of HKBU, and her students were invited to design the M+
Inflation Secondary School Teaching Pack for the exhibition of Mobile M+ Inflation.
The teaching pack was an education guide for secondary school students. This 
project offered a real-life experience for HKBU students who contributed to 
devising practical learning materials. M+ selected the best design from the class and 
published it as a downloadable online educational resource for teachers and 
students.139
This project-based collaboration not only helped achieve the museum's 
objective, but also enabled students to assist in educational work, thus it was a 
win-win collaboration. For Vivian Ting, it was a great opportunity for her students 
to learn from a real-life project, although the process was tight and stressful. 140 The 
learning outcomes of curriculum-based collaboration generally depend on museums' 
intention to initiate collaboration, whether they are committed to educating students 
or just looking for helpers to finish their projects. Enhancing students' knowledge 
and ability should be the core of learning objectives in developing 
museum-university collaboration through curricula. 
Ting observes that the development of museum education in Hong Kong is 
immature. Museums would not collaborate with schools to offer students practical 
13
8 Interview with Stella Fong, 27 November 2015. 
1
39 Ibid.
140 Interview with Vivian Ting, 9 March 2016. 
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opportunities if there were no temporary projects. Museums in the United Kingdom 
understand the needs of students at different educational levels, whereas museums in 
Hong Kong are particularly weak in providing support for higher education. 141
M+ is becoming more active in providing education services for university 
students. It prefers to develop diverse projects in partnership with different 
universities instead of focusing on one institution. Stella Fong explains that it is 
difficult to collaborate with one university on a long-term basis because of the 
concern about fairness. M+ needs to make an open call for all universities and give 
more opportunities to other students. 142 Hence, M+ aims to provide museum 
services for visitors from different groups and backgrounds instead of targeting one 
single group such as students, teachers, adults or families. M+ plans to devise 
different types of educational activities including outreach programmes for the 
public and produce a dynamic learning environment to enhance art education in 
Hong Kong. 
The above review of the four museums' educational activities shows that 
UMAG and Art Museum of CUHK have a closer relationship with their affiliated 
universities and have adopted object-based learning approaches to deepen students' 
understanding of Art History and Museum Studies. They not only make use of their 
own collections, but also encourage students to visit other museums throughout the 
curriculum. Their locations also provide convenience for both scholars and students 
to conduct research with reference to their collections, libraries and archives. Both 
of them have conducted workshops targeted at museum professionals for intellectual 
exchange in the field of museums. 
141 Ibid. 
142 Interview with Stella Fong, 27 November 2015. 
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HKMA and M+ have a preference for developing project-based collaboration 
with different institutions at tertiary level, in which students can deepen their 
understanding of museum practice and improve their transferable skills through 
real-life curatorial projects. The project outcome will add value to students' 
curriculum vitae, which is useful for their career development. However, most of 
such collaborative projects are exhibition-oriented, mostly lasting for a fixed 
duration and cannot offer continuous learning experience for higher education 
students periodically. Students may make great efforts to meet the project 
requirements without being able to relate the task to their subject knowledge in 
specific curricula. 
To sum up, UMAG and the Art Museum of CUHK have a closer relationship 
with universities because of their duties of supporting higher education teaching and 
learning. It is also easier for them to develop curriculum-based collaboration with 
universities and they have already done so. Similarly, both of them concentrate more 
on the application of object-based learning approaches when offering training for 
their higher education students. Compared to UMAG and the Art Museum of CUHK, 
HKMA and M+ which have received more funding from the local government and 
other sponsors organised more types of educational programmes in order to promote 
lifelong and holistic education for the general public. They have developed 
project-based collaboration with higher education institutions which mainly focus on 
experiential learning methods. 
The collaboration between museums and higher education institutions have 
already undergone preliminary development in Hong Kong. Yet, there are some 
challenges that have affected the further development of such collaboration. Funding 
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and manpower are the main problems faced by university museums. Moreover, the 
small scale of university museums will also limit the learning opportunities for 
students. Most education services provided by governmental and independent 
museums are tailor-made for primary and secondary school students. These 
museums have conducted collaborations with local universities, but are mainly 
bound to exhibitions. It is uncommon to develop long-term and sustainable 
collaboration for higher education students. Hence, it is crucial to study successful 
overseas cases in order to gain insights for further developing museum-university 
collaboration in Hong Kong. 
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Chapter Two 
Good Practice of Museum-University Collaboration in Overseas Museums: 
Case Studies in the United Kingdom and the United States of America 
Aside from promoting life-Jong education to different audiences including 
families, students, adults and the elderly, it is also museums' responsibilities to meet 
the needs of higher education students and researchers in order to support the study 
of academic disciplines such as zoology, biology, medicine as well as art-related 
subjects. Catherine Speight states that it is crucial to discover the expectations of 
"specialist academic audiences". 143 Museums should fully open their collections 
and archives to support research and learning, enabling visitors to encourage 
intellectual exchange between curators and visitors. 144 However, Hong Kong 
museums have not fully fulfilled the needs and expectations of specialist academic 
audiences, as Vivian Ting states, "they are not ready to open [their collections] to 
the public". 145 Since the late twentieth century, UMAG and the Art Museum of 
CUHK have started to offer objects handling sessions to students emolled in their 
courses on Art History and Museum Studies, but public museums run by LCSD still 
focus on organising educational activities for primary and secondary schools without 
open policies on collection access for higher education visitors. 
In the late nineteenth century, Western museums realised the dual 
responsibility to provide services for public and scholarly users. 146 Some museums 
provided various types of learning progranunes for specialists and higher education 
143 Speight, "Museums and Higher Education: A New Specialist Service?" 11.
144 Black, The Engaging Museum: Developing Museums for Visitor Involvement, 28.
145 Interview with Vivian Ting, 9 March 2016. 
146 Lisa C. Roberts, From Knowledge to Narrative: Educators and the Changing Museum (Washington D.C. 
and London: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1997), 21. 
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students who have acquired academic knowledge of art, history, and science. For 
instance, in the Untied Kingdom, the V &A and RCA have long-term partnership in 
developing programmes, such as the History of Design Postgraduate Progranune 
which has been offered for more than thirty years. In the United States of America, 
the Met has also organised different types of internship programmes for both 
undergraduate and postgraduate students. This chapter will review the educational 
programmes offered by these two first-rate museums established in 1852 and 1870 
respectively, in order to examine their good practice of developing collaboration 
with local institutions and to explore insightful ideas for enhancing the capability of 
museum-university collaboration in Hong Kong. 
The Victoria and Albert Museum 
With the direct control of the Board of Education (now called the Department 
of Education) for more than half-century until 1983, the V &A has developed a 
comprehensive system of national art education, providing diverse education 
services for the public. 147 It offers tours, workshops, evening events, talks, 
conferences, symposia and courses for diverse audiences. Audience research or 
"visitor studies" is a key to the success of museum education. 148 Museums should 
fully understand the motivations, needs and expectations of different audiences 
before they conduct educational progranunes. The V &A's target groups include 
students, young people, families, teachers and professionals. The Education 
Department of the V &A is familiar with the behavioural factors of different visitors 
in learning and successfully provides tailor-made education services for visitors 
from different backgrounds and with different learning abilities. 
147 Ibid. 17. 
148 Black, The Engaging Museum: Developing Museums for Visitor Involvement, 9. 
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School visits, gallery sessions, workshops, events and talks are designed for 
primary schools, secondary schools and colleges. Eilean Hooper-Greenhill suggests 
that museum programmes for children should concentrate on arousing interest in 
objects instead of showing them plenty of ungraspable objects. Otherwise, children 
cannot control and understand the objects. 149 Gallery sessions for Key Stage 1
children ( aged 5 to 7) focus on developing their ideas, experience and imagination 
by drawing and painting at the V &A. 150 The "Discovery Session: Discovering 
Shape" encourages children to explore different shapes of objects and spaces in the 
Museum. Interesting activities, like treasure hunt, will help them to discover more 
regular and irregular shapes. By the end of the session, they will draw their own 
shapes with inspiration from an artwork they have seen in the former activities.
151
Educators at the V &A understand that children are unable to remember and 
comprehend complicated knowledge, such as the artist, date, material, media and the 
meaning of objects. Most children are attractive to the appearance of objects like 
unique shapes and rich colours. It is effective to arouse their interest in objects and 
develop their own imagination, so that they can engage with educational activities. 
The V &A has provided more opportunities for secondary school and college 
students to learn about art and design, ranging from ceramics, digital and graphics 
design, to fashion and textiles. 152 The "DesignLab" is an innovative programme 
which enables Key Stage 3-5 students (aged 11 to 19) to engage with design through 
different projects. Students can work with museum educators and practicing 
designers by making of V &A collections. 153 Hooper-Greenhill observes that 
149 Jensen, "Children, Teenagers and Adults in Museums: A Developmental Perspective," 112. 
150 Victoria and Albert Museum and Royal College of Art, Discovery Session: Discovering Shape, accessed 3 
March 2016, http://www.vam.ac.uk/ _ data/assets/pdf _ file/00 I 0/259606/Discovering-Shape _summary.pdf. 
151 Ibid. 
152 See the Victoria and Albert Museum, "Programmes for Art, Craft & Design," accessed 3 March 2016, http:// 
www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/f/free-gallery-tours-and-exhibition-talks-for-secondary-schools/. 
153 See the Victoria and Albert Museum, "DesignLab," accessed 3 March 2016, http://www.varn.ac.uk/content/a 
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teenagers are normally more imaginative and thoughtful than children and have the 
ability to acquire new knowledge in museums.154 Therefore, Key Stage 3-5 students 
are capable of having a close study of the V &A collections in order to deepen their 
understanding of relevant knowledge. Moreover, the opportunity of working with 
museum staff will enable students to learn about professional skills and gain insights 
from specialists. 
In addition, the V &A fully opened its library service to the public. The 
National Art Library located inside the V &A is a useful platform for art students and 
researchers (Figure 4). It is a relatively large-scale reference library in comparing to 
those Hong Kong museums. This library holds over one million items on art and 
design, including a book collection of twentieth-century artists. 155 They supplement 
the study of modern art in the V &A collection with scholarly publications. 
Unlike the art museums in Hong Kong, it is notable that curriculum plays an 
important role in developing museum education at the V &A. Barry Harley defines 
that curriculum is a series of organised learning experiences offered by schools. 156
Vic Kelly further expands that these experiences could be carried on individually or 
collectively, inside or outside schools. 157 Mark K. Smith expresses two features to 
describe curriculum: "learning is planned and guided" and "the definition refers to 
schooling" . 158 Curriculum mostly contains more than one lesson, lecture or tutorial. 
It is a long-term learning process rurming through a number of courses. Only one or 
rticles/d/designlab/. 
1
54 Jensen, "Children, Teenagers and Adults in Museums: A Developmental Perspective," 113.
155 See the Victoria and Albert Museum, "Visiting the National Art Library," accessed 8 May 2016, http://www. 
vam.ac.uk/content/articles/a/about-the-national-art-library/. 
156 Barry Harley, A Synthesis of Teaching Methods (Sydney: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1973), 4.
1
57 Albert Victor Kelly, The Curriculum: Theory and Practice (London: Paul Chapman, 1999), 2-5.
158 Mark. K. Smith, "Curriculum Theory and Practice" (1999 & 2000), accessed 20 April 2016, www.infed.org/
biblio/b-curric.htm. 
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two courses cannot achieve the same learning outcomes of a comprehensive 
curriculum. It is not just delivering information to students, but also providing them 
with practice opportunities. According to Smith's suggestion, curriculum theory and 
practice are emerged from schools and are also related to the idea of schooling, 
curriculum can be conducted outside schools if it creates effective learning 
experience. Thus, curriculum is not only offered for students at schools, but can also 
be used in museum education. 
In the V &A, an extensive range of curriculum programmes, such as 
professional development courses, evening courses, courses and study days, 
international training courses are provided.159 Remarkably, it has already launched
the collaborative curricula with different educational institutions for more than thirty 
years. From 1982, the V&A and RCA co-organised the History of Design 
Postgraduate Progranune which was the first academic programme dedicated to the 
field of Design and Material Culture Studies in the world. 160 The V &A holds the
world's greatest resources of art and design, creating a useful platform for design 
education. RCA students gain opportunities to work at the V &A that enables them to 
practice transferable skills and subject knowledge. The freshers who intern at the 
V &A periodically also bring energetic workforce and fresh ideas to the Museum. 
The History of Design Programme offers MA, MPhil and PhD degrees. MA in 
History of Design is a two-year full-time programme. Students in the first year will 
receive formal teaching three days a week, including seminars, individual tutorials, 
and study visits. They will acquire at least one fully funded overseas field trip in 
159 See the Victoria and Albert Museum, "Learn," accessed 3 March 2016, http://www.vam.ac.uk/page/l/learnin
¥,(; The Victoria and Albert Museum and Royal College of Art, V&A and RCA: History of Design Brochure,
accessed I 0 February 2016, http://www.vam.ac.uk/ _ data/assets/pdf _file/0020/252074N-and-A-RCA-History-o 
f-Design-brochure-single-sheet-view 1.pdf, 5-7.
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year one and have opportunities to visit several architecture, collections, museums, 
archives, and craft and design studios in the United Kingdom. They need to finish 
student-led research two days a week and complete one long essay and one 
work-in-progress presentation every term. In the second year, students will produce 
a 30,000-word dissertation. 161
The course structure of the MA in History of Design programme is integral. 
Diana Laurillard, Senior Lecturer at the Institute of Educational Technology of Open 
University, states that there are commonly four types of teaching methods in higher 
education: 1) lectures and readings for acquisition; 2) planned exercises for practice; 
3) seminars and tutorials for discussion; and 4) field trips for discovery. 162 The MA
programme at the RCA and V &A offers seminars, individual tutorials, study visits 
and field trips, which set up an effective education system for students to explore, 
acquire and discuss knowledge. The assignments help consolidate their subject 
knowledge. Individual tutorials play a crucial role in teaching and learning because 
it is the ideal teaching method for higher education.163 Therefore, students who have 
attended the MA programme will receive specific guidance from individual 
tutorials. 
The Master's programme is jointly offered by the School of Humanities of 
RCA and the Research Department of the V &A. The programme staff and facilities 
come from both institutions. The team consists of thirteen people, including two 
heads of programme, three division heads, four programme tutors, and two 
administrators. One of them is working at both the V &A and RCA, six of them from 
16
1 Victoria and Albert Museum and Royal College of Art, V&A and RCA: History of Design Brochure, 10. 
162 Diana Laurillard, Rethinking University Teaching: A Framework for the Effective Use of Educational 
Technology (London and New York: Routledge, 1993), 97. 
163 Ibid. 97. 
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the V &A, with another six members from RCA. The staff composition of this 
programme is conducive because they have different expertise and are familiar with 
the resources and practice in their own institutions. Students will gain an instructive 
guidance by using museum resources with the help of the V &A staff. Many students 
do not know how to use museum resources for study, while course tutors may be 
lack of such skills in a museum context. 164
The History of Design progranune offers interactive learning and teaching 
resources in both university and museum contexts. Students can conduct close 
examination of objects at the V &A. For instance, MA student Harriette Lane has 
studied the V &A's only arrnillary sphere for exploring the scientific enlightemnent 
in eighteenth-century sociability. 165 In the second year, MA students will organise a 
public symposium at the V &A. MPhil and PhD students are part of the research 
community of RCA and will take part in the V&A's curatorial projects. All MA, 
MPhil and PhD students have opportunities to participate in professional 
development programmes, including internships, publishing opportunities, curatorial 
projects at the V &A, RCA and other institutions, and to network with a wide range 
of professionals in related fields. 166 This programme will enhance students' 
problem-solving skills through these real-life experiences. 
With students from different academic and professional backgrounds, it helps 
create an international and interdisciplinary learning enviromnent. 167 This 
164 Speight, "Museums and Higher Education: A New Specialist Service?" 17. 
165 Victoria and Albert Museum and Royal College of Art, V&A and RCA: History of Design Brochure, 12. 
166 Ibid, 37. 
167 The V&A and RCA: History of Design Brochure lists the academic and professional backgrounds of current 
students. Their academic backgrounds include English Literature, Philosophy, History, Archeology and 
Anthropology, Art History, Fine Art, Ceramics and Glass Design, Sculpture, Theatre Design, and Textile Design. 
Professional, while practice backgrounds include jeweller, event producer, illustrator, writer, museum researcher, 
curator, costume designer for TV and film, project assistant, Ministry of Culture in Luxembourg, publishing, and 
city professional. 
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programme also seeks to offer a diverse cultural education. In previous years, 
students have received visiting lectures led by a wide range of specialists from 
different universities and museums in the United Kingdom, the United States, and 
the Netherlands. 168 Students will acquire knowledge of different subjects and learn 
about the trend of art and design as well as museum work in different cultural 
backgrounds. 
The establishment of Centre for Excellence in Teaching and Learning through 
Design in 2005 is another joint curriculum-based collaboration between RCA and 
the V &A. It was a five-year partnership supported by the Higher Education Funding 
Council for England, and jointly organised by the University of Brighton, the V &A, 
RCA and the Royal Institute of British Architects.169 This large-scale partnership 
has developed forty-four projects from 2005 to 2010. 
To further develop Centre for Excellence in Teaching and Learning through 
Design's research, the Susie Fisher Group, which specialises in Museum and 
Gallery Studies, Art and Education, has published a baseline research report entitled 
How do HE Tutors and Students Use Museum Collections in Design? (2007). It 
provides guidelines on the use of the V &A's collections for study. It also presents 
the result of a survey conducted at the V &A in 2006, including two group sessions 
and three to four gallery visits. The researchers collected tutors' and students' 
feedback on learning in museums and structured their responses in a systematic way. 
Learning from objects during museum visits is a significant skill for students. Susie 
168 Victoria and Albert Museum and Royal College of Art, V&A and RCA: History of Design Brochure, 39.
169 Morna Hinton, Preface, in Museums and Design Education: Looking to Learn, Learning to See, eds. Beth 
Cook, Rebecca Reynolds, and Catherine Speight (Surrey: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2010), xvi. 
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Fisher holds that "apprehending objects" is more accurate than "looking objects". 170
"Looking" is a visual process that does not include hands-on experience, while 
students can gain a deeper experience when gaining access to objects. "Handling" 
refers to a series of touching process, including "picking it up", "feeling the texture", 
"scrutinizing a detail from underneath", "trying it out", "testing the materials" and 
"seeing how it moves". 171 The survey result shows that some tutors and students got 
frustrated when they cannot touch the objects behind the display case. Yet, museum 
visits enable students to learn about the diverse perspectives from curators, makers, 
artists and other students. Therefore, it is important to teach students how to 
apprehend objects. Nine tutors found that it is important to look at objects, and half 
of them state that students should be engaged in dialogue when apprehending 
objects during the museum visit. 172
Having discussion on objects would deepen students' understanding of the 
subject. Hence, group discussion is indispensable activities in museum education.173
Teachers should motivate students to express their ideas freely when they apprehend 
objects. They should also give them instant feedback during the discussion. Susie 
Fisher Group's baseline research report quotes one tutor's idea on "looking at 
objects": "Dialogue is fundamental. One to one, information delivery and managing 
circumstances". 174 This tutor suggests that one to one interaction is conducive to 
students' learning, but it can only be achieved when the school tour is in small scale. 
Otherwise, the museum should provide an activity room for school groups to have a 
post-visit discussion, encouraging students to share their thoughts and feelings in a 
170 Susie Fisher, How do HE Tutors and Students Use Museum Collections in Design? (London: the Susie Fisher, 
2007), http://www.vam.ac.uk/ _ data/assets/pdf_ fi!e/0005/177719/41303 _ file. pdf, 13. 
171 Ibid. 
172 Ibid, 15. 
173 Rika Burnham and Elliott Kai-Kee, Teaching in the Art Museum: Interpretation as Experience (Los Angeles: 
the J. Paul Getty Museum, 2011), 80. 
174 Susie Fisher, How do HE Tutors and Students Use Museum Collections in Design? 15. 
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museum setting. Museum staff and the course instructor can conduct discussion and 
relate it to the objects on display galleries. 
On the other hand, handling sessions should be offered to students to get a 
closer observation of objects. The project "Exploring the Relationship between 
Teaching and Learning through Practice" was led by three members of teaching and 
technical staff, Alma Boyes, Cynthia Cousens and Helen Stuart, who work for the 
programmes of BA and MDes in Materials Practice at the University ofBrighton, 175 
in collaboration with RCA and the Jewellery Department of the V&A. 176 This 
project aims to investigate the teaching effectiveness through demonstrations and 
examine how students learn in the creative process. 177 The technical demonstrations 
have taken place on university campus, while handling sessions are conducted at the 
V&A. 
The project report shows that handling sessions at the V &A were well received. 
"The use of touch and other sensory stimuli such as sound and smell played an 
important role in the collection of information and as a connector to the process of 
making." 178 Students' encounters with museum collections would enhance their
knowledge of art and design through close observation and active participation. The 
demonstrations offered various opportunities for students to observe the skills in 
relation to the study of material practice, including hand building, soldering and 
welding. 179 Students were asked to conduct research on related objects before the 
175 The BA and MDes Materials Practice course is a four�year master's course. However, the course information 
is no longer available on the website of the University of Brighton, and the course code is not provided. 
176 Alma Boyes, Cynthia Cousens and Helen Stuart, Report of Exploring the Relationship between Teaching and 
Learning through Practice (Brighton: University of Brighton, 2008), http://arts.brighton.ac.uk/_data/assets/pd 
f file/0016/11482/CetLD-report-flash-final.pdf, 4. 
171 Ibid.
178 Ibid, 30. 
1
79 Ibid, 5.
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museum visit, thus they would be able to look into every details and to gain a sense 
of their weight. Beth Cook states that this "object-based learning" model creates at 
least two benefits to design students: 
First is the supply of information about their objects that museums offer, and 
second is the opportunity for making conceptual connections between 
apparently unrelated objects or subject: using objects to generate lateral 
thinking beyond the obvious, through a process of visual research.180
Cook suggests that museums should provide the most comprehensive 
information about each object for students. Students can learn the basic knowledge 
of objects from their labels on the wall. The descriptive text normally shows the title, 
date, medium and subject of each object. Students are encouraged to explore 
comprehensive information about the objects by using other publicly-available 
resources such as libraries, archives and websites. 181 Higher education students are 
capable of discovering and collecting information from different resources. However, 
the primary key is to develop a service system for the use of museum resources. 
Cook emphasises the importance of handling experience in object-based learning. 
Students will gain a deeper understanding of the objects through sensory 
experiences. One postgraduate student from RCA has described this experience as to 
feel the "tension" of the object in your hand. 182 The tactility of objects enables 
students to know the size, weight, and texture of the materials and help them to 
choose suitable materials for creating their own work. Their spatial-visual abilities 
will be enhanced after having a direct encounter with objects. Furthermore, students 
180 Beth Cook, "The Design Student Experience in the Museum," in Museums and Design Education: Looking 
to Learn, Learning to See, eds. Beth Cook, Rebecca Reynolds, and Catherine Speight (Surrey: Ashgate 
Publishing Limited, 2010), 96. 
181 Ibid. 
182 Ibid. 98. 
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can think laterally when they use objects. Although exhibitions will provide 
contextual information about the display, students who are majoring in exhibition 
design or curation will also delve into the design of the overall exhibitions, such as 
the set up oflighting in the gallery and its visual effect on the exhibits. 
Curriculum-based collaborations at the V &A fulfill the criteria of major 
learning methods such as active learning, object-based learning, experiential 
learning, learning as social activity, and contextual learning. These curriculum 
provide a suitable learning environment for higher education students majoring in 
Art Practice, Art History and Museum Studies. Students will gain inspiration 
through visiting different museums and engaging with various objects which can 
help to foster their creativity. Real-life experience can strengthen students' 
professional skills and their abilities of problem-solving. With the interaction 
between people from different backgrounds, such as museum staff, curators, 
professors, and peers, students can obtain useful and different insights for studies on 
art-related knowledge. 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Public museums in America, such as the Met, have taken strategies for 
enhancing access to and the use of their collections. In 2015, the Met published their 
five-year strategic goals in the 2015 annual report, highlighting their aim of 
increasing interaction between the museum work and their wide audience. It fully 
opens its resources, including collections, scholarships and expertise, to the 
public. 183 New and multimodal approaches are applied to produce unique and 
183 The Metropolitan Museum of Art, "Mission Statemen�" Annual Repart of the Year 2014-2015 (New York:
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2015), 11. Accessed 10 March 2016, http://www.metmuseum.org/about-the­
met/policies-and-documents/annual-reports. 
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inventive programmes that can connect visitors with the Museum. 
The Met' s education services are basically designed for six target groups, 
including kids and families, teenagers, adults, university students and faculty, 
educators and other visitors with disabilities. Clear online information about the 
services is provided for each target group. Kids and families can explore works of 
art together through several interesting activities. Teen programmes are divided into 
different age groups, including Art Explore for aged 11 to 14, Saturday Sketching 
and Summer Programmes for aged 11 to 18, Teen Studio and Career Labs for aged 
15 to 18. These programmes offer classes, workshops, talks, special events and 
internships for teenagers to develop their skills and unleash their talent and 
creativity. 184 The Met defines different goals of art learning for teenagers. For 
instance, teenagers who want to apply art high school or college can attend the 
programme "Saturday Sketching" for hardening their drawing and painting 
techniques; teenagers who participate in "Career Lab" will acquire professional 
knowledge and working skills in relation to art disciplines. 
Unlike children and junior students, adults are independent learners and seek 
knowledge with purposes. Their personal experiences will have an impact on 
leaming. 185 The Met's adult programmes encourage intellectual exchange between 
visitors and experts. For instance, in the three-part architecture and design series "In 
Our Time", the Department of Modern and Contemporary Art of the Met has invited 
some renowned designers and architects to bring local and global thoughts of 
184 See the Metropolitan Museum of Art, "Learn," accessed 6 March 2016, http://www.metmuseum.org/leam/ki 
ds-and-familes. 
185 Jensen, "Children, Teenagers and Adults in Museums: A Developmental Perspective," 114. 
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architecture and design in lectnres. 186 Participants are encouraged to learn and
communicate with experts through the unique opportunity. 
The Met has identified the needs of higher education students and organised 
various types of activities, including internship programmes for undergraduate and 
postgraduate students that enable participants to acquire professional skills in 
museum practice. It is useful to explore how the Met pays efforts to educate 
university students through internships. Jeffrey Bonner states that museums are ideal 
places for internships and training programmes for higher education students. 187
Hence, many universities encourage students to undertake internships during 
summer and winter vacations. 
The Museum Seminar (MuSe) Internship Program for College and Graduate 
Students offers ten-week, six-month, nine-month, or twelve-month internships for 
undergraduate and postgraduate students to gain working experience at the Met. 188
As John Falk and Lynn Direking suggest, "learning is at its peak when individuals 
can exercise choice over what and when they learn and feel that they control their 
own learning." 189 Thus, students can choose a suitable duration based on their
individual demand that can schedule their time in a more reasonable way in the 
Muse Internship Programme. 
However, the duration of internships offered by museums in Hong Kong is 
186 The Metropolitan Museum of Art, "Education and Concerts Lectures," Annual Report of the Year 2014-2015 
(New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2015), accessed 10 March 2016, http:l/www.metmuseum.org/abo 
ut-the-met/policies-and-documents/annual-reports, 74. 
187 Jeffrey P. Bonner, "Museums in the Classroom and Classrooms in the Museum," Anthropology & Education 
Quarterly, vol. 16, no. 4 (1985): 288. 
188 See the Metropolitan Museum of Art, "Summer and Long-Term Internships for Undergraduate and Graduate 
Students," accessed 7 March 2016, http://www.metrnuseum.org/about-the-met/intemships/undergraduate-and-gr 
aduate-students/summer-and-long-term. 
189 Falk and Direking, Learning from Museums: Visitors Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 138. 
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fixed and normally lasted for a few weeks in the summer. It does not give flexibility 
to students who are eager to undertake intemships with a longer duration. Most 
internships such as the Venice Biennale Internship Programme offered by M+, are 
project-based which need interns assisting in different projects, especially 
exhibitions. Some internships are credit-bearing which closely connected with 
university curriculum such as internships offered by UMAG. However, this 
credit-bearing internship only opens to students who enrolled in related courses and 
the number of interns is also limited. 
On the contrary, the Met allows students to fully engage with their work in 
different activities. In the beginning of the summer internship, interns need to attend 
a series of intensive training sessions, learning how to present object details to 
visitors in an engaging and accessible manner. 190 Each intern will join one of the 
Museum's departments under the supervision of a full-time staff member. There are 
more than forty departments receiving interns from a great variety of academic 
backgrounds such as Digital Department or Information Systems & Technology and 
Curatorial Departments. MuSe organises the Museum Seminar Series one day per 
week to deepen interns' understanding of the complex operation of the Met. Several 
activities, such as conversations, talks, workshops, field trips and intern-led 
discussion sessions, have strengthened the connection between interns, museum 
staff, fellows and art professionals. By designing and guiding public tours, interns 
can directly interact with visitors and assist in public enquiries at the Information 
Desk. 191
190 See the Metropolitan Museum of Art, "Summer and Long-Term Intemships for Undergraduate and Graduate 
Students," accessed 7 March 2016, http://www.metmuseum.org/about-the-met/internships/undergraduate-and-gr 
aduate-students/summer-and-long-term. 
191 Ibid. 
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The nine-week Met Cloisters Snnnner Internship for College Students (Met 
Cloisters) Programme receives eight undergraduate students each summer. Interns 
generally eager to develop art and museum career. They have opportunities to learn 
about medieval art and work with children. Interns will also join the Education 
Office of The Met Cloisters 192 to learn about the collections and the Museum's 
operation from curators, educators, conservators, as well as other members of 
executive and administrative staff. 
Interns need to attend study tours, seminars, pedagogy workshops and field 
trips during the first three weeks in order to explore the Museum collections as well 
as the materials and techniques used by medieval artists. They will also conduct 
gallery teaching for children aged 4 to 12 for five weeks. Each intern is required to 
deliver an hour-long talk on their favourite subject in the one-week special gallery 
talk.193
MuSe and Met Cloisters share a similar internship model. Firstly, both of them 
offer opportunities for learning the Museum's operation. Secondly, interns can 
connnunicate with museum staff by taking up different duties. Lastly, they enable 
interns to gain real-life working experience in guided tours and gallery teaching. 
Moreover, the Met training can improve interns' soft skills such as connnunication 
and teamwork that will enhance their personal development. Maggi Savin-Baden 
states that "Problem-based learning helps students to see that learning and life take 
place in context, contexts that affect the kinds of solutions that available and 
192 The Education Office of the Met Cloisters is the branch of the Metropolitan Museum of Art devoted to the 
art of medieval Europe. 
193 See the Metropolitan Museum of Art, "The Met Cloisters Summer Internship for College Students," accessed 
7 March 2016, http://www.metmuseum.org/about-the-met/intemships/undergraduate-and-graduate-students/clois 
ters. 
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possible."194 Interns' problem-solving skills will be improved when they learn to 
tackle difficulties in different situations. 
Moreover, interns will gain more teaching experience when attending the 
Teaching Corps Internship Program. They will lead the group visits of the Met's 
surmner camp for children aged 6 to 13 and provide assistance for other activities 
and events organised by the Education Department. This programme enables interns 
to design teaching plans and organise interactive activities for junior students. 195
The components of the Met' s internships have met the criteria of the 
Contextual Model of Leaming proposed by John Falk and Lynn Dierking which I 
discussed in the Introduction of this dissertation. For instance, students majoring in 
Art History can apply to intern in the Met' s Curatorial Departments, including Asian 
Art, Egyptian Art and European Paintings through the MuSe Internship 
Programme. 196 John Falk and Lynn Direking state that: "All social groups in
museums utilize each other as vehicles for deciphering information, for reinforcing 
shared beliefs, for making meaning. Museums create unique milieus for such 
collaborative learning." 197 Students can interact with different people when they 
organise activities of guided tours and gallery teaching. More importantly, students 
can receive more expertise through their personal interaction with museum staff, 
educators and curators. 
Most of the higher education students are eager to attend the Met' s intemship 
194 Savin-Baden, Facilitating Problem-Based Learning: Illuminating Perspectives, 2-3. 
195 See the Metropolitan Museum of Art, ''Teaching Corps lnternship Program," accessed 7 March 2016, http:// 
www.metmuseum.org/about-the-rnet/internships/undergraduate-and-graduate-students/teaching-corps. 
196 See the Metropolitan Museum of Art, "Summer and Long-Term Intemships for Undergraduate and Graduate 
Students," accessed 7 March 2016, http://www.metmuseum.org/about-the-met/intemships/undergraduate-and-gr 
aduate-students/summer-and-long-term. 
197 Falk and Direking, Learning from Museums: Visitors Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 138. 
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programmes because they have clear purposes and good motivation to learn about 
art at museums. Positive attitude will help interns to achieve a better learning 
outcome. Interns will learn ideas from different people in a socio-cultural 
enviromuent. They can have easy access to museum collections and libraries and 
can participate in different programmes. As suggested in the Contextual Model of 
Learning, the Met has successfully empowered interns to learn in personal, 
socio-cultural and physical contexts. 
It is notable that the Met offers internships for university students who can 
learn about museum practice and gain professional skills throughout the academic 
year. These ten-week internships require interns to work at the Met for at least 
twelve hours per week for ten weeks. Academic credits will be given to reward 
interns' outstanding performance. 
The Met provides support to both undergraduate and postgraduate programmes 
at local universities, such as the Institute of Fine Arts at the New York University 
(NYU). 198 The Institute of Fine Arts of NYU offers a wide range of courses on Art
History, Art Criticism, Museum Studies, and Art Conservation for Master's and 
doctoral students. The Met offers three two-hour courses at NYU every week. 
Courses offered in the fall semester of 2015 include: "FINH-GA 3005.001 Chinese 
Paintings (10th-14th Centuries): Attribution and Dating", "FINH-GA 3022.001 
Living Presences: Greek Art in the Metropolitan Museum", and "FINH-GA 
2541.001 Curatorial Studies: Curating Collections Rooms with a View". 199 At the
time, the Met was exhibiting its most important Chinese painting which encouraged 
198 See the Institute of Fine Arts of the New York University, "academics," accessed 7 March 2016, http://www. 
nyu.edu/ gsas/ dept/fineart/academics/. 
199 See the course description of Art History in Fall 2015 published by Institute of Fine Arts of the New York 
University on 31 August 2015. Accessed 10 March 2016, http://www.nyu.edu/gsas/dept/finearVpdfs/academics/ 
Fall_Courses_AH.pdf. 
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students to engage with masterpieces. 
The course "FINH-GA 3005.001" is a connoisseurship seminar which 
reconsiders the attributions and dates of several major works shown in exhibitions, 
thus half of the classes are held in museum galleries. 200 This course requires
students to attend classes at the Met. Rika Burnham and Elliott Kai-Kee believe that 
visitors will gain a deep experience in museum learning with the provided 
opportunity, time and guidance.201 Museums should guide visitors to explore and
appreciate works of art with moderate instructions, so as to create a unique 
experience and achieve effective learning. Thus, direct engagement with works of 
art will emerge when students attend classes at museums. Students are encouraged 
to visit museums for more than one time in order to conduct research on a focused 
subject under the guidance of their instructor. Such engaging learning model is 
different from public guided tours which rely on a docent to deliver information 
about an exhibition without asking participants to conduct an extensive study of the 
subject. 
The course "FINH-GA 3022.001" offers opportunities to study some objects of 
Greek art from the eighth to the fourth century BC. The course instructor will give 
an introduction to the prehistoric Greek collections. Initial meetings and guided 
visits are held at the Met. Each student is required to present one oral report and a 
final research paper on one object.202 These objects in the museum stores are yet to
be put on display, but further study of their original function is needed. Students are 
required to study the condition and provenance of each object, and examine its 
200 Ibid 2
201 Budih�m and Kai-Kee, Teaching in the Art Museum: Interpretation as Experience, 1. 
202 See the course description of Art History in Fall 2015 published by Institute of Pine Arts of the New York 
University on 31 August 2015. Accessed 10 March 2016, http://www.nyu.edu/gsas/dept/finearVpdfs/academics/ 
Fall_Courses_AH.pdf, 6. 
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function and value in their final research papers. The Met has also asked students to 
draw a mock proposal for the reinstallation of the American Wing period room in 
the course "FINH-GA 2541.001". Curators who are responsible for the installation 
and display of the period room will share their expertise with NYU students in class. 
Students will work together to devise and present their proposals to the curators and 
h · 
· 203t e1r course mstructor. 
The two courses "FINH-GA 3022.001" and "FINH-GA 2541.001" reveal that 
the Met has fully engaged students with their recourses in multiple ways. Students 
are encouraged to conduct research on the Museum's collections of Greek art. In 
addition, students can make use of the museum space for exhibition design. They 
can have a close study of the layout and facilities of the galleries before proposing 
feasible plans for the American Wing period room. This real-life project can inspire 
students' learning and offer opportunities to work on the orientation of displays, 
lighting and other fabrications for exhibitions. 
In fact, curatorial collaboration between the Met and the Institute of Fine Arts 
of NYU was primarily developed in the 1950s.204 At the time, they have launched 
the Curatorial Studies progranirne for museum professionals, but only PhD students 
were eligible for applying the nine-month residency and the Curatorial Studies 
Certificate. The courses consisted of two colloquia which explore different aspects 
of curator's professional duties. One of the courses is offered every semester, while 
hands-on training is provided for students. Several remarkable exhibitions at the Met 
were closely engaged with courses offered in previous years. They include Venice
203 Ibid. 
204 See the Institute ofFine Arts of"Curatorial Studies." accessed 11 March 2016, http://www.nyu.edu/gsas/dep
t/fineart/academics/curatorial.htrn; the Metropolitan Museum of Art, "Curatorial Studies with NYU," accessed 
11 March 2016, http://www.metmuseum.org/about-the-met/curatorial-research/curatorial-studies. 
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and the Islamic World, 828-1797 (27 March to 8 July 2007), Prague, The Crown of 
Bohemia, 1347-1437 (20 September 2005 to 3 January 2006), The World of 
Khubilai Khan: Chinese Art in the Yuan Dynasty (28 September 2010 to 2 January 
2011), and Man, Myth, and Sensual Pleasures: Jan Gossart's Renaissance (6 
October 2010 to 17 January 2011). The comprehensive training can enhance 
students' curatorial skills and knowledge of Art History. Many alumni have held 
leadership positions at some of the world's famous art institutions, such as the Art 
Institute of Chicago, the Frick Collection, J. Paul Getty Museum, Library of 
Congress, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, National Gallery in London, 
Philadelphia Museum of Art, and the Smithsonian Institution. 205
All the courses for higher education students at the Met have largely applied 
the object-based learning method in teaching and learning. Students who have taken 
the course "FINH-GA 3005.001" will attend classes at the Met, while those who 
have enrolled in the course "FINH-GA 3022.001" can conduct a close study of 
objects and present their finding in a research paper. It proves the importance of 
making use of objects in supporting higher education students' learning. Students' 
research outcome can provide useful reference for the Met's own research and 
collection study. 
As with the V &A, the Met has built its own libraries and research centres to 
the public, but its scale is much larger and more diversified. Each library focuses on 
one art-related subject, while each research centre would perform specific studies 
(Figure 5). For instance, the Thomas J. Watson Library is the main research library 
for the history of art. Its primary mission is to support the research activities of the 
205 See the Institute of Fine Arts of"Curatorial Studies", accessed 11 March 2016, http://www.nyu.edu/gsas/dep 
t/fineart/academics/curatorial.htm. 
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Met's staff.206 It is noteworthy that it welcomes a broad range of higher education
students and researchers. Moreover, museum staff, qualified scholarly researchers 
and higher education students have opportunities to consult books, periodicals and 
manuscripts when visiting the Museum Archives.207 Such welcoming access policy 
is uncommon among Hong Kong museums. Firstly, most of the public museums in 
Hong Kong have not created their own archives and seldom open their storage to the 
public. Visitors who want to learn about the history of museums in Hong Kong can 
browse their online resources or consult relevant references at public and university 
libraries, but only limited number of people, such as researchers, would pay a visit 
to museum libraries and archives. Secondly, most of the Hong Kong museums do 
not provide education services for researchers and higher education students, but 
invest their resources in educational activities especially for schools and families. 
In summary, collaboration between the V &A and RCA and between the Met 
and NYU are research-oriented and curriculum-based. The V&A's programmes are 
mainly targeted at postgraduate students. The Met offers more intemship 
programmes for higher education students at different levels. Both of them have set 
up systematic training programmes for interns to enhance their subject knowledge 
and transferrable skills. Students can acquire new knowledge from lectures and gain
practical experience from curatorial projects, the course assignments can further 
deepen students' understanding of related subject knowledge, with reference to 
museum collections. It is noteworthy that curators at the V &A and the Met play a 
role as supervisors in participating with university programmes. Students can learn 
about professional skills in museum practice. Both museums and universities 
206 See the Metropolitan Museum of Art, "Libraries and Research Centers", accessed 29 May 2016, http://www. 
metmuseum.org/art/libraries-and-research-centers. 
207 Ibid. 
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provide manpower, facilities and funding in support of their collaborative 
programmes. Moreover, both museums fully open their publicly-available resources, 
such as the V &A's National Art Library and the Met's Libraries and Research 
Centers, for higher education students and researchers. 
The different scales and systems of Hong Kong and overseas museums create 
great gaps of their education services. Lesley Lau, Chief Curator at the Art 
Promotion Office of LCSD, mentions that it is difficult to balance learning 
opportunities for audience at different educational levels at this stage in Hong Kong 
because museums need to spend lots of efforts and energy.208 Most museums in 
Hong Kong prefer to create more education services for primary and secondary 
school students because they believe that it is helpful to build a good image of 
museums for most visitors at an early age.209 However, there is an increasingly need 
to provide more learning opportunities for higher education students by making use 
of museum resources locally and globally, and it is also the future directions of 
museums in Hong Kong to reinforce their educational function. The effective 
methods for and different learning approaches to developing museum-university 
collaboration in Hong Kong will be discussed in Chapter Three. 
208 Interviewed with Lesley Lau, 1 April 2016. 
209 Interviewed with Eve Tam, 2 September 2015; interviewed with Florian Knothe, 21 December 2015. 
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Chapter Three 
Methods for Developing Collaboration between Art Mnseums and Universities 
in Hong Kong 
After reviewing education services in selected art museums in Hong Kong and 
good practice of museum-university collaboration in overseas museums, it is found 
that there are different approaches to developing collaborative partnership between 
art museums and universities, and that object-based sessions, internships and 
exhibition-oriented projects are among the common types of collaboration. However, 
I think curriculum-based collaboration is the most effective way to strengthen higher 
education students' learning abilities and bring benefits to all collaborators because 
it is a more progressive and systematic method closely connected with curriculum. 
However, it is a challenging task for museums and universities in Hong Kong and 
abroad to co-organise such collaborative programmes. Some museum practitioners 
and scholars participating in this research project have expressed their concerns 
about museum-university collaboration during interviews. This chapter aims to 
explore solutions for tackling the difficulties in developing museum-university 
collaboration and propose feasible plans for enhancing the capacity of museum 
learning in Hong Kong. 
Difficulties in Implementing Museum-University Collaboration 
Location, network and schedule are common concerns determining the 
possibility of developing museum-university collaboration. Locations of partnered 
institutions will affect the time and travel cost incurred in the project. Peter S. 
Seibert, former executive director of the National Council for History Education in 
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the United States, expresses that some teachers are confused with the value of 
museum visits and educational programmes.2 10 It is easy to imagine why teachers 
are scared off by tiring and overloaded work because inconvenient location will 
cause high transportation costs for field trips. More importantly, students are 
reluctant to travel long to a remote location for activities that will decrease their 
study efficiency and motivation. The convenient locations of the V &A and RCA in 
South Kensington, a vibrant cultural district of west London, have effectively 
reduced the time and cost oflocal commuting. Similarly, NYU is situated very close 
to the Met in New York city and only takes five-minute walk to reach each of their 
main buildings. Students, course instructors and museum staff can get together for 
learning activities and project meetings at ease. A relatively short distance between 
museums and universities is conducive to the sustainable development of 
museum-university collaboration, especially to co-organise a long-term 
curriculum-based programme. 
The difficulties of inconvenient location normally occur in those universities 
without their own museums. Students and teachers need to spend more time and 
money in traveling in order to enable their access to museum facilities and services. 
Hence, museums in Hong Kong can provide more education services for their 
neighboring educational institutions within an easily accessible region. For instance, 
HKMA in Tsim Sha Tsui and M+ in Austin can develop a closer partnership with 
PolyU in Hung Hom because they all locate in the West Kowloon district. For those 
universities which are willing to travel long distance, museums can consider the 
travelling time as part of students' service hours when a service-learning project is 
embedded in curriculum-based collaboration. To be more specific, if students spend 
210 Barbara Franco, "Advocacy for Education in Museums," Journal of Museum Education, vol. 35, no. 3 (Fall 
2010): 229-230. 
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one hour going to a museum for attending a two-hour voluntary work weekly for 
curriculum requirements, the museum can count that each student has contributed 
three hours to assisting in museum work every week. Such consideration will 
increase their enthusiasm in museum learning. 
Most museum-university collaborations rely on the personal relationship 
between university professors and curators. David Anderson states that these 
collaborations are impressive yet usually in small-scale because they are bound to 
personal networks.211 Catherine Speight further explains that "most projects that 
support the needs of this group [higher education students] are ad hoe and based on 
personal relationships between curators and tutors, which are often difficult to 
replicate".212 It conveys a concern that museum-university collaborative projects are 
usually one-off and occasionally occurred. However, I thin:k setting up a long-term 
and stable partnership to share insightful ideas and useful methods from previous 
experience will help encourage new collaborations between museums and 
universities. 
Eve Tam and Vivian Ting share the same concerns when considering the 
collaborations between museums and universities in Hong Kong. Tam specifically 
states the process of negotiation when developing these collaborations with 
universities. HKMA prefers to use the bottom-up approach to locate course 
instructors who are keen on developing collaborative projects with museums and are 
passionate about practising new pedagogical methods. Once the Museum has got the 
initial consensus from potential partners, the tutors will discuss the implementation 
of the project. A formal invitation will be sent to the partnered university after the 
2
11 Anderson, A Common Wealth: Museum in the Learning Age, 88.
212 Speight, "Museums and Higher Education: A New Specialist Service?" 16. 
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completion of all preliminary negotiations. 213 Ting expresses that most
collaborative projects are achieved during her conservation with her curator friends. 
Some on-going exhibitions need students' assistance in conducting guided tours and 
designing exhibition materials. For instance, HK.MA has invited design students to 
produce teaching packs in relation to their temporary exhibitions. The course 
instructor added the design work to the course requirements in order to assess 
students' design abilities. Students can also learn relevant subject knowledge from 
museum exhibitions through the collaborative project.214
As museum-university collaborations mainly rely on personal connections, 
they will be discontinued once the course instructor or the museum worker leave 
their positions. It is necessary for Hong Kong museums to re-examine the 
management of their education services by establishing an independent Education 
Department, so as to maintain the collaboration with universities. When studying the 
employment structures of UMAG, Art Museum of CUHK, HK.MA, and M+, it is 
found that two university museums have not established an Education Department. 
Nor have they trained educators to develop and evaluate public and educational 
programmes.215 HKMA is directed by one chief curator, one senior manager, one 
senior designer, and three curators. The curator of modern art also needs to take 
charge of education services because HKMA has not established an independent 
department of Education.216 Yet, the team of Learning and Interpretation at M+ 
plays a very important role in enriching museum learning experience for schools and 
213 Interview with Eve Tarn, 30 November 2015. 
214 Interview with Vivian Ting, 9 March 2016. 
215 UMAG consists of six departments including Curatorial Department, Communications and External Affairs, 
Editorial Department, Library, Administration and Operation, see the University Museum and Art Gallery of the 
University of Hong Kong, "Staff." accessed 1 November 2016, https://www.umag.hku.hk/en/about_us.php?id-l 
81214; Art Museum of CUHK has staff on curating, research, and collections, see the Institute of Chinese 
Studies, "People," accessed 1 November 2016. http://www5.cuhk.edu.hk/ics1index.php/people-en. 
216 Hong Kong Museum of Art, Annual Report: 2011-2012 Financial Year (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Museum 
of Art, 2012), 23. 
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communities.217 This team consists of the Lead Curator, Stella Fong, and a few 
more assistant curators who jointly developed a considerable number of educational 
programmes in association with M+ exhibitions. 
Museums do not have a compulsory duty to work closely with universities in 
Hong Kong. However, the employment structure ofM+ recognises the specialism of 
museum professionals and gives a clearer division of work in providing education 
services for the public. Museum educators will gain a deeper understanding of the 
needs and motivations of different target segments, including higher education 
students, in order to provide appropriate learning opportunities. Hence, I think that 
the HKSAR Government should recruit trained museum educators to support 
learning and interpretation in public museums, while chief curators who play the 
role as museum director should assign members of their staff to work in their areas 
of specialism. 
Tam and Ting also state that it is difficult to match the work schedules of 
museums and universities. Collaborations between Hong Kong museums and 
universities generally rely on the schedules of on-going projects, especially 
exhibitions. Museums usually invite professors and university students to participate 
in the preparation of exhibitions, such as designing exhibition materials or 
volunteering work for public programmes. Ting said she has received an invitation 
from M+ about three months before the academic term starts, hence there are one 
and a half months left for students to finish their design work.218 However, time is 
inadequate for students to produce exhibition materials in a tight schedule. It is very 
217 See WKCDA, "M+ Learning," accessed 1 November 2016, http://www.westkowloon.hk/en/mplus/m-leamin 
g. 
218 Ibid. 
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difficult for museums to match the uuiversity' s schedule if there is no on-going 
exhibition, so they cannot offer students opportunities to participate in curatorial 
projects. 
In fact, art museums m Hong Kong should not just focus on 
exhibition-oriented collaborations, but need to promote the use of collections, 
archives and library materials for research and study. They should open their 
collections and research resources for academic use. Ting expresses that it is 
difficult for researchers and higher education students to gain access to museum 
resources, especially when they desire to study particular objects.219 Josh Yiu from 
the Art Museum of CUHK thinks that there is a need for providing museum 
resources for higher education, while professors should be familiar with the ways of 
using museum resources in teaching.220 As mentioned in Chapter Two, museum 
resources for academic use are fully engaged with the public in overseas museums 
such as the V &A and the Met. Art museums in Hong Kong should learn to open 
their libraries and archives to create a resource-rich environment for researchers and 
higher education students. 
On the other hand, poor learning attitude of students in Hong Kong will 
discourage museums to develop collaborations with uuiversities. Eve Tarn says that 
some unreliable students are uuable to finish the assigned work. Their absence and 
dissatisfactory performance have caused inconvenience to her Museum. Vivian Ting 
also highlights the importance of students' quality, including their learning attitudes 
and abilities in carrying out real-life projects. Making museum works as part of the 
course assignments and taking attendance during the project will help avoid these 
219 Interview with Vivian Ting, 9 March 2016. 
220 Interview with Josh Yiu, 5 May 2016. 
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problems. Students will be more aware of their responsibilities and assessment 
during the project period. 
When reviewing the education services provided by the four Hong Kong 
museums concerned, I discover that they tend to pay more attention to primary and 
secondary school students and give relatively less support to students at tertiary level. 
Most of their educational progranunes and teaching materials are tailor-made for 
primary and secondary schools. I think the educators of local museums are not 
familiar with the motivations, needs and expectations of their visitors, especially of 
higher education students. 
Vivian Ting points out that audience research is insufficiently conducted by 
museums in Hong Kong. 221 Graham Black indicates that museums are 
audience-centred, thus audience research will help them to properly allocate their 
resources for the public.222 For example, the V &A has recently conducted audience 
research for the new Shekou Design Museum to be opened in 2017. In 2015, it 
collaborated with Design Society in Shenzhen to host a panel discussion, two family 
workshops and five discussion groups of audience research in order to explore the 
needs and motivations of their target audience for this new museum. It is notable 
that the V &A has organised the University Lecturers Discussion Group to share 
different views on the way of museum-university collaboration for offering learning 
opportunities on design, education and museums by discussing with professors from 
Shenzhen University, Shantou University, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, 
Macao Polytechnic Institute and Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts.223
221 Interview with Vivian Ting, 9 March 2016. 
m Black, The Engaging Museum: Developing Museums for Visitor Involvement, 10. 
223 Sarah Green, "Making Connections: Learning and Audience Research for the V&A Gallery in Shekou," July 
20, 2016, accessed 2 November 2016, http://www.vam.ac.uk/shekou/making-connections-learning-and-audienc 
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Inadequate funding and manpower is another difficulty Florian Knothe, Joan 
Ho and Sarah Ng from UMAG have faced when offering Museum Studies courses 
to HKU students.224 As discussed in Chapter One, only two students can intern at 
UMAG each semester because of limited manpower and funding. This problem does 
not only exist in small-scale university museums, as Eve Tam from HKMA thinks 
that the heavy workload can be a burden for museum personnel who need to provide 
training for interns. Professors need to get involved in collaborative projects with 
museums and spend lots of time and energy on organising training and negotiating 
with different partnered agencies. In December 2001, the Met collaborated with the 
Heritage School, a public high school in New York, to integrate cultural learning 
experience across a three-week art course by taking them to visit different museums, 
galleries and cultural institutions. This project gives the idea of how to reduce a 
great deal of negotiation time for tutors and curators by reducing project meetings 
and making use of e-mail and telephone for communication.225
Feasible Plans for Developing Museum-University Collaboration in Hong Kong 
Although it is challenging to develop collaborations between art museums and 
universities in Hong Kong, some feasible methods can be put forward to tackle 
difficulties and promote such initiative. The research finding of this project shows 
that intemships, exhibition-oriented projects and object-based activities are common 
collaborative methods for implementing academic learning at museums. With regard 
to the difficulties in coordination and requirements of resources among art museums, 
I propose four feasible methods for developing museum-university collaboration in 
e-research-for-the-va-gallery-in-shekou/.
224 Interview with Florian Knothe. 21 December 2015; interview with Joan Ho and Sarah Ng, 30 March 2016.
225 As this project was tailor-made for high school students in New York, so I only make reference to the way of 
negotiation between these two partnered institutions. See Lisa Hochtritt and Kimberly Lane, "Collaborating with 
Extreme Beauty: A Partnership Project Between the Heritage School and the Metropolitan Museum of Art," Art
Education, vol. 57, no. 5 (September 2004). 40. 
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Hong Kong, including object-based learning activities, experiential learning 
activities, project-based collaboration, and curriculum-based collaboration. All of 
them have different focuses on higher education students' learning needs at 
museums. 
Object-Based Learning Activities 
The International Council of Museums advises that museums and its 
collections should be available during reasonable hours and be accessible with 
museums' missions and objectives for academic practices and research purposes.226
Although photographs and reproductions can help visitors to observe some visual 
features of objects without paying physical visits to museums, they cannot depict 
smell and texture of the objects for visitors.227 Hence, museums can provide unique 
a learning environment by allowing their visitors to learn from tangible objects. I 
think museums in Hong Kong should consider to open part of their collections to 
teachers and higher education students for encouraging active participation in 
object-based learning activities. 
As discussed in Chapter One, UMAG and the Art Museum of CUHK have 
applied an object-based learning approach to Art History and Museums Studies 
courses such as conducting object-based sessions for their students. Most of their 
object-based sessions are opened to students who are enrolled in their courses, 
which may cause difficulties for students from other departments or universities to 
study their museum collections. UMAG and the Art Museum of CUHK can list out 
their available collections and application methods for research appointment on their 
226 The International Council of Museums, !COM Codes of Ethics for Museums (Paris: International Council of 
Museums, 2013), I and-7. 
227 Scott G. Paris, ed., Perspectives on Object-Centered Learning in Museums (Mahwah: Lawrence Erlbaum 
Associates, 2002), 304. 
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official websites and newsletters m order to promote access to their reserve 
collections for academic use. 
HK.MA welcomes their visitors to make use of museum collections with 
restricted access for research purposes. For special collections, there are some 
limitations and criteria for research audiences to study their collections. At the 
moment, it is unclear to study how researchers can make viewing appointment with 
HK.MA. Graeme Talboys suggests that museums should establish an official 
education policy to: 
1. Set out the aims and objectives of an education service;
2. Provide a context in which that service can operate and develop;
3. Provide a framework within which it is possible to identify specific tasks
and programmes of work; 
4. Allow an overview from which it 1s possible to assess the relative
importance of projects and set priorities; 
5. Set guidelines that assist in decision making; and
6. Codify expectations, available resources, and user groups, enabling
accurate evaluation to take place.228
Therefore, it is necessary to provide a more user-friendly object-based learning 
service within the constraint of access policies. Firstly, museums should provide 
clear instructions on object handling. They should state clearly terms and conditions, 
including duration, venues and application methods for organising object-based 
activities at museums. Secondly, it is helpful to enable audiences to make online 
booking and reserve selected objects for teaching purposes, and the museum website 
should provide adequate information for teaching and research. Thirdly, museum 
228 Graeme Talboys, Museum Educator's Handbook (Third Edition) (Farnham and Burlington: Ashgate 
Publishing Limited, 2011 ), 57. 
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staff should make themselves familiar with their collections in order to answer 
public enquires. 
Most of HK.MA' s education services are group activities generally with more 
than -thirty visitors, such as lectures and workshops. I recommend to maintain a 
small group size for conducting object-based learning activities due to the 
consideration of collection care. What is more, Alan Booth suggests that the 
optimum size for small-scale group teaching at tertiary level is four to six members 
because it is "large enough to allow a good mix of individuals but small enough to 
encourage a strong group indemnity to emerge and discourage idlers. "229 Thus, a 
small group of four to six members will create a more effective and efficient 
learning environment when attending object-based learning activities. The class size 
of undergraduate students normally includes thirty members in elective courses 
among universities in Hong Kong. Tutors usually take the whole class to museums 
because it is inconvenient to divide a class into three or four groups for several 
museum visits. Four to six students in a group is an ideal number of organising 
object-based learning activities. 
It is also relatively easy to control and arrange private viewing of objects for 
individual scholars and research students. To reinforce student's learning abilities in 
design, the V &A provides relevant objects to support the project of first-year 
students in the MA in History of Design Programme. In addition to the previous 
example of MA student Harriette Lane who has studied the armillary sphere at the 
V &A, another MA student Dario Zorza has also studied one seventeenth-century ice 
229 Alan Booth, "Assessing Group Work," in History in Higher Education. eds. Alan Booth and Paul Hyland, 
(Oxford: Blackwell Publishers Ltd, 1996), 281. 
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glass goblet provided by the Museum when investigating glass-making in Venice.230
Nonetheless, a group of fifteen to twenty students is still an acceptable number for 
conducting object-based activities. For example, UMAG offered an object-handling 
session to about twenty LU students from the course "CLB9016 Understanding 
Museum" in 2015. Students were sitting around a big table in a room. They can 
clearly observe how the curator handled a variety of objects such as jades and scroll 
paintings. In the case of thirty students in a class, it can be divided into two groups, 
having one group joining an exhibition tour and the other attending the 
object-handling session. An hour later, the two groups can sway their activities. 
Similarly, HK.MA can provide higher education students with selected objects 
in relation to their course contents. For instance, it can allocate part of their Chinese 
painting collections to support the teaching of the history of Chinese art in different 
universities. The course "HUMA 1660 Introduction to Chinese Art" offered by the 
School of Humanities and Social Science of the Hong Kong University of Science 
and Technology (HKUST) provides undergraduate students to explore Chinese art 
from the Neolithic period to modem times. The diverse topics of this course include 
ancient Chinese bronze, jade, pottery, ceramics, Buddhist art, sculpture, painting, 
calligraphy, garden and architecturc.231 HKMA holds over 4,000 objects of Chinese 
antiquities from the Neolithic period to the twentieth century such as bronze, jade, 
lacquer, enamel and glassware, carved bamboo, wood, ivory and rhinoceros horn.232
The course instructor of "HUMA 1660" encourages students to pay visits to 
different museums in Hong Kong, such as the Hong Kong Heritage Museum, Hong 
Kong Museum of History, and HK.MA. Thus, it is helpful to offer object-based 
230 Victoria and Albert Museum and Royal College of Art, V&A and RCA: History of Design Brochure, 18.
231 Fu Li-tsui, course outline of"HUMA 1660 Introduction to Chinese Art," Fall 201 I, accessed 19 March 2016,
http://www.huma.ust.hk/teaching_learning/files/20 I I fall/HUM A I 660.pdf, 1-5. 
232 See Hong Kong Museum of Art, "Museum Collections," accessed 1 July 2016, http://hk.art.museurn/en _ US/
web/ma/collectionOI.html. 
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sessions to HKUST students who are enrolled in the course "HUMA 1660" in order 
to deepen their understanding of Chinese art through close observation of valuable 
collections of Chinese antiquities in local museums. Similarly, HKMA can also 
provide supports for the undergraduate course "VIS101NIS2101 Introduction to 
Chinese Art" offered by the Department of Visual Studies at LU. The matching of 
museum collections with course topics in specific university progranunes will help 
higher education students to gain better understanding of the subject knowledge and 
help museums to make use of their collections for educational purposes. 
At the moment, it is difficult for M+ to organise object-based learning 
activities because its infrastructures are still under construction. Thus, M+ needs to 
pay more attention to conduct experiential-learning activities and develop 
project-based collaborations such as intemships and exhibition-oriented projects, in 
order to strengthen higher education students' skills and abilities through real-life 
projects at museums. 
Experiential Learning Activities 
Experiential learning methods play an increasingly important role in the field 
of higher education in the twentieth century .233 David Kolb states that experiential 
learning remains tightly woven among education, work and personal 
development.234 Most adults' learning is directly related to their personal experience 
and different learning purposes. 235 Hence, learning methods for these adults,
especially for higher education students, should combine work with study in order to 
encourage them to learn practically and theoretically. On the other hand, students are 
233 Kolb, Experiential Learning: Experience as the Source of Learning and Development, 4. 
23
4 Ibid 4 
235 Ho�p�r-Greenhill, The Educational Role of the Museums, 114; Rita Weathersby, "A Development
Perspective on Adults' Formal Uses of Education," doctoral dissertation (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Graduate School of Education, 1977). 19. 
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dissatisfied with the training and support for career development offered by 
universities, while employers also feel that students are unable to work efficiently .236
Kolb recommends several ways to organise experiential learning activities, 
including "apprenticeships, internships, work/study programs, cooperative education, 
studio arts, laboratory studies and field projects."237 Internships are widely used at
overseas museums. For instance, from 1968, the Smithsonian American Art 
Museum in Washington, D. C., has been offering internships for hundreds of 
graduate and undergraduate students, some of them coincide with the academic 
calendar. For example, the Advanced-Level Program is launched during the fall and 
spring semesters.238 The Met prefers to launch internship programmes for higher
education students, but not junior or primary school students. Jeffrey Bonner, 
Director of Exhibits and Programs of Museum of Science and Natural History in St 
Louis, points out that internship is the only way for undergraduate students to gain 
practical experience outside the classroom.239 Josh Yiu from CUHK also states that
credit-bearing internships should be regarded as one method for developing 
museum-university collaboration. 240 Students will be more engaged in real-life
projects and understand the way museums provide services for the public. Compared 
with curriculum-based collaboration, internship is easier to arrange and can save 
time from negotiation between both institutions. However, curators play a more 
important role in supervising students in internship programmes. As demonstrated in 
the Museum Seminar Internship Program for College and Graduate Students (MuSe) 
at the Met, I suggest that the duration of internship programme can last for six 
236 Kolb, Experiential Learning: Experience as the Source of Learning and Development, 6. 
237 Ibid, 5. 
238 The Smithsonian American Art Museum, "lntemship Programs," accessed 3 November 2016, http://www.a 
meri canart.si. edu/research/opportunity /interns/. 
239 Bonner, "Museums in the Classroom and Classrooms in the Museum," 288. 
2
40 Interview with Josh Yiu, 5 May 2016.
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months, nine months or even a year, so that more options of work duties can be 
provided for higher education students who can choose a suitable one based on their 
abilities and work schedules. 
However, it is difficult to develop large-scale internships for UMAG and the 
Art Museum of CUHK due to limited manpower and funding. UMAG has offered 
HKU students the opportunities to intern at the Museum by emolling in Museum 
Studies courses, while the participating quota is limited to two students and this 
internship is not open to students from other tertiary institutions. The Art Museum of 
CUHK offers various opportunities to their students to participate in public 
programmes and curatorial projects. However, these internship opportunities rely 
greatly on temporary exhibitions which are very much situation-dependent. Without 
being bound to exhibitions, I recommend that students can play the role as helpers to 
prepare for educational activities, such as conferences, lectures and talks, in which 
they can also learn from the speakers and museum educators. 
As discussed in Chapter One, HKMA has organised various kinds of 
educational activities every year. I think it can invite higher education students to 
lead guided tours and organise workshops for junior students. Regular training and 
incentives can be offered to attract and acknowledge passionate and responsible 
university students. Similar to the MuSe Internship Programme and the Met 
Cloisters Summer Internship for College Students offered at the Met, HKMA can 
also offer more internships for higher education students. 
In 2015, M+ has invited higher education students to assist in the preparation 
of Summer Camp, it allocates tasks corresponding to the abilities of higher 
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education students rather than asking them to take up tedious duties. These students 
can share their ideas for developing the summer camp with museum staff, artists and 
participants. This skill-oriented opportunity enables higher education students to 
learn from the voluntary experience which will promote their intellectual 
development and help them to cope with different issues in the rapidly changing 
society_. I think M+ can organise a tailor-made Summer Camp for higher education 
students to enrich their art-related knowledge through interactive activities. 
Although, students can make use of museum resources by museum 
publications, seeing exhibitions, and attending lectures, intemships can encourage 
proactive learning. With the supervision of museum practitioners and clear 
objectives in an employment period, interns are encouraged to apply their 
knowledge and skills in museum work. To measure the impact and outcomes of 
internships, it is important to collect feedback from interns and their supervisors. 
Eilean Hooper-Greenhill proposes that, there are a range of qualitative methods to 
evaluate the effectiveness of educational programmes such as questionnaires, 
interviews, and focus group discussions.241 Museum staff can post questionnaires 
for interns and conduct interviews with them. Focus group discussion can be used to 
collect more detailed information about internship experiences. It is also useful to 
arrange reflection meeting periodically in order to record interns' learning process. 
Project-Based Collaboration 
Project-based collaboration shares the similar spirit with experiential learning 
activities because both of them encourage higher education students to learn from 
different experiences. Students' problem-solving abilities will also be improved after 
241 Hooper-Greenhill, Museums and Education: Purpose, Pedagogy, Performance, 78-79. 
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completing real-life projects. Collaborative projects co-organised by art museums 
and higher education institutions are increasingly widespread and generally accepted 
in Hong Kong, as proved by the previous collaboration between HKMA and HK.DI, 
and that between M+ and HKBU. Under course instructors' supervision, university 
students can assist in museum work such as producing on-line educational materials. 
As mentioned in Introduction, project-based learning programmes are mainly 
undertaken by course instructors. Students are required to resolve problems and to 
present a report on their learning outcomes. 
What is more, I suggest that project-based collaboration should apply more 
ideas of problem-based learning methods instead of project-based learning. As 
mentioned in Introduction, project-based learning and problem-based learning 
generally share similar ideas but they still have different classifications as Maggi 
Savin-Baden analysed. The biggest difference is that project-based learning methods 
suggest students to train and practise on the basis of some mastered knowledge, 
while problem-based learning methods are available to the freshmen who are willing 
to acquire new knowledge, but not merely to practice prior knowledge and skills. 
Therefore, in the field of higher education, problem-based learning methods are 
more useful to promote progressive learning among undergraduate students from 
year-one to final year than project-based learning methods. 
Yet, most of the collaborative projects are exhibition-oriented in Hong Kong. 
There is a need to provide more research-based projects for higher education 
students. Undoubtedly, UMAG and the Art Museum of CUHK are responsible for 
supporting higher education institutions in teaching and research by providing 
access to their collections and education services. Higher education students can 
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participate in both curatorial projects and publishing work. UMAG and the Art 
Museum of CUHK have published several catalogues and books in relation to their 
collections and exhibitions every year. It is a great learning opportunity for higher 
education students to gain new knowledge of Chinese art and culture at UMAG and 
the Art Museum of CUHK if they can assist in cataloging, editing and writing. 
Moreover, students majoring in Museums Studies can assist in the workshop of 
"Best Practice for the Safe Handling, Soft Packing and Transport of Art and 
Artifacts" at UMAG and the "Museum Professional Training Workshop" at the Art 
Museum of CUHK, so that they can have more interaction with different 
professionals. 
As a government-run museum, HKMA can invite higher education students to 
participate in more large-scale research projects. For example, the long-term project 
"Hong Kong Art Research Portal" co-organised by HKMA and Asia Art Archive is 
one opportunity for higher education students to take part in research work. HKMA 
can invite university students to produce materials not only for temporary 
exhibitions, but also for permanent exhibitions. It gives flexibility for planning the 
work schedule, without being limited to the period of a temporary exhibition. M+ 
will not open until 2019 and its collections are yet to expand, but it can still invite 
higher education students majoring in Visual Arts or Visual Studies, such as those 
from HKBU and LU, to assist in documentation and research. 
Curriculum-Based Collaboration 
The goals of developing curriculum-based programmes are not only for 
imparting knowledge to students, but also for providing new insights for broadening 
learning and working experiences. Thus, students can acquire subject knowledge of 
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Art History and Museum Studies and enhance all-around abilities through 
continuous learning. As the authoritative educator Albert Victor Kelly puts it: 
Any definition of curriculum, if it is to be practically effective and productive, 
must offer much more than a statement about the knowledge-content or merely 
the subjects which schooling is to 'teach' or transmit. It must go far beyond this 
to an explanation, and indeed a justification, of the purpose of such transmission 
and an exploration of the effects that exposure to such knowledge and such 
subjects is likely to have, or is intended to have, on its recipients-indeed it is 
from these deeper concerns, as we shall see later, that any curriculum planning 
worthy of the name must start. 242
The idea of curriculum not simply refers to teaching new knowledge and 
explaining the meaning of subject knowledge for students. It should consolidate 
students' understanding of subject knowledge and reinforce their abilities of 
problem-solving and transferable skills. Thus, it is necessary to help students, 
especially higher education students, to gain real-life experience by incorporating 
museum resources in curriculum design and implementation. In this case, students 
will apply knowledge to their study of museum collections and be able to take part 
in different projects at museums. 
Undoubtedly, learning in a museum context will stimulate higher education 
students' thinking with a variety of practical experiences. It is necessary to let 
students engage in different real-life projects at museums. Apart from final reports, 
students' presentations, research papers, creative works and their learning process 
should also be considered in assessments. With a series of theoretical and practical 
trainings offered in class and at museums, students' communication skills, research 
242 Kelly, The Curriculum: Theory and Practice, 3. 
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capabilities, analytical abilities, problem-solving skills, creativity and employability 
will be. significantly improved. 
I recommend that course instructors should make good use of museum 
resources especially expertise from collaborative partners when developing 
curriculum-based collaboration. The History of Design Postgraduate Programme 
jointly undertaken by a group of staff members from the V &A and RCA shows that 
it is necessary to invite both course instructors and curators to co-design 
collaborative curricula. Students will learn specialised knowledge from instructors 
and gain an instructive guidance by using museum resources with the help of 
museum staff. 
When comparing different educational programmes provided by museums in 
Hong Kong and abroad, I find that curriculum-based collaboration should focus on a 
specialised group of postgraduate students, such as Master's students in the History 
of Design Postgraduate Programme at RCA. The class size of postgraduate 
programme is usually smaller than that of undergraduate courses and can be easily 
controlled. Postgraduate students also have better learning attitude and abilities to 
achieve anticipated project outcomes stated in the curriculum co-designed by 
curators and their course instructors. 
To address the problem of inadequate funding, museums and universities can 
apply for goverrunent funding or make use of other charitable foundations such as 
the Hong Kong Jockey Club and the Kl 1 Art Foundation. The Jockey Club 
highlights the importance of promoting art, culture, and heritage to the public by 
supporting different activities such as the Hong Kong Arts Festival and Le French 
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May Arts Festival. It pays the same attention to local education and has established 
the Hong Kong Jockey Club Scholarship for local undergraduate students, but has 
recently expanded to benefit postgraduate students. 243 Moreover, the non-profit 
organisation Kl 1 Art Foundation, which is funded by Adrian Cheng f�;js;f,djij in 2010, 
takes the development of Chinese contemporary art seriously and also devotes to 
cultivating young Chinese curators.244 Hence, it is feasible to make better use of 
financial support from charitable foundations which focus on the promotion of art, 
culture and education in Hong Kong. 
More importantly, the HKSAR government should invite more museum 
professionals to give advice on devising cultural policies on museum services. As 
mentioned in the Introduction, it is crucial to give the right to museum professionals 
and invite more curators with PhD qualification to join the advisory committee for 
cultural policies. Vivian Ting states that curators may need to take up huge 
administration works which hamper their academic research, but just help to fulfil! 
their duties as civil servants in Hong Kong. They need to work on very detailed and 
tedious tasks such as writing purchase orders if they expect to organise an 
educational activity .245 What is more, Josh Yiu expresses that curators actually have 
no rights to involve in curriculum design for university students.246 Hence, the 
HKSAR Government should increase the manpower and training of museum 
educators who can share the workload with curators. For universities with their own 
museums, the presidents should consider to delegate authority to museum directors 
for empowering their active participation in the curriculum planning of art-related 
programmes. 
243 See the Hong Kong Jockey Club, "JO Areas of Community Contribution," assessed 10 June 2016, http://char 
ities.hkjc.corn/charities/english/community�contributions/index.aspx. 
244 See Kl I Art Foundation, "About," assessed 10 June 2016,http:!/www.kllartfoundation.org/en/about-us/. 
245 Interview with Vivian Ting, 9 March 2016.
246 Interview with Josh Yiu, 5 May 2016. 
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Moreover, the supports from third parties will alleviate the workload 
effectively. The collaborative partuership between LU and HKMM developed in 
2014-15 has obtained financial support from the Office of Service-Learning (OSL) 
at LU which provides training and a small grant in support of students'
transportation and material fees incurred in the service-learning projects embedded 
in two courses, "CLB9016 Understanding Museums" and "VIS3399O Collecting 
Chinese Art". 
Service-learning has played an increasingly important role in universities in the 
twenty-first century. This pedagogical method initiated in the United States in 1967 
is regarded as a platform · for campus-community collaborations to develop 
integrating skills of students. According to Edward B. Fiske, "Service-Learning is a 
teaching and learning [pedagogy] that integrates meaningful community service 
with instruction and reflection to enrich the learning experience, teach civic 
responsibility, and strengthen communities."247 It has become more and more 
important in the education of Asia in the 2000s, especially after the International 
Partnership for Service-Learning and Leadership organised a conference on 
service-learning in Chiang Mai, Thailand in 2004. Since then, some Hong Kong 
universities such as LU, PolyU and HKUST, have adopted service-learning as a 
pedagogical method for effective learning in their curricula. 
In 2006, LU set up OSL, which was then the first university to institutionalise 
service-learning in Asia.248 OSL seeks to promote LU's motto of "Education for 
247 National Commission on Service-Leaming, Learning in Deed: the Power of Service Learning for American 
Schools (2002), accessed 7 March 2016, http://www.leamingindeed.org, 3. 
248 Ma Hok-ka .��� and Chan Cheung-ming liJR$8J.J, "A Hong Kong University First: Establishing 
Service-learning as an Academic Credit-bearing Subject," Cateways: International Journal of Community 
Research and Engagement, vol. 6 (2013), 178. 
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Service".249 It aims to establish a reciprocal relationship with participants and the
community and brings positive impacts on students' learning abilities and their 
growth. It also strives to strengthen the efficiency of learning and teaching through 
service-learning. The theoretical framework of service-learning at LU is based on 
whole-person education, experiential learning and knowledge transfer. 
Whole-person education is to enhance students' skills of communication, 
organisation, problem-solving, subject-related knowledge, research, social 
competence and civic orientation. These skills can be regarded as intended learning 
outcomes of service-learning. Experiential learning enables students to learn by 
establishing liuks between the classroom and the community. 250 Knowledge transfer
is "the systems and processes by which knowledge, including technology, 
know-how, expertise and skills are transferred between higher education institutions 
and society, leading to innovative, profitable 
improvements."251
[ l economic or soc1· al , 
The partnership between LU and HK.MM enabled students to assist in the 
curatorial and educational work for a special exhibition of Made in Hong Kong: Our 
City, Our Stories (2015), which was regarded as part of the course assessments. A 
group of thirty undergraduate students from different disciplines were enrolled in the 
course "CLB9O16 Understanding Museums" in the fall of 2014. With the help of the 
course instructor Prof. Michelle Huang and two teaching assistants, students had 
fulfilled course requirements both in the class and at HKMM. 252
249 Chan Cheung-ming ���. Ma Hok-ka ,1i�g:, and K. M. William Lee, "Service-learning Model at Lingnan 
University: Development Strategies and Outcome Assessment," New Horizons in Education, vol. 57, no. 3 
(Special Issue, December 2009), 5 8. 
250 Ma and Chan, "A Hong Kong University First: Establishing Service-learning as an Academic Credit-bearing 
Subject," 182-186. 
251 University Grants Committee, "Knowledge Transfer," accessed 24 November 2015, http://www.ugc.edu.hk/e 
ntugc/activity/kt/kt.htm. 
25 This thesis focuses on discussing the collaboration between universities and art museums instead of art 
galleries, hence the yearMlong collaboration between LU and laSpace for student internship programmes is 
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The course "CLB9016 Understanding Museums" comprises a two-hour lecture 
and one-hour tutorial per week. Students are required to perform assigned duties for 
the special exhibition of Made in Hong Kong: Our City, Our Stories (2015) after 
class hours (Figures 6 and 7). This exhibition shows how Hong Kong has developed 
into a successful city today through the displays in three galleries including 
"Changing Landscapes", "Trade and Commerce", and "People's Wall". "People's 
Wall" aims to display video interviews collected by LU students, showing diverse 
views of Hong Kong people in different aspects across three generations. In the fall 
of 2014, LU students collected about 120 interviews with people from different 
cultural backgrounds and age groups. In the spring of 2015, another class of 
thirty-three students assisted in several exhibition activities, including school tours, 
family activities, art and crafts workshops, corporate events and other public 
programmes. Each student fulfilled the voluntary work for twenty-five hours during 
the semester. 253 This collaborative project has successfully enhanced students' 
transferable skills and teamwork experience. 
Workshops were offered to teach students interview skills and filming 
techniques. Two service-learning consultation sessions were held during tutorials to 
help students address any problems encountered in their fieldwork. Students could 
acquire different skills through the collaborative project between LU and HKMM 
(Appendix 20). The class assignments and fieldwork encouraged students to apply 
the subject knowledge to their voluntary work. In 2014-15, four types of course 
assessments helped students from two classes to deepen their understanding of 
Museum Studies through service-learning, and each type of works corresponded to 
exclude in this thesis. As one of Prof. Huang's teaching assistants in the course "CLB9016 Understanding 
Museums", this dissertation will focus on discussing the engagement of students from the course "CLB9016". 
253 Michelle Huang Ying-ling, "Understanding Museums," Course outline of "CLB9016 Understanding 
Museums," Term I, 2014-15; also see the Exploring Art and Museums, accessed 3 July 2016, http://art-and-mus 
eums. wixsite .com/learning/s-1-projects?re load==true. 
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. . d d 1 . 254 certam mten e earnmg outcomes. 
The benefits of this LU-HKMM collaborative project are obvious. Firstly, it 
has established a reciprocal relationship between the participants and the community. 
Secondly, students can be trained in terms of their affection and cognition in 
service-learning courses because they have obtained opportunities to apply what 
they have learnt in class to a real-life exhibition project. They have also examined 
and reflected upon course readings as well as their personal values and beliefs.255 
Thirdly, it has enhanced students' personal development in learning and added 
values to their career development. Alexander Astin states that student involvement
relates to the amount of psychological and physical energy that students have 
dedicated to the academic experience: "a highly involved student is one who, for 
example, devotes considerable energy to [study], spends much time on campus, 
participates actively in student organizations, and interacts frequently with faculty 
members and other students."256 The LU-HKMM collaboration creates an active 
environment for students to study and fosters team spirit, mutual help and respect. 
Although service-learning and museum-university collaboration have been 
integrated in the LU-HKMM project, it is a short-term project-based and 
curriculum-based collaboration without being able to repeat the same exhibition 
project. It largely depends on the availability of suitable projects for re-establishing 
such collaboration. However, this project proves that museum-university 
collaboration can effectively strengthen higher education students' learning, and 
such initiatives were initially implemented in Hong Kong. When considering the 
2
54 Ibid, 2. 
255 Alexander W. Astin, Lori J. Vogelgesang, Elaine K. Ikeda, and Jennifer A. Yee, How Service Learning 
Al[ects Students (Los Angeles: Higher Education Research Institute, University of California, 2000), 89.
2 6 Alexander W. Astin, "Student Involvement: A Developmental Theory for Higher Education," Journal of 
College Student Development, vol. 40, no. 5 (1999), 518. 
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responsibility of different parties, course instructors and curators play important 
roles in developing and sustaining museum-university collaborations (Appendix 21 ). 
Instructors need to offer academic training and supervision for students and 
negotiated with curators. Curators can provide on-the-job training for students and 
get feedback on their education services from students. Both curators and instructors 
should be involved in the advisory broad of culture and heritage commission policy. 
Policy makers should provide support for both universities and museums with 
coherent polices and additional funding, so as to strengthen the collaboration 
between cultural and educational institutions in Hong Kong. 
As for the support for course instructors, I find that overseas museums devote 
to providing training for teachers in order to improve museum-university 
collaboration. When discussing the specific problems of museum-university 
collaboration, such as the suitable way of presenting cultural artifacts in art 
museums, Sheng Kuan Chung points out that "teachers' lack of opportunity to 
engage with curatorial practices affects their understanding of how meaning is 
(re)constructed by the museum authority form a particular standpoint."257 Sheng 
asserts that teachers' engagement of curatorial projects will deepen their 
understanding of how museum practice can support students' learning, and teachers 
can impart the related knowledge combined with their personal experience to 
students to help them learn more effectively. 
Therefore, museums are eager to offer trainings for teachers in order to teach 
them the methods of making use of museum resources. The V &A and the Met 
allocate various kinds of online resources in support of teaching, such as teaching 
257 Sheng Kuan-chung, "Presenting Cultural Artifacts in the Art Museum: A University-Museum Collaboration," 
Art Education, vol. 62, no. 3 (May 2009): 34. 
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packs and lessons plans (Figures 8 and 9). Teachers can learn more about museum 
collections which will help them to select appropriate teaching resources for their 
students. It is important to create training targeting at higher education teachers. For 
instance, a collaborative teacher training programme co-organised by the higher 
education institution Acedemie voor Beeldende Vorming and the Van Gogh 
Museum in Holland offers teachers opportunities to learn and work in different 
galleries and museums in order to enhance their professional skills and teaching 
careers.258 It is notable that M+ has recently organised teacher programmes and 
published online resources packs for teachers. For instance, teaching packs "M+ 
Rover: Travelling Creative Studio" are provided for secondary school teachers to get 
more information about the commissioned artists and their works.259 HKMA also 
offered several talks and workshops for teachers. 260 Hence, I think that museums in 
Hong Kong should learn from overseas museums to provide more online resources 
to school teachers first, and further expand to enrich more different types of 
university professors. 
In fact, museum-university collaboration can be developed by four of the 
aforementioned methods in the general education course, required course and 
elective course on art-related disciplines, such as Art History, Visual Art, and 
Museum Studies (Appendix 22). Different collaborative methods can be adopted in 
different types of course, subject to their class size and course requirements. For a 
class of thirty to forty students, it is more feasible to organise object-based learning 
activities and experiential learning activities at museums. Course instructors can also 
258 Liz Smith and Keith Walker, "Going Dutch: The Development of Collaborative Practices Between Higher 
Education and Museums and Galleries," International Journal of Art & Design Education, vol. 22, no. 1 
(February 2003), 36-39. 
2
59 See M+, "M+ Learning," accessed 10 July 2016, http://www.westkowloon.hk/en/mplus/m-learning.
260 HKMA organised the lecture "How Teachers Can Make Use of Museum Facilities" in 1993 and a series of 
teacher workshops in 2009. See Hong Kong Museum of Art, •:Art Lectures and Seminar," Newsletter, vol. 2 
(April to June, 1993): 19; "Education and Extension Programmes," Newsletter, vol. 1 (January to March, 2009): 
31; "Education and Extension Programmes," Newsletter, vol. 2 (April to June, 2009): 31. 
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bring objects or replicas to the class. They can invite curators or museum educators 
to deliver guest lectures at universities. In either way, students will acquire basic 
knowledge of related subjects in required courses and receive further training in 
elective courses. Hence, it is easier to organise curriculum-based collaboration in 
elective course in order to deepen students' understanding of knowledge with 
comprehensive learning experience and working opportunities. 
On the other hand, some existing collaborations between art museums and 
universities, such as object-based learning activities, experiential learning activities 
and project-based collaboration, should be maintained in Hong Kong (Appendix 23). 
Although it is more challenging to organise curriculum-based collaboration for 
undergraduate students because of the concern of group size, it is advised to explore 
such initiative in postgraduate programmes in art-related disciplines because those 
students are more capable of carrying out sophisticated tasks for research and 
curatorial work than undergraduate students. 
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Conclusions 
This dissertation examines the partnership between museums and universities 
by reviewing the education services provided by four selected art museums in Hong 
Kong. To address the questions raised in the Introduction, it examines the methods 
for developing successful educational programmes targeted at higher education 
museum visitors in Hong Kong and abroad. After analysing the benefits of and 
difficulties in developing museum-university collaboration, it specifically identifies 
the ways in which the education services of four selected art museums can be 
improved and proposes feasible plans for further sustaining and expanding such 
collaboration in Hong Kong. 
The Introduction reviews art programmes offered by the eight UGC-funded 
institutions in Hong Kong from 2010 to 2014, and I identify that art 
museum-university collaborations in Hong Kong is relatively weak. Art museums 
generally provide more education services for primary and secondary schools 
students. Advice from museum professionals have not substantially been reflected in 
polices on museum education services. Chapter One reveals that most of the existing 
museum-university collaborations in Hong Kong are project-based instead of 
curriculum-based. Project-based activities generally cannot offer continuous 
learning experiences for higher education students to apply their subject knowledge 
to real-life projects. The three courses focused on Museum Studies provided by 
UMAG and the course "FAA1600 Artistic Traditions in China" provided by the Art 
Museum of CUHK prove that collaboration between museums and universities 
through art curricula has already been deyeloped in these two institutions with their 
own museums, but it is difficult for other universities, especially those without their 
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own museums, to adopt the same model. Curators are normally invited to deliver a 
few guest lectures or lead guided tours during semester time. They tend to share 
their working experience rather than teaching curatorial skills and theories to 
students. 
The investigation of Chapter Two gives examples of successful 
museum-university collaborations in overseas museums, including the V &A in 
London and the Met in New York. These well-established museums have provided 
education services targeted at higher education students in support of the teaching 
and learning on Art History courses in affiliated colleges, including RCA and NYU. 
These large-scale museums are able to identify the needs of different visitors and 
pay efforts to enhance the quality of education services for specific target segments. 
Curriculum-based collaboration is widely used through their partnerships with local 
tertiary institutions. The curriculum programmes provided by the V &A demonstrate 
how museum staff play the role as course instructor in supervising higher education 
students. The Met also affirms that internship programmes are beneficial to 
improving higher education students' capabilities. 
Chapter Three illustrates the difficulties in developing collaboration between 
art museums and universities in Hong Kong. Hong Kong museums previously paid 
more attention to primary and secondary school students, but have recently turned to 
provide learning opportunities for students at tertiary level. Furthermore, access to 
in-house archives, libraries and collections are uncommon in Hong Kong museums. 
Most of the public museums only provide brief information about their collections 
and exhibitions on their official websites. I think that they neglect the motivation, 
needs and expectations of their visitors, especially those of higher education students 
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and researchers. 
As demonstrated in the successful practice of overseas museums, there are four 
feasible methods for developing collaboration with universities. They include 
object-based learning activities, experiential learning activities, project-based 
collaboration and curriculum-based collaboration. These four methods focus on 
different learning objectives. Object-based learning suggests that having interaction 
with objects is a compelling and provocative way of teaching concepts. Experiential 
learning encourages students to learn from different experiences, in which they 
actively engage in problem-solving and discovery. Project-based collaboration 
enables students to acquire practical experience by undertaking different duties in 
real-life projects, such as leading guided tours, curating exhibitions and designing 
exhibition materials. These three methods of collaboration are more broadly applied 
in different educational programmes when comparing with curriculum-based 
collaboration in Hong Kong. It is because they relate to short-term projects with 
relatively shorter duration and are generally easier to negotiate regarding the 
arrangement and organisation among partnered institutions. 
However, it is crucial to develop collaboration between art museums and 
universities through curricula in Hong Kong because it can significantly enhance 
and enrich learning outcomes for higher education students. Curriculum-based 
learning is an effective method for the career development of higher education 
students. It integrates the ideas of object-based learning, experiential learning, the 
Contextual Model of Learning and the Constructivist Learning Theory. It offers 
systematic training for higher education students and creates a fertile learning 
environment for them. As curriculum-based collaboration requires much effort and 
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time in coordination, I suggest that partnered institutions can target at postgraduate 
students first. The History of Design Postgraduate Programme co-organised by the 
V &A and the RCA in London is a good reference. While maintaining existing 
museum-university collaborations, including object-based activities, 
experiential-learning activities and project-based collaboration, partnered 
institutions should move forward to research-based projects in order to enhance 
higher education students' research skills and critical thinking. Aside from 
exhibition-oriented activities, students can participate in works related to collection 
management and provenance research. 
To address the problem of inadequate funding, I suggest that museums and 
universities should make use of government funding or other charitable foundations 
such as the Hong Kong Jockey Club and the Kl 1 Art Foundation. The HKSAR 
Government should also give more recognition of museum professionals in policy 
making and grant those curators with PhD qualification the permission to supervise 
research students at universities. 
With reference to existing scholarships on Education and Museum Studies, this 
thesis gives a cross-institutional study in museum education and draws examples of 
existing practices in different types of museums across Hong Kong, the United 
Kingdom and the United States. The thorough examination of education services in 
overseas museums indicates that different effective methods can be used to support 
higher education students in museum learning. This dissertation proposes feasible 
plans for museum practitioners, academia and policy makers to further develop 
museum-university collaboration in Hong Kong. 
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Due to time constraints and the limited scope of this research, well-established 
museum-university collaborations organised by other museums in Asia have not 
been included in this thesis. More successful examples of good practice in Western 
museums and higher education institutions should also be studied in greater detail in 
the future. For instance, since 1999 the University of Leicester in the United 
Kingdom has developed a series of research projects on museum education under its 
Research Centre for Museums and Galleries (RCMG). 261 One of the project 
findings is the framework of five Generic Learning Outcomes, a method created by 
RCMG in 2003 for measuring the impact of learning in museums, archives and 
libraries.262 It is believed that such projects can offer insightful ideas for using 
museum archives, libraries and collections to support the study of higher education 
students and researchers. Therefore, further research can be undertaken in the next 
stage in order to explore more ideas of strengthening the collaboration between art 
museums and universities and of promoting greater access to and better use of 
museum resources for academic study. 
261 See the University of Leicester. "Research Centre for Museums and Galleries," accessed 8 July 2016, http:// 
www2.le.ac.uk/departments/museumstudies/rcmg. 
262 Research Centre for Museums and Galleries, Measuring the Outcomes and Impact of Learning in Museums,
archives and Libraries (Leicester: Research Centre for Museums and Galleries, 2003), 4. 
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Appendix 1 Pie Charts of Art and Museums Courses offered by UGC-Funded 
Institutions in Hong Kong from 2010 to 2014 
HKU CUHK PolyU 
2% 5% 
HKUST HKBU CityU 
1% 
42% 
70% 
HKIEd LU 
!ill Art History 
5% 2.5% 
!ill Studio Practice 
Art History & Studio Practice 
!ill Museum Studies 
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Appendix 2 Number of Art-related Courses offered by UGC-funded 
Institutions in Hong Kong from 2010 to 2014 
Institutions Number of Courses 
University of Hong Kong (HKU) 72 
Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK) 23 
Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU) 208 
Hong Kong University of Science and Teclmology (HKUST) 54 
Hong Kong Baptist University (HKBU) 80 
City University of Hong Kong (CityU) 158 
Hong Kong Institute of Education (HKIEd) 31 
Lingnan University (LU) 56 
Total 682 
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Appendix 3 Questionnaire for the Hong Kong Museum of Art (HKMA) 
Questionnaire for the Research on "Collaboration between Museums and 
Universities through Art Curricula in Hong Kong" 
rwmM�••*•••&fi���Jm�tt•�••• 
Date BM ___ _cl ____ / __ _ 
Name !&;g: Telephone �tt: 
Position lfll\:{ft: Email Address �ll!�: 
Basic Questions ;/i!;:$:fllllm 
Please put a tick inside the box as appropriate. �J!r�tl::ir.ffl�t�IW__t 0 5/n ° 
1) How many kinds of educational activities are provided in your museum? (You
can choose more than one item)
�Foi jtffi�lfill.ml:ll':f,!tT;lflli\1fl�55l/J? ( nJ�t}�-rij)
D Exhibition (Permanent/Temporary/Special/Travelling)
.l&'llli: ( 'iitt;l:.1&/WaB�.1&/¥¥.1&/�®J&) 
D Guided Tour �'.lt§lsl.1% D School Tour •nz*'lfill. D Competition ttj!f 
D Concert '§f�Wf D Internship -� D Lecture/Seminar �J¥./m�11i!i' 
D Conference ••wr� D Film ShowNideo Programme m�ti>i:B!k: 
D Workshop I.{l=W D Family Programme ](00;)5l/J 
D Others ;!'t{-tl!. : ___________ _ 
2) Which are the well-received educational activities at your museum? (You can
choose more than one item)
a11�9!Jt
t
�55l/Jillx�Wm�J't0!b? c nJ�t}�-rij >
D Exhibition (Permanent/Temporary/Special/Travelling)
]&'I; ( 'ffi�;):J&/WaB�J&/¥¥.1&/�®J&) 
D Guided Tour �'.lt§lsl.1% D School Tour •nz*'lfill. D Competition [:1:;Jt 
D Concert '§f�Wf D Internship -� D Lecture/Seminar /ii/¥./liff�'JWf 
D Conference •vfa'i!i'� D Film ShowNideo Programme m�fi>(B!k; 
D Workshop I.{l=t'J D Family Programme ](00;)5l/J 
D Others ;!'t{-tl!. : ___________ _ 
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3) How did you evaluate the effectiveness of the educational activities organised
by your museum? (You can choose more than one item)
lmF"i JttMJ'l:ftDfiiJg>JZf3f;IC�i51!WZ.'%(:fui? ( oflli3'�-Jfei)
D Front-end Evaluation mJ:)l;Elgf{3 :
It aims to identify visitor needs and how can these be met before an activity 
has been designed by using a series of research methods such as surveys, 
interviews and questionnaires. 
T:E§'.lt/l-l-frf-{i55l!WZ.M , ��-:&JUB'g�ff�:n,� , ftD : w,ll� , tHw , Foi 
fg� , *liii§'?ZillJ\J'.B'J�* , PJ.&Jl!!-�ftDfiiJiililifEm®�* 0 
o Remedial Evaluation tmfstt!Uf{3
It takes place once an activity is open to the public. It is useful for
troubleshooting problems and informs museum staff about the improvements
that can be made to maximise the visitor experience.
Jl:t:nitffl:IJ'2-/Wi�i5lll}Jl,ttil-Wlffl:IJ3:8�pJr�iUB'JF"iJm , PJ.&-5-�Dffl1?!JffiA�
?lC� 155t , �*:k:k:t/ll:;ff-lffl5;f;'.B'JJI� 0 
D Formative Evaluation �nlZ't1§f{3 : 
It occurs while an activity is under development and provides information on 
how an activity is working overall, how visitors use it, and what they have 
learnt from it through consultation, collection of feedback and observations. 
Jl:t15itffl:IJ'2-IET:E!ffl�l'i'J55ib , ��ffi§'ljJ , �3:�@lft!\\fDW�*m!f���ffl55 
ibi'i'g�ffil'}1;{'Jc , lffl5;F,_i'i'g-f9:'.ffl'i:l1r5£ , PJ.&��nlG*��W-4 °
D Summative Evaluation �l@�a't1§f{3 : 
It reveals the impact of an activity after it has completed. It uses various 
methods to document and analyse the activity. 
Jl:tJJ;tffl:tJ'2-55ib�a*1k , tl@�a�� , :Mzil!H&i3'fl:n:i:t:fJ-55ibil!H'fff2.tt<fo 
Jt;j:fr 0 
D Others ;!t{iJI, : ___________ _ 
4) What are the forms of collaboration between your museum and other
educational institutions (e.g. schools, colleges, and universities)?
Dll�®:Jl'l: Jlt&gfD;!'i;E���r� ( ftD : �t3( , �__t��;t' :k�) B'J'Ei'f'lc�:i:t:?
D School tour �t5t�W
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D Curatorial project ;Jt[o]��rf;i El 
0 Internship Jf '§1
D Voluntary work ]t;/ffi:ti"Ifl= 
0 University student docents scheme :id¥\�!=)"jt�1l}lltlt4tlU 
D Inviting university professors to be the guest speakers of public lectures, 
symposiums or relevant events llimlr:k��B't:3V:{'!=000��&fEl�ffl�"j§'J 
5;§ll!tJ Z5���Ji 
D Service-learning project through the curricula on art history, visual arts or 
museum studies 
:l=UBJ&��f1fa St:. , tl:!ill:�filtr�JJ,n?JJffi�§l!HfilITT m�J%liff'§lr� El 
D Others :\t{lli : ___________ _ 
5) Do you think it is worthwhile to develop collaboration between museums and
universities through art curricula in Hong Kong? Why?
f�ii,Z;;,? flfa5'l!itw.t{!)ffi;f1J:k�{H1�m.i�§l!Hfil�l"lITT-€5{'J=[jffU0,�? f,,!/{t�?
6) How museums and universities can benefit from this kind of curriculum-based
collaboration?
7) What are the difficulties in developing collaboration between museums and
universities through art curricula?
f�ii,Z;!,f,,!J tw.l?!Jffi �N:k �� ml �f,fq[jJffil � l"l sf;J -€5{'l=lHfUBi'f 1/r�¥Ulf �121slit ?
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Specific Questions Jiff Fh�Jm 
Lectures: 
In the 1990s, your museum orgranised some lectures on the importance of museum 
facilities for education, including: 
:n +if1{;1fflyt , Jtffi�JttlT §:,Jffeiwffll.i�tt*1ffi§i!:nt11fl li�t(�i'.FJm*tiEI'j�� , 
§j\!;:
a) "How Teachers Can Make Use of Museum Facilities"
By Mr. Yeung Wai-fung and Mr. Gerard Tsang
Date: 16 Apr 1993
'�§fli:i(Dfi,J5fljffl�i\fqffiw'5J]'l J
±�A : t�·�ff1t;it_ 'cc§ �ttBt:l1t;it_ 
B;!fFsi : 1993 if 4 J=l 16 El 
b) "How to Make Use of Museum Facilities for Education Purposes"
By Mrs. Mary Li
Date: 13 Apr 1995
, tt�?!Jffi§i!:nfil�}ey m '¾if!.ZJJ5ts; J
±�A : '!i�!iifrM'ii:tl:± 
B;!fFsi : 1995 if 4 J=l 13 El 
1. How did the speakers express their ideas? Is there any records of these two
lectures?
2. Why your museum committed to promote the use of learning facilities?
f.%,fiil J!:ffif/'1§' ff.tf*1ffi�/Jf!jE!'j�}ey ffl '¾if!.O)b ?
3. How could teachers use the learning facilities or aids at your museum?
�gfjj�:i(Dfiil f]l".ffl Jtegi'.FJ�}ey§i):!Jti1i'.Jk)O)b ? 
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Education and Extension Programmes: 
1. In 2002, the Hong Kong Museum of Art's educational activities were divided
into two parts: 1) Education and Extension Progranunes; and 2) Education and
Extension Services. Each part comprises more than seven different learning
activities. Does it mean that the educational function plays the most important
role in your museum?
2002 � , Jtffi#�f6(j§'J;§iJJ:B-fll<:fficgB:5t : 1) ��Edl!Ji5§ltr ; & 2) ��
&lt!Ji§EtSJ O �@cgB:B-i1l� T 7 @:f"lo.li'G!!J:'�,'5ltr O �:'&7G Jtffi��'ilt:li:
t.ll.��J}JJllia,� ?
2. In 2012, the Education and Extension Programmes were grouped into new
categories, namely:
2012 �, ��&lt!Ji5§iJJ§t1�TfJii'G$-is
i. Art for All (lectures, videos)
�vttr�Jt c ffi� , t.ll.�liXJt )
11. Art for Fun ( children workshop, ageS-12)
�@x!\JJ,5} ( )G�I ff:l:}J , �� 5 :?t 12 �)
iii. LoveArt Family (family workshop)
!Yl�filtf*IM ( *IMI {'f:ljj)
iv. Art Accessibility ( activities for disabled people)
�filtrw}i c 1.il�A±i§ltr)
v. Art Alive (adult workshop, above 18)
�;§�vf,j ( fil<:,A_I {'f:l:}J , 18 �J;JJ:.)
Why the Hong Kong Museum of Art made such a change? 
Jtffi3iDJl:t&�i'G�lzsl���? 
3. The Education and Extension Programmes "Extraordinary Leaming
Experience-Special Programme for School Groups" are targeted at school
students, enabling them to experience and learn about art outside classrooms.
To echo the new secondary school curriculum launched in 2000, the Hong
Kong Museum of Art designed a series of activities entitled "New Teens
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On-line" for secondary school students from January to June 2010. Why the 
programme only lasted for less than six months? 
�vltr:J'IIUJi55ii.J , �3u��1t��z.�tx�e§t1u J , mfim§ttu��t!N�tx�:°t=. 
Jm§)):skJ , �ftE1!'5fil:iiwe�w���gZ.J�skJ�vra O J;J&rot 2000 ifful:n:1I:1fJr 
tJ=i�:°t=.�ti , Jt&'§/4i!TtJ=i�:°t=.ful:§t -:r -@55iJ.1�1u , fJiw:'.Ji'iftEtJl! J �im 
flitn� 2010 if 1 J=l�AJ=l O /4;!,{afm@§tlU,RJ!!e'f'rT 6 @J=jO)b? 
4. Another programme "In Touch with Art" was discontinued after 2002. Why?
�-@§ttu , ��vrcr�J!t J ii Jtn� 2002 if , mY�/4i!TftJ'!tofb ?
5. Can you provide more information about the following programmes? Is there
any feedbacks from the participants?
Jt&'§oJ:amf:#i TJ°U§ttu i'!"i§ft-lll�iPfofb ? � faf �m � ��f:f skJlcit<�lf-40,\ij ?
a) "Extraordinary Learning Experience-Special Programme for School
Groups", January-June 2010.
'�3U��ffi�Z.�tx�ffi§tlUJ, 201oif 1 J=l�6 J=l 
a) "Appreciation of Hong Kong Art"
'���vfqj!t;j')'j- J
b) "In Touch with Visual Arts"
1 ffiliii-,.1)-:f±""' _,.,-=-1J11J_,.,.._ffe!.J
c) "School Culture Day" Programmes
't3<'.�X:1bB J §tlU
The Resource Centre: 
1. What was the visitation of the Resource Centre developed from 2003 to the
present?
2. Was there any feedback from the readers or researchers?
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3. How often university teachers, researchers or students use the Resource Centre?
**:t;gjji , liffo/'i'.A� , WG:tr::*:*��Ji5mi9=1 1L.'1'8�.fflt�55t:!1D-for?
Workshops: 
1. In 2009, the Hong Kong Museum of Art organised the "Teacher Workshops". Is
it necessary to offer a tailor-made workshop for art teachers? Why don't you
combine it with the "Adult Workshop"?
2009 1t'- , JtffiAf!J�7 I �gjjiif'F:l;JJ J O � &;,���gjpJmg)l:�F�1'8If'Ft_;lj
0,\%? �ft/®.'�#f'f::�� 'fflGJ\.If'f:f;JJ J O)b?
Collaborative Activities: 
1. There were some activities co-organised by your museums and other
universities, including:
JtffiW:;!"!;'8::*:*�!EJAf!J�7 PXf5'§iJ:J
a) "Meeting the Challenges of Visual Culture to Art Education" (English)
Jointly organized by the Hong Kong Museum of Art and The Hong Kong
Institute of Education
2008. 12. 06 (Sat) 2.30-5.30pm
I tf W::X: ft:J.i�l.ii'if,;j�J§JL:fi�!Jl.X J
El3W�@i'ifqffiWw��J§J*�%-@i-l'JJ¥ 
B�Fs� : 20081'!'- 12 Jcl 6 B , Tlfilrlli.!tli-'¥-.¥nli.!tli-'¥-
b) Co-organised by Hong Kong Museum of Art and Art Museum, and The
Chinese University of Hong Kong
El3 w�l.iv!trffi�w� g:i :x:::*: *-@i-l'11¥
1. "The Dragon in 14th Century Blue and White Porcelain"
Date: 2012. 04. 14
1 7G1�W ft:Jifi Jl!.�� J
B�Fs� : 20121'1'- 4 JcJ 14 B
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ii. "Dragon Imagery: Conceptualizations of the Dragon in Ancient China"
Date: 2012.04.21
I g:t �����)}]\ : :51:JJBitJtllifllla�B��JVG J
BitFsi : 2012 if. 4 J=l 21 El 
The formats of these collaborative activities are mostly based on exhibitions, 
lectures and conferences. Were there other collaborative activities co-organised 
by your museum and other universities through art curricula or service-learning 
projects? 
ll[®�{t53iJJB�:t��t(;��'I: , ilJJM , .&wrili O Jtt§��:'M;!at:'8*� 
���vfqil*fi�:'/§"��3%liff1Nlffl���{tOfb ? 
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Appendix 4 Questionnaire for M+ 
Questionnaire for the Research on "Collaboration between Museums and 
Universities through Art Curricula in Hong Kong" 
rwMM�m•*••••����JliJf�tt•�••• 
I I Date BWJ: ------- ----
Name J(i;g, 
Position !1${ft: 
Basic Questions �:$:fh5JI 
Telephone �fillj: 
Email Address � lli�: 
Please put a tick inside the box as appropriate. �1n;j:§�ffl��flj_t 0 iJm 0 
1) How many kinds of educational activities are provided in your museum? (You
can choose more than one item)
� Fo� JtfflJ.!sW.�m{� 7 tf M�C�5§iJJ ? C tiJ �1§,�-rJl!)
D Exhibition (Permanent/Temporary/Special/Travelling)
�'.I: ( 'm!��/WaB1�/W�/�®�) 
D Guided Tour ?;'Jft§1£j'% D School Tour •tt�W. D Competition [:;t:}11(, 
D Concert l§'�W! D Intemship '!If� D Lecture/Seminar ��/liJf3'.tWI 
D Conference •t,lti'Wfgj!! D Film ShowNideo Programme ��1&8-9'!: 
D Workshop I{1ffjj D Family Programme *B!5§i}J 
D Others ;l't.{-tg : ------------
2) Which are the well-received educational activities at your museum? (You can
choose more than one item)
D)J���fj(�5§i}J��fi�%�D.ft.? ( tiJ�1§,�-�)
D Exhibition (Permanent/Temporary/Special/Travelling)
�'.I: C 'm��/WaB1�/W�/�®�) 
D Guided Tour ?;'Jft§1£j'% D School Tour •tt�W. D Competition [:;t.• 
D Concert l§'�W! D Internship '!If� D Lecture/Seminar ��/liff3'.tWI 
D Conference •lfqWfgj!! D Film ShowNideo Programme ��)J)(B;R; 
D Workshop I{t'fjj D Family Programme *!}!5§i}J 
D Others ;l't.{-tg : ------------
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3) How did you evaluate the effectiveness of the educational activities organised
by your museum? (You can choose more than one item)
�lFoi j!tffi�:!(0foJ1Pf'{i5161�it5ihZ5&:ki? ( of���-rJ)
D Front-end Evaluation miWllPIZ{i5 :
It aims to identify visitor needs and how can these be met before an activity 
has been designed by using a series of research methods such as surveys, 
interviews and questiormaires. 
ttlii!Jtfrf-@15,5ilJZfili , W[�-�YU1'8�Jf'¥GJJ>* , :1/0 : w\\li!l' , :f*iui , F"� 
�� , *lii�ID!�l'rJm* , 1;1-1?z.Rsl�:!lofoJ)iljlj5E�®m* 0 
D Remedial Evaluation :'/m>l¾:'tilrf'{i5 : 
It takes place once an activity is open to the public. It is useful for 
troubleshooting problems and informs museum staff about the improvements 
that can be made to maximise the visitor experience. 
Jf:tJJ5*Ytlli��i1)j<;>t5ih!tl" 0 � lffl)J)(Bf Jofr�¥U i'8 F"� Jm , t,JJ?z.'6"9;1Jiw�ffi A� 
c;)(cg)J)* , �>](;k;kr/r::frffl!�i'r]jl;.� 0 
D Formative Evaluation M!rttilrf'{i5 : 
It occurs while an activity is under development and provides information on 
how an activity is working overall, how visitors use it, and what they have 
learnt from it through consultation, collection of feedback and observations. 
Jf:tJJ5*ffl�IEttlm�B/;J5,5ilJ , W[��fjjj} , 4��@1ff!WIDl�*r!r:{;lt�mm;,5 
ihl'rJ�ffl�{'F ' ID!�i'8�ffl'�).5r, ' t,!..&¥'@11tZ*�j.f,/Bf O 
D Summative Evaluation i.l@�a'tilrf'{i5 : 
It reveals the impact of an activity after it has completed. It uses various 
methods to document and analyse the activity. 
Jf:tJJ>*ffl �5t5ih�a�::1%t , �,l@�a�ll , :illZW[�� f.iJJ:i:tJ:J-5,5ilJ�1TiiGiT<W 
5ttfT O 
D Others ;!t{fil : __________ _ 
4) What are the forms of collaboration between your museum and o.ther
educational institutions (e.g. schools, colleges, and universities)?
IJIJ�®� j!tffiW;!t'f::f)(��lw ( :1/0 : ¥t5l - �J:¥�% , :k¥) B/;Jfs"{'FM:i:t ?
D School tour ¥t$Z�ID!
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D Curatorial project :::J:iJi'ljffi:�JJi: § 
D Internship -� 
D Voluntary work 7G;!Jl:tl"I{'!= 
D University student docents scheme **��:i:�Wl[�§ffil 
D Inviting university professors to be the guest speakers of public lectures, 
symposiums or relevant events ��**��*f'l=0M��&fflmffl�J§'J 
,c,::1'){,--',, '1'il"""'=�td*/JLl,,..,.pfi:}�J;,:1., 
D Service-learning project through the curricula on art history, visual arts or 
museum studies 
:f¾!ol ���i\fq 51:'. - tJI.Jil�vllr�ffl11zJffi*�*ij'jl;J�f).�;ff�J� § 
D Others 11;{-!t : ___________ _ 
5) Do you think it is worthwhile to develop collaboration between museums and
universities through art curricula in Hong Kong? Why?
1�§?6���ffl!!o/JffiW:*:*f]!_f�im�B:lfi:1i�IP.lj'jl;J�f'!=§tfUn,i? �ftM?
6) How museums and universities can benefit from this kind of curriculum-based
collaboration?
7) What are the difficulties in developing collaboration between museums and
universities through art curricula?
1�&76� ffl!!o/Jffi�N:*: * �M�vllrB:lfi:fi� IP.l j'jl;J �{'J=§tfrrB� Wl�fil� M@ltt ?
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Specific Questions JUI E&Jffl 
Planning: 
1. There are five types of activities orgranised by your museums including
exhibition, forum, talk, progranune and internship. Will you organise other
types of activities such as workshop?
J!teill¥J53iJJffiffi!.±��n:fl, 'fil:JEJ&Jf , g-;_J-�wr , gJ� , gffU , J;JJ?z.Jf'W 0 
§,m,, J!tfil!Mi/'q-31<:wratt!ct'8ffi�l¥J53iJJ{JU:!1D : I fi=fJiO,\§ ?
2. It is noticeable that your museum has grouped the activities into different series
and mainly named each with "M+", such as:
JtfillaWf/7=F:Y'i:,JU53iJJ , �:kt§, tz 'M+ J $i', , 'if:!10 :
a) "PublicForum"(Forum) 1 M+05;i)'.�tl J (�tl) 
b) "Mobile M+" (Exhibition) 'M+�fi' J (�'ff)
c) "M+ Matter" (Talk) 1 M+,\s1,� J (��) 
d) "Venice Biennale Talk Series" (Talk) '�/bWr�if:)&��%,.JU JC��)
e) "Building M+" (Programme) 1:fflj O }t M+ J (gffU) 
f) "M+SummerCamp"(Programme) 'M+��� J (§tfU)
i. What are the ideas of this naming and grouping?
mJf $i',5fl] ?tffi� ftil � ,Is( O}b ? 
ii. Each series has a specific focus on one type of activity. For instance, the
"Public Forum" is mainly consisted of forums, while "Mobile M+" is mainly
consisted of exhibitions. What are the reasons of this design? Will you
consider to combine different types of activities into one series of activity?
§ JW'B!®l%s.J°U53iJJffll�5.1� =Flo.ll¥J53iJJffiffi! , 'if:!10 'M+0 5$'.§iiatl J �tl\'/
li!i.± , fffi 'M+n!ei''r J &ui:;_i&Jfli!i.± 0 :m!9Jti¥Jmllzsl�ftrf1afb? J:Jftnt� 
vl!1lt!tii =F lo.lffi�i¥J%s.JU53i}JO,\§ ? 
Programmes: 
1. In 2012, your museum launched a ten-week learning programme which enabled
museum enthusiasts to gain working experience in the field.
� 2012 if , JtfilliJL��7-J�li!ij(}j+�l'!'g�'WgtfU , §11:E�Ui;/Jf:f�fill£'.�
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1. How well did it work? Is there any records of this programme?
wi=J::iltlUEflr-xJ!�::!1ofcir? 1'§{x{oJ:t§�ffls':l�:Sl1rilctT<a,�?
ii. Who participated in this programme? Any university students joined this
programme?
ME�1JD7wi:).'.iltlU? ��1'f::k�:'i'.��a.fb?
iii. Will your museum continue to organise this programme in the near future?
2. Your museum has organised internship and volunteer programmes targeting at
different audience groups. They include:
J!tffi I itfFFIBJB':lfi�MfilUIT '.l''gl;f-07t;!ffi�EfliltlU , ;!ttJ:t§M
a) "M+ Internship Programme" 'M+'.l''glilf :S J
b) "Venice Biennale Internship Programme" '�FtiWi�1:f::�'.l''glilt:S J 
c) "M+ Docent Volunteer Programme" 1 M+�jtffii_�IiltlU J 
i. What is the total number of such programmes ogranised so far?
J!tffi�4 �Jtiil.i���:Y{[mJl:[;!@lru!EfJ;5i}JO_Fb ?
ii. Was there any university students joining these programmes? How they
performed during their services?
::k�:'i'.1'§���®;5i}JO,�? :f:Eijl£��fjtp ' {i!?.1f',Ef]�fJ1JOfciTO_Fb?
3. "M+ Resources" is an online learning service opened to the public. For instance,
the online secondary school teaching pack Mobile M+: Inflation! is designed
for teachers. Will there be any plans to provide teaching pack for university
teachers?
I M+jj;J]i J �-JJ'(�::k�ifflJ'n<:Efl:f:E��'g/§1£� 0 -WU:!10 '{M+�f'r : J'E� ! } 
�� tp �;/;§ffi�iltffJ:f:EtJR tp �fi/:;M'� O �l roi j!tffi ��*�cl; §ffiil)l:ilt JI:[; 
!@ifi/:;M'�D,� ? 
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4. In 2015, your museum has organised the "M+ Summer Camp 2015: Unframed"
programme and made a call for university student volunteers for this
programme.
2015 !iJ::, Jtffi�IUIT 1 M+��1f: t±:IW J §tfU:Mz.§.el;\!tk•�•WJlt
=9Z;t,J)iiJj1fs'gI {'!= 0 
1. Why you prefer to have university students taking up the voluntary work,
especially art students with a background in graphic design, video production,
and photography?
Jtffi�{t�.±:tJ��*-� , :t;!e!;�1Pfmi§�§t , it<{��{'!= , &ffli�t>t
fil:;E'g�fi!tr•� ' *1E�i�F;:E'g;t,jjj1frr}b?
ii. How many university students attended this voluntary work? Have they
achieved your expectation?
���*•�•WTS=9Z;t-E1fs'gI�?��-�T
rr,I?
5. "M+ Rover: Travelling Creative Studio" is the first large-scale outreach
programme for schools to be launched annually from 2016, and a creative
studio transformed into a tailor-made trailer which will tour between secondary
schools and community spaces every academic year.
, M+!ilcl�sm : 5frttl:JmUftttc� J �El3 M+�¥JJ¥E'glfOO::*:ru!�l!I� El , :MzH��
2016 !mffcl'iij!iJ::�il�JJ:t�5§tl:J O mUft�� 1cc% �5frtt11•.lffi , �'iijf�*!iJ::'51t3i
��t:j:i-flJt±�Z.re,
1. What are the ideas behind this new initiative?
S{�ffi§tfUE'g���{t�IT}b ?
ii. The target group of this programme is secondary students. Will you extend
this kind of programme to university students?
S{�§tfUE'g§�!<iHM��i:p-� 0 �ro� JtffiH�*wrle3Jl:cffi5§tl:J{$1J[�::*:
-�IT,I?
m. What are the difficulties of conducting this programme?
'.1':lit!iS{�§tfUB�ffil�:¥U��§§Jlrr)b?
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Future Development: 
1. What is the future plan for promoting art education ofM+?
j!tffiWCti/Ji M+�f;f,;ifj(�i!JU'.lE7:ilf�*3f iltlU?
2. Is it possible to develop museum-university collaboration through art curricula
at your museum?
j!tffiwr=&�JJIU1H��f;fa�fi��tf�ffi�*-�ZrsiB"l'Ei"{'Filtll?
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D Others �{i!!. : __________ _ 
3) How did you evaluate the effectiveness of the educational activities organised
by your museum? (You can choose more than one item)
li!f Fo� itffi ��Dfiir�{tift(J§f 5§:t/JZ'>'&:fui ? ( tiJ ��¾!,\-� )
D Front-end Evaluation JWM�t{ti :
It aims to identify visitor needs and how can these be met before an activity 
has been designed by using a series of research methods such as surveys, 
interviews and questionnaires. 
:f:Et9:lltfrf-{�55:t/JZW , w¾!l!-�3'UB"J1iff�:n$ , �D : wll� , i*i/J.i , Fo� 
Th� , *lit�lffl�B"lm>J<: , PJ&,1S',��ofiir5ililiJEm:®m>J<: 0 
D Remedial Evaluation :'fm5fs'i('l:i�{ti : 
It takes place once an activity is open to the public. It is useful for 
troubleshooting problems and informs museum staff about the improvements 
that can be made to maximise the visitor experience. 
Jlt:n5tffl n�WhR 5§:t/JJ:l 0 � lffl1Dz:Bi'.f Pfi�¥U B"-1 Fo� Jrn , PJ& 'i59<Diw!fo/Jffi }.J� 
&�:n5t , �***m'frlffl�B"-1:a� 0 
D Formative Evaluation JT;;n\G'ti�{ti : 
It occurs while an activity is under development and provides information on 
how an activity is working overall, how visitors use it, and what they have 
learnt from it through consultation, collection of feedback and observations. 
iit:n5ts;ffl� IE:t:Elfflm½a"-75§:t/J , w¾!l!iis� , �>!:�@lli!fOlffl�*mf:ttf'ffflffl5§ 
t/JB"J�ffl}l{'J= , lffl�B"J{]effl'l:�5£ , J..),,&��n\GJJ�)llf4 °
D Summative Evaluation &��a'ti�{ti : 
It reveals the impact of an activity after it has completed. It uses various 
methods to document and analyse the activity. 
Jl:t:n5tm�5§tJJ�am:ftt , i,��aJJr;� , :illtwi&J�'fm:nAlitf5§tJJii:f':filei1w 
:B-i'fi 0 
D Others �{i!!. : ___________ _ 
4) What are the forms of collaboration between your museum and other
educational institutions (e.g. schools, colleges, and universities)?
IJIJ�®� itffifO�'f::�J§'ftM� C �D : ��, �_t.��%, *�) B"Jg{'J=JT;;A?
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D School tour �&�tm 
D Curatorial project ;J:t[o]ffi�Jjlj El 
D Internship Jf '@1 
D Voluntary work �jjj::1§-I{'F 
D University student docents scheme :;k:�1'.�:l:�Wl!�lltlil 
D Inviting university professors to be the guest speakers of public lectures, 
symposiums or relevant events l!i;§j:;k:��:f51:*1'F0-!mmlf�&ffl�fflfi(� 
)31/J:Z.5�mlf�j\ 
D Service-learning project through the curricula on art history, visual arts or 
museum studies 
;J:tlol��i!Hf& 51:'. , tJl.fl:�fif&�ffl1?!.Jffi�llJfis-:mlstr%liJf'mrjjj El 
D Others ;!t{tg : ------------
5) Do you think it is worthwhile to develop collaboration between museums and
universities through art curricula in Hong Kong? Why?
f�&'6�7eli'�ffl�ffifD:*:�1:i1�!m��fi�loJB"l�{'Fllt1IUD,i%? �1tM?
6) How museums and universities can benefit from this kind of curriculum-based
collaboration?
7) What are the difficulties in developing collaboration between museums and
universities through art curricula?
f�&'l�ffl�ffi��*��!m�fifq�fi�loJB"l�1'Fllt11UB�tf�JU;!fMIB!it?
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Specific Questions J:lltlh�Jm 
Activities: 
1. There are five types of activities orgranised by your museum including
exhibition, talk, symposium, programme and internship. Have you organised
other types of activities such as workshop?
j!ttgJ'8;,5iJJ��±�*'fn:fl , -e1:Js�.1: , ITTil'� , �-nlfil� , �t•u , tJ..&Jr>m
�F"� •t�rn�*�aWf/;1e1;B�jj;!lJ'8i,!;iJJJ5U�o : I f'!=J:JJO,� ?
2. There were 29 exhibitions held at your museum in 2007 that marked a
significant record when comparing with other years. 1 Why?
n� 2001 4 , -��,1�£1/¾Wf/T 29 =x�Jt O f,Jtt;!e!;{-\!l,:>f{S*ITTt , m:�Jtlfl
§Jf��Wo���$1'8������?
3. In 2011, the lecture series on "Appreciating Art in the Spring Hall" comprosed
45 lectures for the public. 2
n� 2011 1f , r ��'.§t:ITTtto/1�'� J ITTi\'��3'U�£1/¾Wf/T 45 t�0[7?]gJ� 0 
1. Why carrying out such a large-scale lecture series?
J!t�£1/¾Wf/�DJl;t:k�l'8gJ��3'Ui'81Jli:*�{t�oJt. ?
11. What were the audiences' feedback of these lectures?
iii. What did audiences learn about Chinese art from these lectures?
4. It is noticeable that there were two lectures related to Museum Studies in 2011:
1 The number of exhibitions held at the University Museum and Art Gallery of the University of Hong Kong
(UMAG) is collected from The University of Hong Kong Museum Journal (1-3) which was publised in 2002, 
2008, and 2011 respectively. 
2 The number of lectures held at the University Museum and Art Gallery of the University of Hong Kong
(UMAG) is collected from the Hong Kong Visual Arts Yearbook (1999-2014). 
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a) "Chinese Museums" on 27 June 2011 r t:pw]ffl!fo/Jeg J � 2011 :q:: 6 J=l 27 B
b) "Hong Kong Museums" on 30 June 2011 r "/!l'�ffl!fo/jeg J � 2011 :q:: 6 J=l 30
B
1. Why your museum promoted museum knowledge to the public through these
lectures?
ii. Has your museum organised other activities about Museum Studies before?
•fi1'! 'If/ �vfl�fm� tt!fo/Jfl1'f*ffl �m J¥JmfJJ�,�?
Art-related Programmes: 
1. Your museum has been collaborating with the Department of Fine Arts at the
University of Hong Kong on three courses including:
J!te'8W"/!l'�*��vfcr�¾>.�f'Flffl¥f1/T .::::.F�fol-El , 'E!.:f'cli :
a) FINE2056. Museum Studies Workshop (3 year-curriculum and 4
year-curriculum)
FINE2056. ffl!fo/Jeg�I {'f:ljj ( -=.:q::i!JU�Jfi , iz:g:q::i!JU�Jfi)
b) FINE3004. Museum Studies Internship (3 year-curriculum)
FINE3004. ffl!fo/Je'8�1!!.''i§'§t� ( .::::.:q=:i!JU�fi)
c) FINE4005. Museum Studies Internship (4 year-curriculum)
FINE4005. t:f!fo/Je'8�1!!.''i§'§t� ( iz:g:q=:i!JU�Jfi)
1. What is the class size of these courses?
�®f,j.§�f}I1'f�:Y' ,A.D]b?
ii. The Internship Programme gives a limited number of top students to work at
your museum. How many students can obtain this chance to intern at your
museum? Why don't you offer more internships for other students?
1!!.''i§'§t �mf� J ��5Ei'!kJi','WFffiB:B-r.\G�{f�i'!kJ �±¥U J!tegI {'f O Im r"�
1'f�:Y'�±������l'!kJI���?��M J!te'8�m*��1!!.''i§'
��T�±DJb?
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iii. What are the learning outcomes achieved in these courses?
m ®�l!!fiEgfU7 i/;��1§' P.lG* ?
Others: 
1. Can you provide more information about the museum-university collaboration
through art curricula at your museum?
�fN §1; J'JH,:it-@ J:tiH� :;kJ!l, i!#r1lllfl¥ i;-ft s<J � lf �ft. ?
2. What is your museum's future plan for promoting art education to university
students?
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Appendix 6 Qnestionnaire for Hong Kong Baptist University (HKBU) 
Questionnaire for the Research on "Collaboration between Museums and 
Universities through Art Curricula in Hong Kong" 
r�����W**������Jm����� 
Date B;Wl: ---�/___ /__ _
Name tt;8;: Telephone ��E: 
Position ffi{iL: Email Address �lli�: 
Basic Questions ;Ip;:$: !¥mm 
Please put a tick inside the box as appropriate. �Jm-1§�ffl�1tfU..t 0 � 0 
I) How many kinds of art-related courses are provided in your university? (You
can choose more than one item)
� rp� -��*!=!=.l:ll!:{� 7 og�®�filtf�fj_ ? ( 1iJ �1!,;l&i-JJ)
D Art History fff;fj 5t'.
D Studio Practice ffilii1Ll{'F'llffi1
D Art History and Studio Practice ffili 5':'.�i1Ll{'F'llffi1
D Museum Studies tt!to/Jfi"i!,fj,,
D Others ;l'!;{-tl!. : _________ _
2) Which are the well-received courses at your university? Why? (You can choose
more than one item)
Dg� �Jfj_i!B(� -�*±. ��O}b ? �{t� ? ( 1iJ�1!,;l&i-JJ)
D Art History ff f# 5t'.
D Studio Practice ff#jjj
1
J{'Jc: .. ·fi1
D Art History and Studio Practice ffili 5':'.�i1Ll{'F'llffi1
D Museum Studies tt!to/Jfi"i!,fj,,
D Others ;l'!;{-tl!. : ___________ _
Reasons m{lzsl :
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3) How did you evaluate the effectiveness of the art-related courses organised by
your university? (You can choose more than one item)
1H�Foi Jttsl�31Dfci.JlP!1{i!i�\if&3*:fEZ.5&�? ( oJ�t§,�-lffi!)
D Mid-term Reflection q:i M&:,ls1,
D End-of-term Reflection M*&:,W
D Peer Evaluation 1oJi».lP!1{3
D Teaching Evaluation ¼&�W{i!i
D Assignment Evaluation §ll1:�lP!1{3
D Course Consultation 3*:flJ1gallfj}
D Others ;lt{-tl!. : __________ _
4) What are the forms of collaboration between your university and other
museums?
ll)J�®� J{tslfl];lt{-tl!.ffl!Jo/Jfilia':l'Ei"{'F��?
D School tour �tsl�ft
D Curatorial project �lo]�}ll1J� §
D Intemship -�
D Voluntary work �llii'!�I{t
D University student docents scheme *�1J J!t�wll£jift!IU
D Museum invites university professors to be the guest speakers of public
lectures, symposiums or related events tf!Jo/Jffi}!}i�*�¼&il'z*{"F-0178��,&;f'§�ffl¼&J§f55iJJZ.5J!!��� 
D Service-learning project through the curricula on art history, visual arts or 
museum studies 
�lo]���f;fqse_ , tJl.:'l:fiififq�ffl1?!Jffi�§ll1::flj1a'g�l£f%liJfl!�1J� El
D Others ;l"l;{-tl!.: __________ _ 
5) What services and supports should museums provide for universities?
ffE.&ifii!J tf!Jo/Jfili�fii!J*�t.Jr:{;!f;DJ.j�®�l£f%fl]:3z:f*O)b ?
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6) Do you think it is worthwhile to develop collaboration between museums and
universities through art curricula in Hong Kong? Why?
ffilg?Z,1.if'e!'i';:ltf4mffifa:*:�{if�j,fj��ti�iciJB'gfs-{'FiltltiU,\%? 1.1!,{tM?
7) Is it necessary to develop such collaboration through service-learning projects?
t&:a� &;,���;Jf��l,'U%� § *i,fl�Jl:t�fs-f'F ?
8) How museums and universities can benefit from this kind of curriculum-based
collaboration?
9) What are the difficulties in developing collaboration between museums and
universities through art curricula?
ffiltBJ.1!, ffl4mffi��:*:�� i,fJ 3*ti� Pi B"1 fs-f'FiltlUB� wr�iti tf Mi2EI� ?
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Specific Questions JilfflF<!JJm 
1. In 2013, M+ invited you and your students from the Hong Kong Baptist
University to design M+ Inflation Secondary School Teaching Pack for the
exhibition of Mobile M+ Inflation (25 April to 9 June, 2013). The teaching pack
is an education guide for secondary students.
Jn 2013 :ff, M+)Jz�{tl;,&'l!l'��fr*���Jii,,l&'M; 1M+}if]': J'E� ! J
if9Jt 7 �f5.J-cp�¼'6(;t,r� 0 m¼&N� §ttEJii,tp��:t:E*fiJ&'M:B�:f'.lH�¼'b:�tiel
�o 
i. How many students have participated in this programme?
1J�&��*:fPJn'::tt*-gf'fift1rr?
ii. How students performed in this collaborative programme?
�� 11',:t:En',:*-g{'fiftlIT q:i �JJl.:!(Dftir ?
1v. Was this programme a service-learning project? What was the collaboration 
arrangement? 
nk**+IITn'::§lit�liff'rgJjlii El P.\% ? n',::i(Oftir-g{'fB"JP)b ? 
m. What are the benefits of the HKBU-M+ collaboration through art curricula?
Jttl;fil M+��@vltrt§ �fflill!!:ti rffi Blffl B")-g{'f Jj;i:\;ff?3F:7 ;!f ��T � ?
1v. What are the challenges in this collaboration? 
m;ilJ-gf'fw3K;!f�:f1�� ? 
2. Were there other collaborations co-organised by HKBU and other museums
through art curricula or service-learning projects?
Jttl1J� :fPJ;le!;f-ttr.tt!Jo/JWlw�@vltrilJMi�§lit�liff'rgJ.il!i El lfflJ&B"J-gf'f*+1rruJb ?
3. What is your university's future plan for developing art-related courses?
Ji:tl�J&@vltH§�fflifl!!:tiB"l***+IITn'::;!f�P)b?
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Appendix 7 Qnestionnaire for the Art Promotion Office, Leisure and Cultural 
Services Department 
Questionnaire for the Research on "Collaboration between Museums and 
Universities through Art Curricula in Hong Kong" 
,������*�fif;!q��L�rrjm�tt����� 
Date BM: ___ / ____ / __ _
Name M=;g, 
Position Jff!H:ir: 
Basic Questions �:$:Ftjj!ffi 
Telephone �§,S: 
Email Address � �: 
Please put a tick inside the box as appropriate. il�m-t§�ffl�tifUJ:. 0 � 0 
1) How many kinds of educational activities are provided in your museum? (You
can choose more than one item)
�rpi �ffl1.!!llll.5WJN:f:lrr;[mtl�5st/J? < EJ���-JJ[ >
D Exhibition (Permanent/Temporary/Special/Travelling)
/&'it ( m�J&/1:ifaBf)&/�)&/�@)&) 
D Guided Tour �'.ll:H�� D School Tour �;f'x�ffll. D Competition tt:W 
D Concert 'j§'�Wf D Intemship -� D Lecture/Seminar �gg_/;Jfi;tw, 
D Conference �f;!ti'Wf� D Film ShowNideo Programme ffl:�D)(B� 
D Workshop I{'f:l:jj D Family Programme *J%;5t/J 
D Others �{11!, : __________ _ 
2) Which are the well-received educational activities at your museum? (You can
choose more than one item)
D,ij�!Jij�0�55t/Jil\l(�ffll.;f,_%�O)b? ( 1:iJ���-Jj)
D Exhibition (Permanent/Temporary/Special/Travelling)
!&'I: ( mi51:J&/WaBf)&/�)&/�@)&) 
D Guided Tour �'.ll:H�� D School Tour �&�Ill. D Competition tt:W 
D Concert 'J§'�Wf D Intemship -� D Lecture/Seminar �gg_/;ffl,tw, 
D Conference �f;lqWf� D Film ShowNideo Programme ffl:�D)(f\9'!: 
D Workshop I{'f:l;JJ D Family Programme *J%5st/J 
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D Others ;le!;{ttr, : __________ _ 
3) How did you evaluate the effectiveness of the educational activities organised
by your museum? (You can choose more than one item)
�rpi Jttg�yo{oJ/l'JZ1ii¼'b:J§fii!iiJ:JL.xx::ful: ? < oJ�J,�-rj)
D Front-end Evaluation JrrJlt§�1ii :
It aims to identify visitor needs and how can these be met before an activity 
has been designed by using a series of research methods such as surveys, 
interviews and questionnaires. 
ttfill:iltff-OOii!iiJ:JL.JW , ��-:tJ1UBkl�ff�JJ)� , YD : �i!f ' :f*lo ' rpi 
;g� , :*lii&i!mmBkl®>K , tJ,&JG\o>yYD{oJ)ilm,,@� ®®>l<: 0 
D Remedial Evaluation 1ffl�t'U'i21ii : 
It takes place once an activity is open to the public. It is useful for 
troubleshooting problems and informs museum staff about the improvements 
that can be made to maximise the visitor experience. 
Jl:tJJi�ffl �M�5i!iiJ:J!M0 J;j)'. lffl)D(Bi'f Pfri/!EtU BkJ Fpi � , tJ& �9;[1 ffl!l?!Jtg }.Ji 
i;)(ag)J)� , �***t'r:::A-immBklffli� 0 
D Formative Evaluation �fflG'ti/l'JZ{ii : 
It occurs while an activity is under development and provides information on 
how an activity is working overall, how visitors use it, and what they have 
learnt from it through consultation, collection of feedback and observations. 
Jl:tJJ5�ffl�IEtt!m�B"J5i!iiJ:J , ��liaiiriJ , 4Y:�@IJ!!;fO!m�31Z:fJH:!¾*'fwfflii!i 
i}Ja'g�ffli:ll1'F ' !m);j)'.a'g�ffl'�i5G ' .[;J,&�1§1.Rlt��jf,f,4 ° 
D Surnmative Evaluation tJli!�t'Eil'!21ii : 
It reveals the impact of an activity after it has completed. It uses various 
methods to document and analyse the activity. 
Jl:tJJ5�ffl�ii!iiJ:J�a*1& , i,�ia�� , :-tt��J,'fiJJ�!N>i!iiJ:Jii1'r"ilc�to 
5ttfr O 
D Others ;le!;{ttr, : ------------
4) What are the forms of collaboration between your museum and other
educational institutions ( e.g. schools, colleges, and universities)?
ag�®� Jttg;f(];le!;'8¼&J§f�� ( YD : �;j'j[ , �__t��'.lt , *�) B"J�1'F�� ?
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D School tour *1'5t�li!\'l:
D Curatorial project ::J¾iolm�J� § 
D Internship Jf Wg
D Voluntary work �)jj:,!'fI{'l= 
D University student docents scheme **�!=}Jf ft�il/l!t'J!i§tfli 
D Inviting university professors to be the guest speakers of public lectures, 
symposiums or relevant events �gl!j**:l&�*f'l=0!ffl�Jfil&ffli.fflfj(� 
5tm/J:L5Ji[�;i!:a: 
D Service-learning project through the curricula on art history, visual arts or 
museum studies 
::J¾[o]��iM\f;fq 5e. ' tJl'.l:iM\f;fqgx;ffl�ffi*�f!i1.EfJ§B.3%Jiff'i@'� § 
D Others ;!"!;fit : ------------
5) Do you think it is worthwhile to develop collaboration between museums and
universities through art curricula in Hong Kong? Why?
ffilg?l,E'!J��ffl�ffi;f[]* *f]l f�!ffl�il!!fi � JtJ Efl�{'J=§ttrra,1 ? l'ii{tlt' ?
6) How museums and universities can benefit from this kind of curriculum-based
collaboration?
7) What are the difficulties in developing collaboration between museums and
universities through art curricula?
ffilg?Z,E'!J ffl�ffi ��**�iffl�fif&il!!f!i1. � JriJ EfJ �{'J=§tlUBf tf �iU!f it'l;Elit ?
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Specific Questions !l.fflir,cl.!Jm 
Art Promotion Office (APO) �fillr:rli0Jff$at 
In 2012, the Public Museums of the Leisure and Cultural Services Department 
published the annual plan entitled Embrace Our Strength, Empower Our Future to 
inspire the public with enjoyable experiences in art, history and science in museums. 
It aims to support school education and lifelong learning through various means: 
nt 2012 if , .1w:�:x:1t:.:,;���TB'J0;J:ttt!Jo/Jfil?:��7 < :g;mft� , 1miu�wsJJ
:R} :/ffl§t3W: , g:{f�ffit��1:ltlt.r�fffiffilBll:�'t1:B'J�fit9' , �51:.&:f!-l-�tf!Jo/Jfil?: 
lffl,� 0 Jl:t§t3:m �w�PJ T �Jlli3lf3Z��t:f<'.¼'5C�f:fDltJJ.1�i!at�WN 
1) Collaborate with education experts and groups to tailor-make programmes in
support of the New Senior Secondary Curriculum, ranging from teachers'
training workshops, e-learning platforms, meet-the artists/professionals events,
and project-based learning to a variety of explorative and interactive
programmes;
W�J§JW*;fil �J§J�lfflir11= , itf:t#Jr rlli r:p Ul��§t ::f lol l'i"J5§iJJ , 'El.M�effi
:f:'el'a/llI1ttjj, �-'f-�'m3f-& - 'W�fifq*/$�A±f:tlit J 5§iJJ, :W:Jl!!liff'm
& ::f [o]�;i:.\;B'J��;fillii)J5§i)J :
2) Regularly review the needs of schools, design special programmes and
materials to emich the learning experience of students at different levels;
JEM�t.l'l�i':f<'.B'Jm� , �§t!r.'.fllUB'J5§iJJ;fil�;tt , �::flol:fiJ'lB'J��Jlt�]!
3) Explore new initiatives and programmes to meet the specific learning needs of
various groups, including the elderly, families, disadvantaged groups, and
serious learners; and
liJt�#Jr:fli:lifli&�¥11/5§iJJ , PJ)iljlj.lE::flolffl!Jli'.ff--'El.M�:tf , *M , ���t±
ff;fil11¥,t,,�'m8'JA±--B'J::flol�'mm� : .U&
4) Arouse visitors' curiosity, stimulate their inquiring minds and further their
knowledge.
llffi!m�ffi!A±B'Jfef-jfy,t,, , ��1-tl!.ff'�B'J>l<JOJ:lt , .U:f:!ll�1-tl!.1f'�B'J%1� 0 3
3 Public Museums of the Leisure and Cultural Services Department, Embrace Our Strength, Empower Our 
Future (Hong Kong: Public Museums of the Leisure and Cultural Services Department, 2012), accessed 7 March 
2016, http://www. lcsd. gov.hk/CE/Museum/ APO/docurnents/794617 /794 715/CBP _ APs _ en. pdf. 
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1. How did APO achieve the goal of promoting art education in Hong Kong?
-��31Dfa]''#fJ!,:ft}Jr§vfqfj(�El'9 § tJO]b ?
2. Will APO plan to tailor-make art education programmes for university students,
such as the suggestionsnoted in point 1 and 2?
-�* ,f.,!, 7(��j:J}):§f :::f jB_] Ei'9f:\/:n";§i}JO,i ? *��.ijJJz!t:m-&:m=J1/rfr��
B'95§iJJID;i:J:;O,i ? 
Oi! M:J {jj. l3l, 
I. Since 2012 Oi! has organised several exhibitions, such as the "Sparkle!"
exhibition series.
1. Was there any university students joining the curatorial work?
*�������IffO,I?
n. How they performed during their services?
:fE§l£��fj_tp ' f!JL1f',8'9�fJ/j0fiiJ'O}b?
2. What is Oi!'s future plan for promoting art education?
5aJ{jj.fJ!,g,\J!t/Jr§vf&�niliUJETtf P@!**§tlU ?
3. Is it possible to develop museum-university collaboration through art curricula
at Oi!?
Hong Kong Visual Arts Centre (VA!) :11:nt!//.\'l:l\§filtr cp IL,'
I. Since 2012 VA! has organised the "Art Specialist Course" for the public every
year. Can university students participate in this course?
El 2012 "fi/f,, ��t.W.l':§vf&cp,e,,�"f'll'��WJ1! '§vltr�f�§tfiJ O *���
¥1HJ!Jl:t§Jfj_O,I?
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2. Is it possible to launch tailor-made art courses collaborated by universities and
VA!?
il?:itH.W.t':�fifqt:p,L,,�P}fls'f[l::k:�iif'Flffl��fifq�fiO,\%?
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Appendix 8 Questionnaire for the Art Museum of CUHK 
Questionnaire for the Research on "Collaboration between Museums and 
Universities through Art Curricula in Hong Kong" 
·������*�����L��Jm�tt�����
Date BWI: ___ _:l ______c/ __ _ 
Name !Ii;!<;: Telephone �i!: 
Position ll!i,\i{i[: Email Address �lll�: 
Basic Questions &:$: ll:ml; 
Please put a tick inside the box as appropriate. *l�;mmffl��-U...t 0 ljJ_,1\; 0 
1) How many kinds of educational activities are provided in your museum? (You
can choose more than one item)
�F"5 -��W.��{�Ttf�¼'t�55'j}J? C of���-�)
D Exhibition (Permanent/Temporary/Special/Travelling)
�'I: ( '/t��/!ifaB��/¥,J�/�ilg[�)
D Guided Tour �'.ll:Hl1U'% D School Tour �&�W. D Competition tt)lf 
D Concert if�-@" D Intemship 'If"&/ D Lecture/Seminar �Ycli/m�-@" 
D Conference �vfq-@"� D Film ShowNideo Programme ��1.i>!:B� 
D Workshop I{'Ft}i D Family Progrannne *M55'j}J 
D Others �{it : __________ _ 
2) Which are the well-received educational activities at your museum? (You can
choose more than one item)
0]� �%5§j}Jil\lt§tll'/.���Ofb? (of���-�)
D Exhibition (Permanent/Temporary/Special/Travelling)
�'I: ( '/tir��/!ifaB��/¥,J�/�ilg[�)
D Guided Tour �:ll:msl.� D School Tour �&�W. D Competition tt)W! 
D Concert if�-@" D Intemship 'If "&I D Lecture/Seminar �Ycli/li3U1-@" 
D Conference �vfq-@"� D Film ShowNideo Progrannne ��1.i>!:B� 
D Workshop I{'Ft}i D Family Programme *M55'j}J 
D Others �{ill : __________ _ 
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3) How did you evaluate the effectiveness of the educational activities organised
by your museum? (You can choose more than one item)
1mrpi Jtffi�frDfci.Jg>jl{3fi
(
�f)5iJJZ:xll::ful:? C 1:iJm��-JJO
D Front-end Evaluation Jw:lt§g'j1{3 :
It aims to identify visitor needs and how can these be met before an activity 
has been designed by using a series of research methods such as surveys, 
interviews and questionnaires. 
;:(:fg§):gf:ff-005§iJJZM ' $�-¼sJUl'ikJ1iff5E:n$ , frD : �i!f , t*Wi , Fpi 
:ffi� , *ui&>Jtm�l'JkJm* , 0-.&Ist�frDfci.J5ilrnfE�®m* 0 
D Remedial Evaluation :'/m�tt1lf{3 : 
It takes place once an activity is open to the public. It is useful for 
troubleshooting problems and informs museum staff about the improvements 
that can be made to maximise the visitor experience. 
Jlt:n$.ffi ntfW;jl,; 5§JJJ!tt 0 � lfflll)(B� pfi�IU i'JkJ rpi Jm , J;J,,&-i!;-� f!#�?!Jffi }.Ji 
i;&ag:n5t ' J%*::k:::k::tJtff-lffl�i'Jk]Jll� 0 
D Formative Evaluation JBnlG'tig'j1{3 : 
It occurs while an activity is under development and provides information on 
how an activity is working overall, how visitors use it, and what they have 
learnt from it through consultation, collection of feedback and observations. 
Jl:t:n5t.ffi�IEttlffl�l'JkJ5§iJJ , $��� , �9:�@l})!;f[]lffl�*ilE{�,fef�ffl5§ 
iJJl'JkJ�Jll}i {"F ' lffl�i'JkJ-fl!"..ffi '�)£ ' J;J,,&�� nlG*��,!Sj- O 
D Summative Evaluation �,!�tl:iif{3 : 
It reveals the impact of an activity after it has completed. It uses various 
methods to document and analyse the activity. 
Jl:t:nitm�5§JJJ�a.w::1& , �, �a�lll , STIZ$��ti:n�J155JJJ:il!H'r11ctf<;f0 
5J;j,fi 0 
D Others ;lsl;{-tl?, : ___________ _ 
4) What are the forms of collaboration between your museum and other
educational institutions (e.g. schools, colleges, and universities)?
D]�®� Jtffi;f[];lsl;'f::Jj
(
��t� ( frD : �fx: , �...t��JG , ::k:�) B"Jir{"FJB� ? 
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D School tour *&�W. 
D Curatorial project �[Bjffi)&rj El 
D Internship Jf 'i§' 
D Voluntary work ;;s;iJl:lrI{'F 
D University student docents scheme **��j!t�aJil�§tlU 
D Inviting university professors to be the guest speakers of public lectures, 
symposiums or relevant events m�l**��*{"F0!ffl��&ffl�ffl�� 
;5iJJZ5���'.il[ 
D Service-learning project through the curricula on art history, visual arts or 
museum studies 
� [BJ ��fififq St'. ' t.ll.t':�fifq�ffl!fo/Jffi*�f!fE8 ijj£�1i}f 'i§'Tffei El 
D Others ;let{-ttr, : ___________ _ 
5) Do you think it is worthwhile to develop collaboration between museums and
universities through art curricula in Hong Kong? Why?
1�t£�'ll:l'5tllffl!fo/Jffi®**{R f,l\\!ffl .l&�f!f � [ci] s'g ii-{"FttlUU,\% ? �{ti'f' ?
6) How museums and universities can benefit from this kind of curriculum-based
collaboration?
7) What are the difficulties in developing collaboration between museums and
universities through art curricula?
J�§,'6� t:f!fo/Jffi ��** .i&!ffl�fifq�f]f � [ci] E8 ii-{"f iftfiJB:/f W'�fti�i'f'lz§� ?
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Specific Questions Jiflfh�Jm 
Learning Activities: 
1. From 2000, your museum has organised about 128 activities of different kinds,
including seminars, talks and workshops. 4 
� 2000 '.t'!'-�4 , Jtfil!B�!�¥JJfJ�"J 128 *::flo.lffi'Wfl"J;§tl.J , Bl�liff§1
Wf , ffi'llgli , &I {'FJ;/J 0 
1. Your museum has organised 118 talks which occupy a big proportion of
learning activities. Why your museum pay more attention to talks and
lectures?
Jtfill��l'JJ¥ 118 t�ffi'llgli, {ti�T�?@';§tl.Ji:/=1::kfiB:B-B"Jlt:.�! 0 
:((OJ1:t�m11.wl'JJ¥ffi'llgli;§t1.J0Jt?
ii. Will you organise other activities such as internship programme for university
students in the future?
2. In 2012, there were lots of talks focusing on the theme of"Dragon", including:
� 2012 '.q'.
a) "The First Dragon of China" on 3 March 2012
2012 '.q'. 3 J=l 3 B '�Wf'�)lij : i!J'7ls!:'. q:iBk]ffi{!lfi;ijg J
b) "The Dragons in Hong Kong History" on 17 March 2012
2012'.t'!'-3 J=l 17 B '*�ffi-�J
c) "Dragon in Chinese Architecture" on 25 March 2012
2012 '.q'. 3 J=l 25 B 1 ;ijgf:E}t� J
d) "Dragon Imagery: Formation of the Dragon Ideology in Ancient China" on
21 April 2012
2012 '.t'!'- 4 J=J 21 a , i:/=1�ilID�m:m(: :$1:i*B�M�fi�B"lIDnlGJ 
e) "Two Dragon Boats: Chinese Music and Dragon" on 9 June 2012
2012 '.t'!'- 6 J=J 9 a , ttffiti w il% .i �m : i:/=1�if��� J
f) "Dragon Brush: Wang Xizhi and the calligraphy of Emperors" on 30 June
2012
4 The number of activities held at the Art Museum of CUHK is collected from Hong Kong Visual Arts Yearbook 
(1999-2014). 
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i. Why your museum organised so many talks on "Dragon" in 2012? Why don't
you organise similar talks in other years, such as talks on the theme of "Goat"
in the Year of Goat?
J'tfili�fi:iJ .R:f:E 2012 f!o�¥1J1glf�!PJ r !� J ��ffll'Elmli�? �fi:iJ�'Blf!o'il'���h¥
Jl:t�mli� , -f§U31D$f!otJ. r $ J �.:J:.Jffil'Elmli�?
11. How to set the theme of your learning activities?
j'tfil(�:1(0 fi:iJil9:5E�'l@1 ;5i)Jl'EJ .±fill ?
3. From 2013, your museum has paid more attention to the lecture series such as:
� 2013 f!o¥� , J'tfili!i!!wffl5.tll11/��3'U , -f§IJ31D :
a) The Lecture Series on "Modem Gold Design" in 2013
2013 f!o r JJ!, 1����/lt J mli��3'U
b) The Lecture Series on "Mughal Jade" in 2014
2014 fjo "Mughal Jade" m/i��3'U
1. What are the reasons for organising lecture series in recent years?
J'tfiliili�f!ofillJ�ll11/��3'U l'8 � lzsl�1t�afb ?
ii. What are the advantages of organising lecture series?
�.§J�ll11/��3'U�IJH�®:W�?
Art-related Programmes: 
1. From 1971, your museum has been supporting art history courses at the Fine
Arts Department of The Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK).
f;f 1911 f!oiffl:/1& , J'tfili{]!!•.ll;IJ"i!l'5:i t:p x::*:�@i\ltr�lffl�@t& se.l'El�tm 0 
i. What are the forms of this collaboration between your museum and the
Department of Fine Arts? Do you offer internship for students? Do your
curators teach a course at CUHK?
J'tfili5fD@i\ltr��1'F�IJH�®�� ? �:a ��±m!:f:l¾·'l@1�Wf ? ffi�A Wf
:f:E']!l';:it:pX::*:���Ja,1?
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11. How students performed in the collaborative programmes?
�:'i:11'5:f:E�®-S-fPij El tp�JJiJDf0f?
111. Has your museum provided support and training to other courses?
iv. What are the benefits of the Art Museum-CUHK collaboration through art
curricula?
JtffiW 'ffi'J:l t11 x* � m ��fif,j't§ �fflillll:1¥. fffi � im i'lkJ-S-1'1= 1f ie1r'W* 7 ;ff I'@!
fif�?
v. What are the challenges in this collaboration?
�n!-S-1'1=1r'if*;[M�t1AA ?
2. Your museum has been organising "Museum Professionals Training Workshop"
for three times from 2013 to 2015, and will continue this scheme in 2016.
Jtffi'!!!1:f:E 2013 if� 2015 if!m&l): 1ffi�ffiW�±i\'wlJI1'1=±JJJ, slftM�� 2016
if:IHJ!m�Jl:t�ilt3 °
1. What is the idea of conducting such workshop?
!ffl/l)):J]:cJijI 1'J=±jji'(;J1'J5l�1tr@!U)b ?
ii. How well did it work? Is there any records of this workshop?
I1'1=±JJi'lkJJVG:5&31Dfof? ill!iFo�1H:I:foft§�ffli'lkJlctt<u,i?
iii. How your museum supports this workshop?
Jtffi�31Dfo!Jt� J]:cJijI 1'J=±}j/lf 3i'(;J��U)b ?
iv. Was there any students from CUHK and other institutions joining this
workshop? Why?
�:a�'ffi'J:l tl1:X:*�]l,\G:Ja/;1fil�%&i'lkJ�:'E*��{�I 1'J=±jj ? �1tr@! ?
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Others: 
1. Can you provide more information about to the Art Museum-CUHK
collaboration through art curricula?
�13:;§��{:ll;-@ Jtfill�t\=1::k�vf,r�fi'Ei"fl=B'Tii:i�4 ?
2. What is your museum's future plan for promoting art education to target
audiences?
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�E 
I. Antiquities
2. Architecture
3. Ceramics
4. Chinese Painting, Calligraphy
and Seal Carving
5. Design
6. Electronic Media/ Art
7. Mixed Art-Forms
8. Mixed Media and Installation
9. Painting
10. Photography
11. Prints
12. Sculpture
13. Others
Appendix 9 Number of Exhibitions Organised by UMAG from 1999 to 2015 
1999 2000 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
3 4 3 3 7 2 4 4 2 2 I 
I 
2 I 2 I 
4 I I 2 4 2 3 6 3 3 3 
2 
I 
3 I I 3 2 3 2 2 I 
I 
4 2 2 4 I 2 4 2 I 4 4 
I 3 5 6 2 3 2 2 
I I 
I I I I 
I 2 I I 
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2013 2014 2015 Total 
I 2 38 
I 
I I 8 
4 2 I 39 
2 
I 2 
I 19 
I 
2 4 4 40 
I I 26 
2 
4 
I I 7 

Appendix 11 Number of Exhibitions Organised by the Art Museum of CUHK from 1999 to 2015 
� 
1999 2000 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
E 
I. Antiquities 4 8 7 5 4 6 9 9 1 6 2 5 
2. Chinese Painting, Calligraphy 1 1 3 3 1 1 5 1 3 
and Seal Carving 
3. Ceramics I 
4. Electronic Media 1 
5. Mixed Art-Forms 1 I 1 1 1 2 1 1 
6. Painting 4 3 1 1 
7. Thematic 1 
8. Sculpture 1 
9. Others 1 1 1 
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2014 2015 Total 
3 69 
3 2 24 
1 
1 
3 I 13 
9 
I 
1 
3 
Appendix 12 HKMA's Newsletters Available in Hong Kong Pnblic Libraries 
from 1989 to 2014 
� 
Issue 01 Issue 02 Issue 03 Issue 04 
Jan-Mar Apr-Jun Jui-Sep Oct-Dec r 
1989 " 
1992 " 
1993 " " " 
1994 " " 
1995 " " " 
2001 " 
2002 " " 
2004 " " " 
2005 " " 
2006 " " 
2007 " " " 
2008 " " 
2009 " " " " 
2010 " " " 
2011 " " 
2012 " " 
2013 " " " 
2014 " " " " 
Total 43 copies 
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Appendix 13 Educational Activities Organised by the Hong Kong Museum of Art from 1989 to 1995 
Year 1989 1992 1993 1994 
Type of Activities Oct-Dec Oct-Dec Jan-Mar Apr-Jun Oct-Dec Apr-Jun Oct-Dec Jan-Mar 
1 Artist-in-Residence Programme --J 
2 Art Competitions --J 
3 Art Demonstration --J --J --J --J --J 
4 Art Lectures (Seminar/ Slide Talk) --J --J --J --J --J --J --J --J 
5 Art Project --J 
6 Art Sale Service --J 
7 Art Video Programme --J --J --J --J --J --J --J 
8 Art Workshops --J --J --J --J --J 
9 Docent Training Programme --J 
10 Education & Extension Activities --J --J --J --J --J 
11 Exhibition --J --J --J --J --J --J --J --J 
12 Free Art Activity 
13 Guided Tours --J --J --J --J --J --J --J 
14 Gallery Talks --J --J --J --J 
15 Hong Kong Artists Archive --J --J --J --J 
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1995 
Apr-Jun Jui-Sep 
--J --J 
--J --J 
--J --J 
--J --J 
--J --J 
--J --J 
--J --J 
--J 
16 In Touch With Art ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J 
17 Loan Service (Teaching Kits/Travelling Exhibition/VideoNCD ,J 
18 Meet the Artists Series ,J ,J 
19 Museum on Web 
20 Outdoor Sculpture Mobile Tour 
21 Overseas Exhibitions ,J 
22 Public Access Collection Search System 
23 Recent Publications ,J 
24 Resource Centre 
25 Sign Language Guided Tour 
26 Special Activity/Programme 
27 Special Exhibition News ,J ,J 
28 Special Feature ,J 
29 Story Telling Session 
30 Travelling Exhibitions ,J ,J ,J ,J 
31 Thematic Video Programme/Tour 
Total Number 5 10 9 8 10 12 10 10 10 10 
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Appendix 14 Educational Activities Organised by the Hong Kong Museum of Art from 2001 to 2006 
Year 2001 2002 2004 2005 
Type of Activities Oct-Dec Jan-Mar Jui-Sep Jan-Mar Jui-Sep Oct-Dec Apr-Jun Oct-Dec 
1 Artist-in-Residence Programme 
2 Art Competitions 
3 Art Demonstration -I -I -I -I -I -I -I -I 
4 Art Lectures (Seminar/ Slide Talk) -I -I -I -I -I -I -I -I 
5 Art Project 
6 Art Sale Service 
7 Art Video Programme -I -I -I -I -I -I -I -I 
8 Art Workshops -I -I -I -I -I -I -I -I 
9 Decent Training Programme 
10 Education & Extension Activities -I -I -I -I -I -I -I -I 
11 Exhibition -I -I -I -I -I -I -I -I 
12 Free Art Activity -I 
13 Guided Tours -I -I -I -I -I -I -I -I 
14 Gallery Talks -I -I 
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2006 
Jan-Mar Jui-Sep 
-I -I 
-I -I 
-I -I 
-I -I 
-I -I 
-I -I 
-I -I 
-I -I 
-I 
15 Hong Kong Artists Archive 
16 In Touch With Art -./ 
17 Loan Service (Teaching Kitsrrravelling Exhibition/VideoNCD -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ 
18 Meet the Artists Series 
19 Museum on Web -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ 
20 Outdoor Sculpture Mobile Tour 
21 Overseas Exhibitions 
22 Public Access Collection Search System -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ 
23 Recent Publications 
24 Resource Centre -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ 
25 Sign Language Guided Tour 
26 Special Activity/Programme -./ -./ -./ -./ 
27 Special Exhibition News 
28 Special Feature -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ 
29 Story Telling Session -./ 
30 Travelling Exhibitions -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ 
31 Thematic Video Programme/Tour -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ 
Total Number 11 13 12 13 15 15 16 16 15 15 
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Appendix 15 Educational Activities Organised by the Hong Kong Museum of Art from 2007 to 2010 
�
ar 2007 2008 2009 
T Jan-Mar Apr-Jun Jui-Sep Jui-Sep Oct-Dec Jan-Mar Apr-Jun Jui-Sep Oct-Dec Jan-Mar 
I Artist-in-Residence Programme 
2 Art Competitions 
3 Art Demonstration -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J 
4 Art Lectures (Seminar/ Slide Talk) -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J 
5 Art Project 
6 Art Sale Service 
7 Art Video Programme -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J 
8 Art Workshops -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J 
9 Docent Training Programme 
10 Education & Extension Activities -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J 
11 Exhibition -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J 
12 Free Art Activity -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J 
13 Guided Tours -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J -,J 
14 Gallery Talks -,J 
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2010. 
Apr-Jun Oct-Dec 
-,J -,J 
-,J -,J 
-,J -,J 
-,J -,J 
-,J -,J 
-,J -,J 
-,J -,J 
-,J -,J 
15 Hong Kong Artists Archive 
16 In Touch With Art 
17 
Loan Service (Teaching Kits/ 
,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J 
Travelling ExhibitionNideoNCD) 
18 Meet the Artists Series 
19 Museum on Web ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J 
20 Outdoor Sculpture Mobile Tour ,J ,J ,J ,J 
21 Overseas Exhibitions 
22 Public Access Collection Search System ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J 
23 Recent Publications 
24 Resource Centre ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J 
25 Sign Language Guided Tour ,J ,J 
26 Special Activity/Programme ,J ,J ,J ,J 
27 Special Exhibition News 
28 Special Feature ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J 
29 Story Telling Session 
30 Travelling Exhibitions ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J 
31 Thematic Video Programme/Tour ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J 
Total Number 16 16 15 14 14 14 15 15 17 17 18 17 
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Typ 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
g 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Appendix 16 Educational Activities Organised by the Hong Kong Museum of Art from 2011 to 2014 
ar 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Jan-Mar Jui-Sep Jan-Mar Apr-Jun Jan-Mar Apr-Jun Jui-Sep Jan-Mar Apr-Jun Jui-Sep 
Artist-in-Residence Programme 
Art Competitions 
Art Demonstration ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 
Art Lectures (Seminar/ Slide Talk) ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 
Art Project 
Art Sale Service 
Art Video Programme ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 
Art Workshops ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 
Docent Training Programme 
Education & Extension Activities ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 
Exhibition ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 
Free Art Activity ..J ..J 
Guided Tours ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 
Gallery Talks 
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Oct-Dec 
..J 
..J 
..J 
..J 
..J 
..J 
15 Hong Kong Artists Archive 
16 In Touch With Art 
17 
Loan Service (Teaching Kits/ 
,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
Travelling ExhibitionNideoNCD) 
18 Meet the Artists Series 
19 Museum on Web ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
20 Outdoor Sculpture Mobile Tour ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
21 Overseas Exhibitions 
22 Public Access Collection Search System 
23 Recent Publications 
24 Resource Centre ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
25 Sign Language Guided Tour ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
26 Special Activity/Programme ,/ ,/ 
27 Special Exhibition News 
28 Special Feature ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
29 Story Telling Session 
30 Travelling Exhibitions ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
31 Thematic Video Programme/Tour ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
Total Number 17 17 15 15 15 15 14 14 14 14 7 
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Appendix 17 Table of Contents of HKMA's Newsletters in 2001 and 2008 
� 
2001 2008 
d 
Sub1 s 
Overviews I. Special Exhibitions I. Message from the Chief Curator
2. Permanent Exhibitions 2. What's On Highlights
3. Special Feature 3. Exhibitions
4. Special Feature
Education 4. Education and Extension Programmes 5. Education and Extension Programmes
Programmes I) Special Lecture I) Special Lecture
2) Open Demonstration on Wednesday 2) Video Programme
3) Open Gallery Tour and Demonstration 3) Free Creative Art Activity
4) Activity for Parents and Children 4) Art Demonstration
5) Art Workshop 5) Art Workshop
6) Thematic Video Programme a) Family Workshop
b) Adult Workshop
Public 5. Education and Extension Services 6. Public Services
Services I) Museum Introduction Service I) Audio Guide Service
2) Public Guided Tour 2) Resource Centre
3) Guided Tour 3) Museum Collections on Web
4) Audio Guide Service 4) Public Access Collection Search System
5) Video Show Appointment 7. Group Visits
6) Museum Luan Service 1) School or Non-profit-making Organization
a) Travelling Exhibition a) Guided Tours
b) Video/VCD b) In-house Video Shows
c) Teaching Kit c) Audio Guides
2) Free Loan Services
a) Mini Travelling Exhibition
b) Video/VCD
c) Teaching Kit
Organisation 6. The Friends of Hong Kong Museum of Art 8. The Friends of Hong Kong Museum of Art
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Appendix 19 Activity Series Organised by M+ from 2012 to 2015 
Year 2012 2013 2014 2015 
Activity Series 
1 Public Forum (Forums) --I --I --I 
2 Mobile M+ (Exhibitions) --I --I --I 
3 M+ Matter (Talks) --I --I --I 
4 Venice Biennale Talk Series (Talks) --I --I 
5 Building M+ (Education Programmes) --I 
6 M+ Summer Camp (Education Programmes) --I 
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Appendix 20 Intended Learning Outcomes in the Service-Learning Project 
Co-designed by LU and HKMM5
Practical works of students engaged in the LU-HK.MM Related service-learning 
project intended learning outcomes 
Class assignments 1. Oral Presentation Communication skills 
2. Project Report Research skills 
1) A 1-2 page summary of Subject-related knowledge 
research findings; 
2) A concise panel description
and caption labels for the 
interviews collected; and 
3) Short self-reflective essays
from each group member. 
Fieldwork for the 3. Collecting Interviews Organization skills 
exhibition of Made Problem-solving skills 
in Hong Kong Social competence 
4. Voluntary work Communication skills 
1) Office support Problem-solving skills 
2) School tours Social competence 
3) Family activities Civic orientation 
4) Art and craft workshops
5 Michelle Huang, "Understanding Museums", Course outline of"CLB9016 Understanding Museums", Term 1, 
2014-15; also see the website of Exploring Art and Museums through Experiential and Service Leaming, 
accessed 19 April 2016. http://art-and-museums.wixsite.com/leaming. 
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Appendix 21 The Relationship between Instructors, Curators, Policy Makers 
and Students in Museum-University Collaboration 
Curators 
Funding and 
Authority 
Students 
Communication and Negotiation 
Advice on Cultural Policies 
Policy 
Makers 
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Academic Training 
and Supervision 
Instructors 

Appendix 23 Forms and Methods of Museum-University Collaboration for 
Participants at Different Educational Levels in Hong Kong 
Forms of Collaboration Collaborative Methods Educational Levels of 
University Students 
Existing 1. Object-based sessions Object-based learning 
2. Museum visits activities Undergraduate 
3. Intemship programmes Experiential learning 
4. Curatorial projects activities 
Project-based 
5. Exhibition materials design collaboration 
6. Conferences/lectures/talks
Developing 1. Service-learning projects Curriculum-based ,, 
2. Joint diploma programmes collaboration 
between universities and Postgraduate 
museums
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Figure 2. Screenshot of the e-book, Imperishable Affection: The Art of Feng Zikai from App Store, designed by 
students and staff from HKDI for HKMA, 2012. 
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Figure 3. Cover of M+ Learning, 2015. Courtesy of Ms Stella Fong. 
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Figure 4. The National Art Library, the Victoria and Albert Museum. Photo by ZHU Yi. 
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Figure 5. The Metropolitan Museum of Art's Libraries and Research Centers, images reproduced from the website of the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, "Libraries and Research Centers," accessed 29 May 2016, http://www.metmuseum.org/art/libraries-and-research-centers. 
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Figure 6. Lingnan Students were conducting interviews for the exhibition of Made in 
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Figure 7. Screenshot of the website "Service-Leaming Projects," see the Exploring Art and Museums, accessed 30 July 2016, http://art-and-muse 
ums.wixsite.com/leaming/s-1-projects?reload=true. 
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Figure 8. Screenshot of the website "Teachers' Resources," see the Victoria and Albert Museum, accessed I July 2016, http://www.vam.ac.uk/pa 
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Figure 9. Screenshot of the website "Educators," see the Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed 3 July 2016, http://www.metmuseum.org/learn/e 
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